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ABSTRACT
The design and development of a Main Battle Tank can be characterized as a
technically challenging and organizationally complex project. These projects are
driven not only by the essential engineering and logistic tasks; as the frequency
of technological innovation increases system architects are motivated to apply an
effective method to assess the risks and benefits of adopting technological
alternatives.
This thesis applies Bayesian Belief Network as a quantitative modeling and
metrics calculation framework in establishing the preference order of possible
architectural choices during the development of a Main Battle Tank. A framework
of metrics was developed for the architect to communicate objectively with
stakeholders and respond to challenges raised. These inputs were then encoded
as variables in a global Bayesian Belief Network. Using a change propagation
algorithm any changes in the probabilities of individual variables would trigger
changes throughout the entire network and can be used as informing messages
to the stakeholders to reflect the consequences of these changes. Two Bayesian
Belief Networks were developed and tested to understand the effectiveness and
sensitivities to the variables.
The successful development of the Bayesian Belief Network offers technical and
organizational benefits to the system architect. From the technical viewpoint, the
model benefits include performing system tradeoff studies, iterating the design to
incorporate feedback quickly, analyzing the sensitivity and impact of each design
change to the overall system, and identifying critical areas to allocate resources.
From an organizational process perspective, it enables speedier knowledge
transfer in the project, and enables the engineers to be knowledgeable about
how their localized change could affect other sub-systems.
Thesis Supervisor: Daniel E. Whitney
Title: Senior Research Scientist
Center for Technology, Policy, and Industrial Development
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The design and development of a Main Battle Tank (MBT) can be characterized
as a technically challenging and organizationally complex project. These projects
are driven not only by the essential engineering and logistic tasks; as the
frequency of technological innovation increases system architects are motivated
to apply an effective method to assess the benefits of adopting technological
alternatives and the risks of adopting unproven technologies. The system
architect's ability to assess the interactive effectiveness of technical concerns
and operational risks in a holistic picture are critical and in direct proportion to the
integrity of MBT's architecture.
The key challenges faced are in identifying critical sub-systems that will have
adverse effects in meeting individual customers' needs whenever design
changes are asynchronously made at other parts of the system. Since the
frequency and fidelity of knowledge exchange in a large organization is rarely
ideal, the system architect will have to rely on domain experts' opinions and
experience level in an untimely fashion. The speed and quality of knowledge
transfer are particularly critical when the system architect needs to make an
architectural change that would involve significant subsystem reorganization.
Traditional word of mouth communication network and slow "clock-speed"
knowledge transfer lead to poor judgments by the system architect, and
15
potentially cause inefficient allocation of resources and induce systematic
developmental risks.
Other challenges faced include performing system tradeoff studies efficiently that
can be achieved by iterating the design to incorporate feedback quickly,
identifying critical areas to allocate resources, and enabling knowledge transfer in
the project.
The objective therefore was to develop a network of metrics that helps the
system architect to communicate effectively and efficiently with stakeholders in
establishing the preference order of possible architectural choices in respond to
technical and managerial challenges raised in the preceding paragraphs.
1.2 Organization of Thesis
Chapter 2 shall present information to the reader a sufficient amount of
background information on tank and specific technical information that shall be
used in the latter chapters. The chapter contents include the introduction of tanks
and the evolution of tank technology that is specific to the Main Battle Tanks. It
will also contain figures to provide an awareness of the size of a Main Battle
Tank and its components that are visible externally.
Chapter 3 shall introduce the reader to graphical model representation and
Bayesian Belief Network that will be used in depth as part of meeting the thesis
16
objectives. A simple example shall be used to illustrate the usefulness of
Bayesian Belief Networks. It shall provide information on the Bayesian Belief
Network's strengths, limiting factors and industrial applications. It then concludes
with the reasons for selecting the Bayesian Belief Network to be used for the
Main Battle Tank architectural trade study.
Chapter 4 shall describe the methodology of applying the Bayesian Belief
Network to the Main Battle Tank architectural trade study. It shall provide the
reader the processes that the author adopted starting from converting customer
needs into variables that have associated metric values, then developing a
structure to show the dependencies of these variables with the state-spaces and
conditional probability tables. A simple example depicting a fictitious survivability
subsystem was used to highlight these processes and how to verify the simple
Bayesian Belief Network developed was reliable and consistent with real
scenarios and provides the traceability of the effects on the overall system when
design changes were made.
Chapter 5 shall describe the efforts performed in managing the supporting
evidence of Main Battle Tanks architectural decisions. The purpose is to
structure the data into an appropriate format that will facilitate easy variable
selection for encoding in the development of the Bayesian Belief Network. As
complete information pertaining to Main Battle Tanks was difficult to obtain from
the public domain the resulting information gathered had be verified, synthesized
17
and structured in an effort to help the system architect in successfully develop
the Bayesian Belief Networks that will be described in chapter 6.
Chapter 6 shall provide in details the development and verification of two
Bayesian Belief Networks. It shall elaborate how the information collected in
chapter 5 was reflected as probabilities in its associated state-space of each
variable in the Bayesian Belief Network. The first Bayesian Belief Network was
developed for the current type of Main Battle Tanks and the second was
developed for Main Battle Tanks in the 1950s era. The results obtained will be
discuss in chapter 7.
Chapter 7 provides the discussion on the results for the two Bayesian Belief
Networks. It shall describe how the challenges faced in the quality of the data
and the development of the Bayesian Belief Networks. It will also elaborate on
the technical and organizational issues that were modeled and how the results
can aid the system architect in making objective decisions efficiently.
Chapter 8 shall provide the reader on how to further evolve the Bayesian Belief
Network to accommodate the increasing fidelity of the Main Battle Tank
architectural trade study while continuously evolving the Main Battle Tank's
design and development such as new technology insertions. This will be
addressed by supplying the reader with information on the current research and
development efforts on Main Battle Tank technologies. It will also inform the
18
reader on the ongoing efforts in evolving the Bayesian Belief Network and its
potential for wider industry applications.
Chapter 9 shall conclude the thesis work and provide specific recommendations
on how to further developed the work completed by the author for adoption and
successful implementation. It stresses the need for a robust methodology for
performing platform architectural studies and reinforce why the Bayesian Belief
Network is a suitable candidate. The chapter then concludes by recommending
conditions that must be fulfilled so as to ensure the robustness and reliability of
the proposed methodology.
19
Chapter 2 Main Battle Tanks
2.1 What is a tank?
The word "tank" originated from the deception campaign organized by the British
War Office to hide the true purpose of the vehicles. They were termed "water
tanks" to hide their intended use from the Germans.
Tanks are now defined as tracked armored fighting vehicles fitted with 360
degrees rotating turrets which are primarily intended to engage the enemy in
direct sight of combat. They are many types of armored vehicles such as the
armored personnel carrier, self-propelled artillery, armored engineer vehicles,
infantry fighting vehicles and main battle tanks. In 1916 there was not this
plethora of vehicles so any tracked armored vehicle was automatically dubbed a
tank, even though they lacked rotating turrets and today would be more likely to
be classified as assault guns or self-propelled guns. It was only after World War
1 that the term tank became associated with this specific type of tracked armored
vehicle. Since World War 2 the term "Main Battle Tank" has come into use to
differentiate these machines from reconnaissance vehicles and armored
personnel carriers. To the layman these vehicles may appear to be tanks but
they are really intended for tasks other than direct combat with the enemy.
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2.2 Why is the Tank such an important weapon system?
Since World War 2 the tank emerged as a significant weapon in land warfare.
Almost every country in the world scrambled to rebuild its army around the tank.
Hard hitting offensive tank forces and efficient anti-tank defenses became the
main combat components of armies. Land warfare technology revolved around
building better tank or devising new weapons to defeat the enemies' tank.
Tanks, along with aircraft, missiles and the atomic bomb, symbolized a new era
of mechanized and industrialized warfare, where a nation's technological
prowess and potential was now decisive.
2.3 Why have tanks endured on an ever evolving battlefield?
Ever since the first tanks appeared there have been people claiming it will be
obsolete. First was the anti-tank (AT) gun, followed by the AT mine and then the
atomic bomb. This was followed by the fielding of large numbers of highly
accurate AT guided missiles (ATGM) and attack helicopters in the 1960s and
1970s.
The tank has survived all these developments and continued to evolve into an
even more powerful weapon system. The concept of a highly mobile armored
vehicle with a powerful armament has proved to be very enduring. Tanks are just
very flexible pieces of military hardware. Their armor means they can risk driving
into range of the enemy. Their mobility means they are not dependent on other
21
units or services to maneuver across the battlefields, and can get to the scene of
action under their own power. In war they can attack or defend using their
onboard weapon systems. In peacetime their sheer physical bulk and noise can
intimidate opponents without them even having to fire their weapons.
Many countries also saw the tanks as the answer to nuclear threat because its
armor allowed armies to maneuver across irradiated battlefields with some sort of
protection.
In the modern era, AT guided weapons have not proven to be wonder-weapons
and developments in armor and self-defense systems mean the modern tank has
a degree of protection unrivalled in its history. This degree of protection is
considered essential in the age of "zero casualties" conflicts. Rather, the main
threats to the tank are currently proving to be the budget cutters who balk at the
huge cost.
2.4 What are the basics of tank tactics?
Battlefield tanks rarely fight alone. They are combined into platoons, companies,
and larger formations.
The tactics used by the tank have evolved over time to meet particular battlefield
threats. There are a number of core tactical procedures that have remained
universal throughout the world.
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Finding and engaging the enemy in a way that minimizes the chance of the
enemy returning fire is still the heart of tank tactics. Central to tank tactics is the
use of ground. Fire and maneuver is a universal tactics that ensures tank units
are never caught unaware by the enemy.
Tanks are large, noisy and threatening. By presenting their heavy frontal armor to
the enemy, tanks minimize their vulnerability during engagement. There is
nothing more frightening to an enemy soldier than a tank advancing a full speed
towards him, firing on the move. Once tanks close with the enemy, their rotating
turrets engaged targets on either side as it moves through the enemy's defense
lines. In close-quarter battles, the tank's tracks become weapons, crushing
enemy bunkers or trenches.
No other weapon system combines the mobility, firepower and armored
protection necessary to advance into the heart of the enemy's defenses,
spreading terror and chaos in its wake. For this reason a replacement for the
tank is difficult to image.
2.5 The evolution of tank technology
Beginning with the concept of using a track laying device to travel across country
the British experimented with track, transmission and armor and fielded the first
tank in 1915 known as Little Willie. By the end of World War 1 the tank is
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equipped with guns as large as 75mm and features hydraulic transmission,
electric starters and cooling systems with a modest speed of 8 mph.
Improvements in engines, suspensions, transmissions and track configurations
allowed tanks to reach speeds in excess of 30 mph in the 1920s. Major
improvements were made to the reliability of the tank's engine and running
gears, making it possible to be used for extended periods of time that lead to
tanks being fitted with radio sets to facilitate communications.
The tanks developed during the inter-war years had sloped armor and features
powered turret transverse and turret cupolas to give commanders an all round
view of the battlefield. The performance of ammunitions was also improved by
using armor-piercing rounds made of hardened steel and shaped to punch
through the tank armor as a result of the kinetic energy provided by the round's
propellant charge.
World War 2 dramatically accelerated the tank designs. In an attempt to use
firepower to overwhelm its enemy; countries have initiated a spiral effect of main
gun developments that saw tanks fielding main guns as large as 122mm. This
also lead to the development of better ammunitions to improve the performance
of their armor-piercing weapons to help minimize the increase in propellant and
shell size that necessitated increasing the weapon size and the vehicle to carry it.
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A major factor in the tank development as a practical weapon system was the
maturity of fire control systems that allow crews to engage their weapons against
enemies while remaining protected inside their vehicle. It became the norm to
provide crew with optical vision periscopes to given them a view of the outside
world. A major factor in tank gunnery is correct range estimation. Various
technical methods were introduced to overcome the ranging problems such as
the use of stereoscopic sights. Radio sets also provided a form of effective
communication so that crew could work together, locating targets, coordinating
fire and masking themselves from threats behind terrain. Ergonomics played a
vital part in determining the speed at which a target could be engaged. The
number of switches and dials the gunner had to use had to be kept to an
absolute minimum.
Electric gun stabilization in elevation was also developed to allow gunners to
keep their tank's main armaments focus on target as they moved. When the tank
stopped, it significantly reduced the time to a matter of seconds for the gunner to
engage the main gun on target and fire.
The improvements in firepower inevitably led to the development of counter-
measures and the addition of more tank armor. Armor skirts were fitted to tank
turrets and thickened hulls.
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As tanks got bigger and heavier it was necessary to upgrade the engines,
transmissions, suspension systems and track designs to ensure they retained
their mobility. Using wide tracks also meant the tanks had very small ground
pressure ratios for ease of transverse across soft terrains.
The cold war period saw the developments of new sensor, fire control and armor
advances that totally transformed the nature of armored warfare. Main Battle
Tank's main gun was able to fire more powerful ammunitions such as the new
armored piercing fin stabilizing discarding sabot (APFSDS) round, depleted
uranium rounds and laser-guided Anti-Tank missiles. The number of crew can
also be reduced from four to three with the development of the main armament
ammunitions autoloader.
Improved fire control systems incorporating passive night vision devices enabled
detection of "hot" spots such as tank engines and gun barrels. These systems
allowed the tanks to fight effectively at night or in bad weather. Laser
rangefinders gave gunners the ability to judge range. When combined with the
first ballistic computers that calculated gun elevation, wind effect and barrel bend
tanks have a very high probability of first round hit. Fully stabilized guns became
common in the late 1970s and 1980s; this gave tanks the ability to shoot on the
move for the first time with a realistic chance of hitting the target.
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Armored protection was no longer synonymous with just using one type of
material. The British developed Chobham armor which was a composite
sandwich that can absorb and defeat incoming gun rounds while the Soviets
tanks featured laminated reactive and ceramic armor. On top of these were the
developments of explosive reactive armor that deflects incoming round so as to
minimize armor penetration. Active protection system was developed to fit tanks
with active defensive measures to jam or destroy enemy missiles. The Soviets
developed the Arena system in the late 1980s which employs radar to detect an
in-bound missile and then fire ball bearings into its path to destroy the missile or
damage its guidance system.
The dramatic increases in gun size and levels of armored protection were that
the weight of tanks increased exponentially. By 1980s the mass of Western tanks
such as the Abrams, Leopard 2 and Challenger were in the region of 60 tons.
In the aftermath of the Gulf War, Western armies launched a number of
programs to upgrade and improve their inventories of tanks. Many new tank
projects around the world were terminated due to the reduction in defense
budgets.
Leclerc and Challenger 2 were the last new designs to enter production. Both
feature improved thermal-imaging and fire control systems. Challenger 2, M1A2
Abrams and Leopard 2 tanks were equipped with new digital communications
27
and navigation systems that allow tanks to exchange information in real-time
through data-links, including fire support and prevention of "friendly fire"
incidents.
2.6 Components of a Main Battle Tank
Figure 2.1 shows the M1 Abrams tank with dimensions, the purpose is to provide
the reader an awareness of the size of a typical Main Battle Tank. Subsequent
figures will provide the readers the names and location of subsystems that are
visible on the externals of the Main Battle Tank. Note that the figures and
sketches may not be to scale, and the subsystems location identified is only
indicative.
26 ft (7.9 
.
Figure 2.1: M1 Abrams tank with the dimensions'
http://people.howstuffworks.com/m1-tank2.htm
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Top Armor
Frontal Armor
Side Arr
Roadwheels Tak
Figure 2.2: A generic Main Battle Tank hull model
Tracks Roadwheels Suspension
Fiqure 2.3: Side view of a generic Main Battle Tank hull model
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Main Gun Tu2:Ar m
Main Gun
Fiqure 2.4: Ml Abrams tank turret with main gun2
2 http://www.globalsecurity.orq/military/systems/qround/m1a2-pics.htm
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Chapter 3 Bayesian Belief Networks
3.1 Introduction to graphical models
"Graphical models are a marriage between probability theory and graph theory.
They provide a natural tool for dealing with two problems that occur throughout
applied mathematics and engineering -- uncertainty and complexity -- and in
particular they are playing an increasingly important role in the design and
analysis of machine learning algorithms. Fundamental to the idea of a graphical
model is the notion of modularity -- a complex system is built by combining
simpler parts. Probability theory provides the glue whereby the parts are
combined, ensuring that the system as a whole is consistent, and providing ways
to interface models to data. The graph theoretic side of graphical models
provides both an intuitively appealing interface by which humans can model
highly-interacting sets of variables as well as a data structure that lends itself
naturally to the design of efficient general-purpose algorithms" (Jordan, 1998).
Probabilistic graphical models provide a compact representation of joint
probability distributions with nodes representing random variables and the arcs
represent conditional independence assumptions. Undirected graphical models
are known as Markov networks and have a simple definition of independence:
two nodes A and B are conditionally independent given a third set, C, if all paths
between the nodes in A and B are separated by a node in C. By contrast,
directed graphical models are known as Bayesian Belief Networks and have a
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more complicated notion of independence, which takes into account the
directionality of the arcs (Murphy, 1998).
Despite what seems to be their obvious importance, the ideas and techniques
have been slow to spread. This is due to the difficulty in understanding and
applying the theory itself by industries (Charniak, 1991). But the rapid progress in
computer power and the development of key mathematical equations have made
it possible by the late 1980s to compute Bayesian Belief Networks with variables
that were useful in practical applications (Helm, 1996).
3.2 Relationships in a Bayesian Model
Everyday life presents us with situations where the accumulation of evidence
leads to a conclusion. For example, a reminder letter for credit card payments
may be no great cause for concern as you remembered paying the bill recently. If
so, the reminder letter will be unimportant; if not, you may want to call the bank to
defer the payments.
"Classical inferential models do not permit the introduction of prior knowledge
into the calculations. For the rigors of the scientific method, this is an appropriate
response to prevent the introduction of extraneous data that might skew the
experimental results. However, there are times when the use of prior knowledge
would be a useful contribution to the evaluation process" (Niedermayer, 1998).
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Bayesian probability theory is a branch of mathematical probability theory that
allows one to model uncertainty about the world and outcomes of interest by
combining common-sense knowledge, real-world knowledge and observational
evidence. When the new evidence about certain event is both strong and
widespread, it overwhelms the old evidence (prior knowledge). But when a
relatively small amount of evidence contradicts a wealth of prior knowledge, the
original belief is only changed slightly (Leonhardt, 2001).
3.3 What is Bayesian Inference?
Inference, or model evaluation, is the process of updating probabilities of
outcomes in the model based on evidence known about the situation. Using a
Bayesian model the evidence is applied by constraining a variable to a particular
state that is consistent with the evidence (observation). Calculations are
performed to update the probabilities of all the other variables that are connected
to that variable representing the new evidence. The updated probabilities reflect
the new levels of belief coded in the model. These updated beliefs can then be
relayed to users on the deviations from the original belief based on the evidence.
The beliefs originally encoded in the model are known as prior probabilities. The
beliefs computed after evidence is entered are known as posterior probabilities.
The essence of the Bayesian approach is to provide a mathematical approach in
explaining how the users should change their existing beliefs in the light of new
evidence being introduced into the model.
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3.4 Bayesian Belief Network Structure
Bayesian Belief Networks are graphical representations that organize the body of
knowledge in any given area by mapping out the cause-and-effect relationships
among key variables and encoding them with numbers that represent the extent
to which one variable is likely to affect another.
A Bayesian Belief Network has two parts, the qualitative and quantitative parts.
The qualitative part shows the structure which is a directed graphical
representation with its node representing variables and the arcs representing the
relations between variables. The absence of an arc between two variables
indicates conditional independence; the probabilities of the variable do not
depend directly upon the state of the other variable. The quantitative part
presents information on the strength and relation between variables and the
conditional probability function. More technical explanations can be found by
referring to the references cited in the chapter.
3.5 A simple example of Bayesian Belief Network
The following simple example shows a situation that causality plays a role but
where our understanding of what is actually going on is incomplete so that we
need to describe things probabilistically. When I return home in the dark, I want
to know if my family is home as I park my car. Often when nobody is at home, the
porch light is on. The porch light may also be on if a family member is expecting
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visitors. Also, we have a dog that will be put in the back yard when nobody is at
home or when it is dirty. If the dog is in the backyard, I will probably hear him
growl, but sometimes I can be mislead by other dogs growling (figure 3.1). This
simple example of Bayesian Belief Network can help in predicting what will
happen (if my family goes out, the dog goes out) or to infer causes from
observed effects (if the light is on and the dog is out, then my family is probably
out).
FilyOti DstyDog
Prh Light Doc,,gBackyard
Figure 3.1: A simple Bayesian Belief Network example
The important thing to note is that the causal connections are not absolute. My
family may have left without putting out the dog or turning on a light. It is hard to
know what to infer when not all the evidence points the same way. Should I
assume the family is out if the light is on, but I do not hear the dog? What if I hear
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the dog, but the light is out? Naturally, if we knew the relevant probabilities, such
as P(family-out I light-on, -, hear-growl), then we would be all set. However,
typically, such numbers are not available for all possible combinations of
circumstances. Bayesian Belief Networks allow us to calculate them from a small
set of probabilities, relating only neighboring nodes.
As mentioned earlier Bayesian Belief Network is a form of directed graphical
models where the nodes are random variables. The random variables can be
thought of as components in a car, and the variables have various state-spaces
denoting the gear that the car has been engaged in when traveling on the road.
The arcs specify the independence assumptions that must hold between the
random variables such as engine speed and transmission gear. These
independence assumptions determine what probability information is required to
specify the probability distribution among the random variables in the network.
To specify the probability distribution of a Bayesian Belief Network, one must
give the prior probabilities of all root variables (variables with no predecessors)
and the conditional probabilities of all non-root variables given all possible
combinations of their direct predecessors. Figure 3.2 shows a fully specified
Bayesian network with its prior probabilities corresponding to figure 3.1. Table
3.1 shows the prior probabilities and the bar charts indicate the probabilities of
each state-space for that particular variable. For example, it states that if nobody
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is at home, the porch light will be on 80 percent of the time, but the light will be
turned on even when someone is at home 10 percent of the time.
Bayesian Belief Networks allow one to calculate the conditional probabilities of
the variables in the network given that the values of some of the variables have
been observed. To take the earlier example, if I observe that the light is off (light-
on = false) but do not hear my dog (hear-growl = false), I can calculate that the
conditional probability of nobody at home given these pieces of evidence is 97%.
FanilyOut Dirty_Dog
(Fanil _Out) (Elul Dog)
_gog_Backyard
(Porch-LightOn) (DogB kyaxd)
(HearDogGrowl)
Figure 3.2: A fully specified Bayesian network with its prior probabilities
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Yes Yes 1.0 0.0No 0.8 0.2
No Yes 0.9 0.1No 0.2 0.8
Table 3.1: Prior probabilities of the variables for the simple example
In realistic cases, the networks would consist of hundreds or thousands of nodes,
and they might be evaluated many times as new information comes in. As
evidence comes in, it is tempting to think of the probabilities of the nodes
changing, but, of course, what is changing is the conditional probability of the
nodes given the changing evidence.
3.6 Advantages and disadvantages of Bayesian Belief Network
3.6.1 Advantages
The following lists some advantages of Bayesian Belief Network (BBN):
* BBN is a directed model that can encode deterministic relationships
" Allows easy modeling as the graph structure depicts a cause and effect
diagram
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" BBN efficiently computes posterior beliefs given evidence
* BBN allows users to identify variables with most impact visually
* BBN allows users to model expert (subjective) knowledge explicitly
" BBN is scalable and enables varying the number of variables and its state-
space
" BBN is simple to understand and use for communicating with stakeholders
objectively
* Independence among variables is easy to recognize and isolate while
conditional relationships are clearly indicated by a directed graphical
representation. The presence of arcs indicates dependency with the
absence indicating independence
" BBN is a compact encoding of the full joint probability distribution over n
variables that makes conditional independence assumptions between
these variables explicit
* Not all the joint probabilities in the BBN need to be calculated to make a
decision; extraneous branches and relationships can be ignored
" BBN can compute any probability of interest over the given variables
" BBN enables users to combine historical data with the less precise but
more intuitive knowledge of experts on how things work to get the optimal
answer given the information availability at a given time
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3.6.2 Limitations of the Bayesian Belief Network
In spite of their remarkable power and potential to address inferential processes,
there are some inherent limitations to Bayesian Belief Networks. The following
lists some of the limitations:
" The possibility that a user may violate the distribution of probabilities upon
which the system is built. An automated navigation system that is unable
to respond to some previously unforeseen event might put an aircraft and
its occupants in danger. While these systems can update their goals and
objectives based on prior distributions of goals and objectives among
sample groups, the possibility that a user will make a novel request for
information in a previously unanticipated way must also be
accommodated.
" Computational difficulty of exploring a previously unknown network. To
calculate the probability of any branch of the network, all branches must
be calculated. While the resulting ability to describe the network can be
performed in linear time, it may be too costly to perform, or impossible
given the number and combination of variables.
" Another limitation centers on the quality and extent of the prior beliefs
used in Bayesian inference processing. A Bayesian Belief Network is only
as useful as the prior knowledge is reliable. Either an excessively
optimistic or pessimistic expectation of the quality of these prior beliefs will
distort the entire network and invalidate the results.
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* Next is the statistical distribution induced in modeling the data. Selecting
the proper distribution model to describe the data has a notable effect on
the quality of the resulting network.
3.7 Industry applications
Bayesian Belief Networks are now used in a variety of applications. The following
paragraphs shall present some industry applications. It is by no means
exhaustive and that there many other successful applications that are not
presented here.
The most common use of Bayesian Belief Network is in the area of medical
diagnosis problems. An example is the PATHFINDER (Heckerman 1990), a
program to diagnose diseases of the lymph node. A patient suspected of having
a lymph node disease has a lymph node removed and examined by a
pathologist. The pathologist examines it and the information gained allows a
physician to enter the information and get the conditional probabilities of the
diseases given the evidence to have a diagnosis.
Embedded in new Microsoft products are some applications of Bayesian Belief
Networks. Microsoft is one of the more aggressive companies in exploiting the
new approach. The company offers a free Web service that helps customers
diagnose printing problems with their computers and recommends the quickest
way to resolve them.
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NASA has a large investment in Bayesian research. NASA's Ames Research
Center is interested in deep-space exploration and knowledge acquisition. In
gathering data from deep-space observatories and planetary probes, an apriori
imposition of structure or pattern expectations is inappropriate. Researchers do
not always know what to expect or even have hypotheses for which to test when
gathering such data. Bayesian inference is useful because it allows the inference
system to construct its own potential systems of meaning upon the data (Stutz,
1998).
General Electric uses Bayesian techniques to develop a system that will take
information from sensors attached to an engine and, based on expert opinion
built into the system as well as vast amounts of data on past engine
performance, pinpoint emerging problems (Helm, 1996).
Bayesian methods offer the possibility of modifying a clinical trial while being
conducted. Pfizer, a drug firm, are intending to do just that. Traditional dose-
allocation trials aim to establish an effective dose of a new drug by giving
patients' different doses and evaluating the results once the trial has finished.
Rather than analyzing the results at the end of a trial, the proposed method will
evaluate patients' responses during it, and adjust the doses accordingly. The
advantage of this approach is it maximizes the medical benefit to all participants.
It also means that fewer people are needed to conduct a trial as participants on
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non-optimal doses can be changed to increase the amount of data collected near
the optimal dose (Economist, 2000).
Decision-making using Bayesian methods have many applications in software.
Perhaps the best-known example is Microsoft's Office Assistant, which appears
as a paper-clip that tries to help the user. When a user calls up the assistant,
Bayesian methods are used to analyze recent actions in order to try to work out
what the user is attempting to do in the light of new actions.
3.8 Selecting the Bayesian Belief Network for the Main Battle Tank
architectural trade space study
Given the listed advantages and industry examples, the author felt that Bayesian
Belief Network will be suitable to perform the Main Battle Tank architectural trade
study. In addition to the advantages listed in section 3.5 other factors that were
considered to most relevant in adopting Bayesian Belief Network are:
" Enables the system architect to perform subsystem trade study quickly
" Knowing quickly how local changes in a component design will affect the
overall system
* Knowing quickly how incorporating new technologies will affect the overall
system design performances
* Ability to provide accurate updated status report based on technical
changes made to the customer frequently in terms of resources required
and risks involved
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* Quantifying technical risks involved when making certain design changes
" Using Bayesian Belief Network to communicate effectively and objectively
with stakeholders
* Ability for knowledge transfer in big complex systems
" Potential to minimize rework due to the clarification of customer needs via
Bayesian Belief Network
" Potential to use Bayesian Belief Network as an adopted practice for the
system architect to adhere to when managing the development of complex
systems
* Potential to expand the applicability of Bayesian Belief Network to other
platform studies such as air and naval platforms
3.9 Declaration of previous work
The methodology of creating a the Bayesian Belief Network by the author is
based on Kevin Murphy's PhD dissertation and papers when he was in University
of California, Berkeley, now a postdoc at MIT's Artificial Intelligence laboratory.
Other useful information in helping the author to learn and apply Bayesian Belief
Networks were articles written by Helm (1996), Leohardt (2001), and
Niedermayer (1998). These previous works developed the foundation for the
development of Bayesian Belief Network to quantify the Main Battle Tank's
architectural trade space study.
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Chapter 4 Applying Bayesian Belief Network to Main Battle
Tank's Architecture Trade Study
4.1 Overview
A simple example depicting a Main Battle Tank's survivability subsystem shall be
illustrated to the reader the processes undertaken by the author to create and
verify the Bayesian Belief Network. It begins by converting customer needs to a
structure of dependency parameters that will be encoded in the Bayesian Belief
Network and ends with testing.
The software used for the thesis work is Microsoft Research's Bayesian Network
authoring and evaluation tool (MSBNx) version 1.4.2 that is downloadable from
the internet.
4.2 Converting the voice of customer into measurable parameters
When a new survivability subsystem is design the engineers will meet with
customers to identify their needs. From the needs gathered the engineers will
translate these needs into technical specifications that will be easily understood
by the design team. The following shall provide some examples of customer
needs statements in terms of technical specifications that are agreed upon by the
customer.
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* "The tank crew must be protected against enemy's main armament " to be
"The front glacier of the tank shall be protected against enemy's 120mm
gun round incoming at 60 degrees"
* The tank crew must be protected against artillery shelling" to be "The tank
shall have all round protection against 155mm High Explosive Artillery
burst at 10 meters"
* "The tank crew must be protected against infantry engagement at close
quarters" to be "The tank shall have an all round protection against
7.62mm armor piercing machine gun rounds"
* "The tank crew may need to operate all of its electronics equipment for
certain combat missions" to be "The tank's firepower subsystem shall be
allocated at least 50hp to operate its equipment"
4.3 Develop relation structure of variables
Once the customer needs have been translated into technical specifications
(variables) that are agreed by customer the next step requires the system
architect to consult with the survivability subsystem expert to determine the
relation (dependencies) between variables. There is a need for the system
architect to consult the subsystem expert as he or she may not have intimate
knowledge on the various subsystems. An example will be for the survivability
expert to determine if there is any relation between the variables "mine blast" and
"survivability mass" for the Main Battle Tank.
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Figure 4.1: Simple example of the survivability subsystem and its relation to the
overall system design
The survivability subsystem example shown in figure 4.1 has the following
variables:
1) All round_155HE_10m. This variable indicates the tank crew must be
protected against 155mm High Explosive artillery round bursting at 10
meters away
2) All rdXXAP-top45. This variable indicates the tank crew must be
protected all round against small arms armor piercing rounds incoming at
an inclination of 45 degrees
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3) Frt60_XXKECE. This variable indicates the tank to be protected
frontally against an incoming kinetic or chemical energy round penetration
from the threat's main guns. This is per shot per battle as the probability of
having more than one round hitting the same spot is low
4) ActivePassiveProt. This variable indicates the active and passive
protection needed by the tank in terms of mass and power needed to
operate the active protection systems
5) XX kgTNTMine. This variable indicates the tank to be protected against
mine blast at the belly
6) SurviveMass. This variable indicates the tank total survivability mass
needed to meet the technical requirements
7) SurvivePwr. This variable indicates the tank total survivability power
needed to meet the technical requirements
Figure 4.1 also shows the survivability subsystem being related with the main
system design through the following variables:
8) OtherPwr. This variable indicates the power needed by other subsystems
to perform as required by the technical specifications
9) OtherMass. This variable indicates the mass needed by other
subsystems to perform as required by the technical specifications
1O)OverallPwr. This variable indicates the overall power needed by the tank
to perform as required by the technical specifications
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11)OverallMass. This variable indicates the overall mass needed by the tank
to perform as required by the technical specifications
12)OverallCost. This variable indicates the overall cost needed to design
and develop the tank to perform as required by the technical specifications
Reference to figure 4.1 shows the relations (arcs) between the variables listed
above. The following list the relation between variables:
* Variable 1 (Allround_155HE_10m) is connected to variable 4
(ActivePassiveProt). To be known as V1 with V4
* V2 with V4
* V3 with V4
* V4 with V1, V2, V3, V6, V7
* V5 with V6
* V6 with V4, V5, V11
* V7 with V4, V10
* V8 with V10
* V9 with V11
SV10 with V7, V8, V12
SV11 with V6, V9, V12
SV12 with V10, 11
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4.4 Determine the root variables' state-spaces and the associated
probabilities
A root variable is defined as a variable that does not have any prior input from
other variables. The state-space and its associated probabilities of the root
variable shall be determined by the subsystem expert. For example the
survivability expert is the person who is intimately knowledgeable about the latest
technology development, strengths and weaknesses of current survivability
technologies and constantly keeps watch on what other competitors are doing.
Table 4.1 shows the various state-spaces and associated probabilities for the
root variables shown in figure 4.1. The six root variables are
* Allround_155HE_10m
" AllrdXXAP-top45
" Frt60_XXKECE
" XX kgTNTMine
" OtherMass
" OtherPwr
The bar charts of each variable indicate the probabilities of the state-spaces for
each variable. The variable "Allround_155HE_10m" has two states while the
remaining five variables have three states each. The bar charts indicate the
probabilities of its associated state-space for each variable.
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A U.2 1 U.b 1 U.2
Table 4.1: State-space and associated probabilities for each root variable
For example, the variable "Frt60_XX_KE_CE" has 3 possible state-space,
120mm or 125mm or 140mm with the associated probability of 0.7 (120mm), 0.2
(125mm) and 0.1 (140mm). This means that the survivability expert gives his or
her subjective belief with a probability of 70% that the tank's threat will be against
the enemy's 120mm main gun given the perceived threat and current technology
used.
Another example will be the variable "All_rd_XX_AP_top45" with the three state-
spaces being 5.56mm or 7.62mm or 14.5mm AP (armor piercing). It is of the
expert's subjective belief that the tank will have a probability of 20% encountering
enemy fire of 14.5mm armor piercing rounds given its intended mission profile.
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4.5 Determine the non-root variables' state-spaces and the associated
conditional probabilities tables
A non-root variable is defined as a variable that has prior input(s) from other
variables. The state-space and its conditional probability table of the non-root
variable shall be determined by the subsystem experts whose variables provide
information to that non-root variable. This requires the system architect to be
working closely with the survivability expert and his or her team of engineers who
are responsible for each variable, the aim is to get consensus and assigned
probabilities to the conditional probability table given specific conditions that
affect their assigned variable.
Tables 4.2 to 4.7 show the various state-spaces and conditional probability tables
for the non-root variables shown in figure 4.1. The six non-root variables are
" ActivePassiveProt
" SurviveMass
" SurvivePwr
" OverallPwr
" OverallMass
* OverallCost
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Yes
5.56AP
140
0.2,
0.2
0.15
0.5
0.4
0.35
0.4
0.5
120 0.25 0.5 0.25
7.62AP 125 0.2 0.45 0.35
140 0.1 0.45 0.45
14.5AP
120 0.2 0.45 0.35
125 11 0.14286 1 0.42857 0.42857
140 0.16667 0.33333 0.5
120 0.85714 0.09524 0.04762
5.56AP 125 0.72222 0.22222 0.05556
140 0.28571 0.57143 0.14286
120 0.76923 0.15385 0.07692
No 7.62AP 125 0.75 0.16667 0.08333
140 0.11905 0.61905 0.26191
120 0.36 0.32 0.32
14.5AP 125 0.17722 0.75949 0.06329 *
1_ _ 140 0.16667 0.5 0.33333 IM
Table 4.2: Conditional probability table for variable "Active Passive Prot"
20t5hp
8kg TNT (3tons) U. 0.3 0.05
10kg TNT (4tons) ]l 0.6 j 0.35 1 0.05
12kg TNT [5tons] 0.45 0.45 0.1
8kg TNT (3tons) 0.15 0.6 0.25 j
25tlOhp 10kg TNT (4tons) 0.1 0.65 0.25 *
12kg TNT (5tons) 0.1 0.6 0.3
8kg TNT (3tons) 0.1 0.3 0.6
30t15hp 10kg TNT (4tons) 0.1 0.25 0.65
12kg TNT (5tons) 0.05 0.25 0.7
Table 4.3: Conditional probability table for variable "Survive Mass"
6 0.3 0.1
2 0.6 0.2
Table 4.4: Conditional probability table for variable "Survive Pwr"
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"
5hp
12UUhp U.9b U.Ub U.U
1300hp 0.0 0.95 0.05
1400hp 0.0 0.05 0.95
1200hp 0.947 0.053 0.0
1 Ohp 1 300hp 0.0 0.947 0.053
1400hp 0.0 0.047 0.953
1200hp 0.945 0.055 0.0
15hp 1300hp 0.0 0.945 0.055
1400hp 0.0 0.045 0.955
Table 4.5: Conditional probability table for variable "Overall Pwr"
20t
23t 0.9 0.1 U.U
29t j .4 0.47 0.06
35t 0.05 0.85 0.1
23t 0.5 0.45 0.05
25t 29t 0.06 0.85 0.09
35t 0.0 0.5 0.5
23t 0.1 0.82 0.08
30t 29t 0.0 0.52 0.48
35t 00 0.1 0.9
Table 4.6: Conditional probability table for variable "Overall Mass"
1200hp
U. I U.I
55t I 0.6 J 0.25 1 0.15
65t 0.3 0.3 0.4
45t 0.5 0.3 0.2
1300hp 55t 0.4 0.3 0.3
65t 0.2 0.3 0.5
45t 0.3 0.5 0.2
1400hp 55t 0.2 0.4 0.4
65t 0.1 0.2 0.7
Table 4.7: Conditional probability table for variable "Overall Cost"
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For example, Table 4.2 showing the variable "ActivePassive_Prot" has 3
possible state-spaces: 20t5hp (mass of 20 tons and 5 horsepower) or 25t1 Ohp or
30tl5hp. Given the conditions that the variable "Allround_155HE_10m" is
observed to be "Yes", the variable "AllrdXX_AP_top45" is observed to be
"5.56AP" and the variable "Frt60_XX_KE_CE" is observed to be "120" then the
tank will have a probability of 25% being in the state-space "20t5hp" given that
particular mission profile condition. Using this reasoning the remaining of the
conditional probability table will be populated.
Once the state-spaces and its associated probabilities of all variables have been
encoded into the Bayesian Belief Network MSBNx will use Bayesian inference to
update the whole model to reflect the prior probabilities that is based on the
original experts' subjective beliefs. Table 4.8 shows the prior probabilities of the
non-root variables (Table 4.1 shows the prior probabilities for the root variables)
and figure 4.2 shows the Bayesian Belief Network with the prior probabilities for
all variables.
No$de Name State Stste 1 State 2
Ate sive Prot 20t5hp 25t1 Ohp 30t1 5hp
0.238 0.461 0.301
56Wall-s 50m 6am; 70m
0.408 0.289 0.303
45t 55t! 65t.
0.138 0.566 0.296
S ve t 1200hp 130-hp 1400hp
0.474 0.365 0.161
23t29t ~ 35t
S uvvi 0.2 0.455 0.330
.......w 5hp 10hp 15hp
0.265 0.438, 0.296
Table 4.8: Prior probabilities of each state-space for the non-root variables
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1(0 05)
S(A1.
30tI5hp (0 300539)
.4-
30t (0.318182)
Figure 4.2: Simple Bayesian Belief Network with prior probabilities of each state-
space for all variables
4.6 Testing the simple Bayesian Belief Network
Figure 4.2 shows the simple example with the state-space and of the conditional
probability distribution between variables. The model is then tested by selecting
an observed state to verify the effectiveness of the network.
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4.6.1 Setting the evidence of the variable "Frt60_XXKECE" to "140"
Setting the state to "140" means that the tank is constrained to be protected
frontally against 140mm (instead of 120mm or 130mm) Kinetic and Chemical
Energy round penetration from the threat's main guns. Table 4.9 shows the prior
and posterior probabilities of the variable "ActivePassiveProt" that represents
the active and passive protection needed by the tank in terms of mass and power
needed to achieve the technical specifications.
120mm 130mm 140mm
Frt60_XXKECE 0.70 0.20 0.10 Prior
0 0 1 1 Posterior
20t5hp 25t1 0hp 30t15hp
ActivePassiveProt 0.24 0.46 0.30 Prior
0.12 0.42 0.46 Posterior
Table 4.9: Prior and posterior probabilities of the variables "Frt60 XX KE CE"
and "Active Passive Prot"
Once evidence has been introduced into the network the prior and posterior
probabilities of the variable "ActivePassive_Prot" has changed using Bayesian
inference. Given that the tank must be protected against 140mm threat the
updated belief shows that it is probable that the tank's active and passive
protection subsystem will required "30t1 5hp" (30 tons and 15 horsepower) with a
probability of 46% instead of 30% (prior probability).
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This makes sense as the tank is required to be protected against bigger gun size
weapons. This will lead to up armoring its existing passive protection system with
more armor resistance materials which typically have high density. Where
possible it will also equipped itself with active protection system such as
defensive aid suite that uses radar to detect incoming rounds and activate a
command to fire off ball bearings in that direction in order to minimize armor
penetration. All these will lead to the higher probability that the variable
"Active_Passive_Prot" will require more mass and power.
4.6.2 Setting the evidence of the variable "Allround_155HE_10m" to "No"
Setting the state to "No" means that the tank is constrained NOT to be protected
all round against 155mm High Explosive artillery round bursting at 10 meters.
Table 4.10 shows the prior and posterior probabilities of the variable
"ActivePassiveProt" that represents the active and passive protection needed
by the tank in terms of mass and power needed to achieve the technical
specifications.
Yes No
Allround_155HE._10m 0.95 0.05 Prior
0 1 Posterior
2Ot5hp 25tl0hp 30tl5hp
ActivePassiveProt 0.24 0.46 0.30 Prior
0.63 0.24 0.13 Posterior
Table 4.10: Prior and posterior probabilities of the variables
"All round 155HE 10m" and "Active Passive Prot"
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Once evidence has been introduced into the network the posterior probabilities of
the variable "ActivePassiveProt" changed using Bayesian inference. Given that
the tank does not need to be protected against artillery fire the updated network
shows that it is probable that the tank's active and passive protection subsystem
will require "20t5hp" (20 tons and 5 horsepower) with a probability of 63% instead
of 24% (prior probability).
This makes sense as the tank requires less armoring. Lighter density material
can be used to be protected against lesser threat which leads to less mass
required. It can also remove existing electronic protection which will reduces the
power demand on the active and passive protection subsystem. All these will
lead to the higher probability that the variable "ActivePassive_Prot" will require
lesser mass and power.
4.6.3 Setting the evidence of the variable "OverallMass" to "45tons"
Setting the state to "45t" means the tank is constrained in overall mass to be no
more than 45 tons as indicated by the red color bar shown in figure 4.3 which
also shows the posterior probabilities upon introducing the evidence (Table 4.11).
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Figure 4.3: Simple Bayesian Belief Network with posterior probabilities of each
state-space for all variables
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2Utbhp 25t1 Ohp 30t1 5hp
0.487 0.366 0.148
5.56AP 7.624P 14.5AP
0.103 j_71 4T 0.184
ARrond15H 1mYes No
0.923 0.077
120 125 140
.730 10.190 0.081
20t 25t 30t
0.418 0.533 0.050
1200hp 1300hp 1400hp
0.500 0.350 0.150
val L 4M. 50m 6Om 70m
0.563 0.285 0.153
45t 55t 65t
1.000 0.000 0.000
-v---Pl,200hp- 1300hp 400hp
0.474 0.365 0.161
a Ms s 23t 29t 35t
0.666 0.318 0.016
iPhp 10hp 15hp
0.380 0.410 0.210
kTNT M 'ne 8kg TNT (3tons) 10kg TNT (4tons) 12kg TNT (5tons)
0.2216 0.607 0.172
Table 4.11: Posterior probabilities of each state-space for all variables
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45t 55t 65t
OverallMass 0.138 0.566 0.296 Prior
1 0 0 Posterior
23t 29t 35t
SurviveMass 0.216 0.454 0.330 Prior
0.666 0.318 0.016 Posterior
2Ot5hp 25t1 0hp 30tl5hp
ActivePassiveProt 0.238 0.462 0.300 Prior
0.487 0.366 0.148 Posterior
120mm 125mm 140mm
Frt60_XXKECE 0.7 0.2 0.1 Prior
0.730 0.190 0.081 Posterior
Table 4.12: Prior and posterior probabilities of the variables linkinq from
"Overall Mass to "Survive Mass" to "Active Passive Prot" to
"Frt60 XX KE CE"
Table 4.12 shows the posterior probabilities of the variables linking from
"OverallMass" to "Frt60_XX_KE_CE". The 'previous sub-sections were
examples where specific subsystem technical values were constraint and its
effect on the overall design; in this example the constraint is the overall mass and
traced the effects it propagate backwards to the subsystem level (variable
"Frt60_XX_KE_CE").
Once evidence has been introduced into the network the posterior probabilities of
the variables "SurviveMass", "Active_Passive_Prot" and "Frt60_XX_KE_CE"
changed using Bayesian inference. Given that the tank is constraint to an overall
mass of 45 tons the updated network showed the following:
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* The tank's survivability mass will require "23t" (23 tons) with a probability
of 67% instead of 22% (prior probability)
* The tank's active and passive protection subsystem will require "20t5hp"
(20 tons and 5 horsepower) with a probability of 49% instead of 24% (prior
probability).
* The tank's frontal protection subsystem will require "120mm" with a
probability of 73% instead of 70% (prior probability).
This is an example where the mass of the overall tank is more critical than the
requirements of individual subsystems. This may be due to the operational
scenario where the bridges the tanks are expected to cross during battles cannot
take more than 45 tons without lengthy preparations or that the tanks have to be
airlifted for rapid operations. Given such constraints the system architect will
need to highlight to the users the limited performances of the individual
subsystem and get endorsements that the trade offs are acceptable. In the event
that it is not acceptable the system architect will need to highlight the propagation
effects and identify the variables that are affected for in-depth analysis. In this
case it shows that the amount of protection offered will be lesser in terms of
mass and the power for active protection system, is this acceptable to the users?
A series of such tests must be done in order to ensure that the Bayesian Belief
Network developed is able to model "reality". The network developed must also
be constantly verified or updated when there are system design changes.
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4.7 Summary
A simple Bayesian Belief Network has been developed to show the reader on the
processes of translating customer needs into technical specifications which will
be encoded based on the experts' subjective belief. The model is then tested to
ensure that it is consistent and reliable before introducing evidence into the
network to gather posterior probabilities in helping the system architect to make
decisions. Chapter 6 shall show the attempts made by the author to develop
Bayesian Belief Networks for a Main Battle Tank development to quantify the
architectural trade space study.
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Chapter 5 Managing supporting evidence of the Main Battle
Tank's architectural decisions
5.1 Overview
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the efforts performed in managing the
supporting evidence of the Main Battle Tanks architectural decisions. This
involves structuring the data collected into an appropriate format that will facilitate
easy variable selection for encoding in the Bayesian Belief Network. As complete
information pertaining to tanks was difficult to obtain from the public domain the
resulting information gathered had be verified and synthesized from various
sources.
5.2 Collecting evidence
Tanks were introduced in 1910s and were mainly dominated by countries like
United Kingdom, United States of America, Soviet Union and Germany. Over
time more countries are moving away from purchasing tanks from these
countries to developing their own tanks. The data gathered for thesis work were
mainly from the books written by Foss (2002) and Miller (2000) and internet
search engines.
The author collected quantitative data on the models of military tank developed
from 1914 to present. Variants of military tank model were not included in the
data collected. The quantitative data of military tanks collected was not
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exhaustive
developed.
incomplete
as public literatures do not contain data on all military tanks
Furthermore, the information on military tanks published is
and omitted classified materials such as the level of armor protection.
A quantitative database was created in an excel file (Appendix A) for 302 military
tanks collected from sources. The database was sorted into 10 sheets as
followed:
* United Kingdom (53 tanks)
* United States of America (47)
* Germany (20)
* Soviet Union / Russia (39)
* France (29)
* Rest of Western Europe (34)
* Eastern Europe (26)
* Middle East (15)
* Pacific (28)
* Rest of the world (11)
The time period captured starts from the first tank developed by United Kingdom
from 1915 to present. For the purpose of the thesis work this period is
categorized into six time frames:
" World war 1 (1914 - 1918)
" Inter war years (1919 - 1939)
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* World war 2 (1940 - 1945)
0 Cold war part 1 (1946 - 1969)
* Cold war part 2 (1970 - 1989)
0 1990 - present
Table 5.1 shows an example of the data collected United Kingdom's Challenger
2 Main Battle Tank. The complete database collected can be found in Appendix
A.
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Status Production
Year 1992
Country
of origin United Kingdom
Name Challenger 2 MBT
120mm royal
Armament type ordnance L30A1
(Main) rifled gun
Armament
(Main) mm 120
2 x 7.62mm
coaxial & remote
Secondary controlled on
Armament turret roof
Depleted Uranium
Ammunition penetrators
10 SGL, inject
fuel into exhaust
Smoke capability outlets
Main Armament
Elevation Not available
Rangefinder &
Special vision Yes
Electric gun
control &
stabilization
systems, better
Fire Control than Challenger 1
System & M1A1 Abrams
Chobham &
Armor protection ceramic armor
Tank crew 4
Total Length (m) 11.5
Hull Length
(m) 8.327
Width (m) 3.52
Height (m) 2.49
Length/width
ratio 2.37
Weight (kg) 62500
Ground
Pressure
(kg/cm2) 0.9
Perkins CV-12
TCA condor V1 2
12cyl 26.1 liters
Powerplant 1200bhp @
type 2300rpm
Powerplant
(hp) 1200
Horsepower
per ton ratio 19.20
David Brown TN-
54 epicyclic
transmission, 6
Transmission forward 2 reverse
& Suspension gears
Speed (km/hr) 56
Range (km) 450
Trench
crossing (m) 2.34
Vertical
obstacle (m) 0.9
Hull
composition welded steel
Table 5.1: Data collected for United Kingdom's Challenger 2 Main Battle Tank
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5.3 Structuring evidence in Bayesian Belief Network
Once the data has been categorized and verified for consistency the next step is
to analyze these data for possible variable dependencies by using scatter plots.
Figure 5.1 shows a scatter plot of the data collected on United Kingdom's tank
length versus width. The plot shows that there is a good correlation between the
tank's length and width and will be good candidates for inputs to the Bayesian
Belief Network. Figure 5.2 shows a scatter plot of the data collected on the
United States tank's horsepower per ton versus mass. The plot shows that there
is no good correlation between the two variables and thus may not be considered
as possible inputs to the Bayesian Belief Network.
For the scope of the thesis work the author decided to focus on using the data
from cold war to present era (year 1946 to 2003). Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show some
charts plotting the data of individual variable. Information from these charts and
other sources will help the subsystems' domain experts in determining the state-
spaces. More information on the list of dependency variables selected and the
determination of state-spaces to be encoded in the Bayesian Belief Network shall
be elaborated in the next chapter.
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Figure 5.1: Scatter plot of United Kingdom's tank length versus width
US tank (hp/ton) v mass
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Figure 5.2: Scatter plot of United States' tank horsepower/ton versus mass
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UK tank length v width
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Figure 5.3: United States' tank power/mass ratio
Figure 5.4: United Kingdom's tank width
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5.4 Summary
This chapter briefly described the efforts performed in collecting and organizing
the data into an excel table format for easy evaluation on the dependencies of
variables. Scatter plots using these data were also performed as a first cut
attempt to determine the relation between variables. The data collected and its
analysis will help the system architect in determining the useful variables to be
encoded into the Bayesian Belief Networks described in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6 Illustration of the Bayesian Belief Network that
quantifies the trade space for Main Battle Tanks
6.1 Overview
Chapter 6 shall provide in details the development and verification of two
Bayesian Belief Networks developed by the author using his subjective beliefs as
input that was based mainly on the data collected between 1950s and present
(Appendixes A to E). It shall elaborate on how the information collected was
being encoded as probabilities in its associated state-space of each variable in
the Bayesian Belief Network.
The first Bayesian Belief Network developed was for modern Main Battle Tanks
based on the data collected for post-cold war era (after the year 1989).The
second Bayesian Belief Network developed is for Main Battle Tanks developed in
the 1950s based on the data collected. Assumptions were made where data
were not available.
6.2 Consult with subsystem domain experts to determine the relation
between variables
As mentioned in chapter 4 the development of a new project will require the
designers to meet with the customers to gather their needs. This is followed by
converting the customer needs into technical variables that are useful for the
design team to work upon. It is assumed that this step had been performed and
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the next step should be to consult with subsystem domain experts (e.g.
firepower, survivability and mobility) to determine the relation between variables.
For the purpose of the thesis work these relations were determined by the author
based on his experience as a project lead responsible for the mobility subsystem
in combat vehicle development projects and on information gathered from public
literature.
The initial list of 85 variables (and without abbreviation) is as follow:
1. "# Road Wheels" meaning "Total number of tank road wheels"
2. "20 hrs without re-supply" meaning "The tank will need to battle for 20
hours without re-supply from logistic support"
3. "360 traverse" meaning "360 degrees main armament's turret traverse
ability"
4. "60 deg Slope @ XYZ kph" meaning "The tank moves on a 60 degrees
Slope @ XYZ kph"
5. "Active & Passive Protection" meaning "The tank's active and passive
protection required in terms of mass and power for the electronics"
6. "All round 155 HE @ 1Cm" meaning "The tank's ability to protect the crew
all around from 155mm artillery high explosive air burst at 10 meters
away"
7. "All round XYZ AP, top 45 deg" meaning " Tank is protected all round
against enemies' XYZ mm armor piercing round incoming from top at 45
degrees"
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8. "Armor Penetration"" meaning "Tank's protection requirement against
enemies' incoming round"
9. "Autoloader" meaning "Autoloader for tank main armament ammunition in
terms of mass"
10."Basic Hull Protection all round XYZ AP" meaning "Tank's hull without
armor is protected against enemies' incoming XYZ mm armor piercing
rounds"
11. "BDAR" meaning "Tank's battle damage and repair measured in terms of
time and severity of damage, whether it can be field repaired or to be
brought back to the depot"
12. "Comd & Ctrl" meaning "Tank's commander ability to command & control"
13. "Complete side & rear RPG-7, top 45 deg" meaning "Tank is completely
protected at the side & rear against rocket propelled grenade incoming on
top at 45 degrees"
14. "Cooling System" meaning "Tank's powertrain cooling system"
15. "Crawl speed" meaning "Tank's crawling speed to minimize detection"
16."Crew console" meaning "The user friendliness of the crew console for
operations, this is measured from a scale of 0 to 1 with 1 being very
ergonomic and ease of usage"
17."Crew re-supply" meaning "Crew replenishment re-supply from logistics
during non-battle conditions"
18."Dash - acceleration (0-32) XYZ sec" meaning "Tank to accelerate from 0
to 32 kph in XYZ seconds"
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19."Depression XZY deg" meaning "Main armament's depression at XZY
degrees, the ability for the tank to engage enemy when on higher
grounds"
20."Elevate XYZ deg" meaning "Main armament elevation at XYZ degrees,
the ability for the tank to engage enemy when on lower grounds"
21."Field Maintenance" meaning "Tank's field maintenance during mission
operations"
22. "Final Drive" meaning "Tank's final drive diameter"
23."Front 60 deg XYZ APFSDS (KE) & CE" meaning "Tank's frontal
protection at 60 degrees against enemies' XYZ mm APFSDS (Kinetic
Energy) & Chemical Energy rounds"
24."Fuel Mass" meaning "Tank's fuel mass required to travel specific
distances"
25. "Full FCS" meaning "Full fire control system to be operated by the tank
crew in battle, it helps to aggregate certain workload such as engaging of
target requires calculations and manually tracking the target on the move"
26. "Height" meaning "Tank height from ground to hull top"
27."HF & VHF" meaning "Radio set equipment: High Frequency & Very High
Frequency"
28. "HFE" meaning "Human Factors Engineering in making designing the user
interfaces ergonomically"
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29. "Individual ammo mass" meaning "Individual main armament ammunition
mass, helps to determine where to position the rounds to balance the
vehicle stability and yet is close enough to load the rounds into the turret"
30."Individual ammo diameter" meaning "Individual main armament
ammunition diameter, helps to determine the internal volume for crew and
other components"
31. "Length" meaning "Tank hull length"
32. "LRF" meaning "Main Armament Low Recoil Fire, an option to ease the
design of the tank's suspension system"
33. "Main Gun size" meaning "The tank's main armament size, e.g. 120mm"
34."MMP < XYZ kg/cm 2" meaning "The tank's mean maximum pressure
exerted on the ground needs to be lesser than the value of XYZ kg/cm 2 as
the tank is expected to move on areas with this value"
35. "Mobility Mass" meaning "Mass of the tank's mobility subsystem"
36. "Mobility Power" meaning "Power of the tank's mobility subsystem"
37. "Muzzle velocity" meaning "Main armament's muzzle velocity"
38. "Navigation system" meaning "Tank's navigation system capability"
39."NBC" meaning "Built-in Nuclear Biological Chemical protection
subsystem, requires internal volume to house the components and the
power to operate it"
40. "Other Cost" meaning "Total cost of smaller components not in any major
subsystem"
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41."Other Electronics" meaning " Other electronics not in any major
subsystem"
42."Other mass" meaning "Other mass not accounted in any major
subsystem"
43."Other Power Requirements" meaning "Other power requirements not in
any major subsystem"
44. "Overall Cost" meaning "Overall program cost of designing and developing
the Main Battle Tank"
45. "Overall Engine power" meaning "Overall engine power of the Main Battle
Tank"
46. "Overall Mass" meaning "Overall mass of the Main Battle Tank"
47. "Prototypes" meaning "Number of prototypes built to verify the goals of the
project"
48."Range XYZ km @ 45kph" meaning "Tank's maximum range achieved is
XYZ km @ 45kph"
49."Rangefinder" meaning "The ability of the tank's rangefinder estimating
accurately the distance between itself and the target so as to increase the
probability of first shot hit on the enemy, it enhances the ability to respond
quickly when threaten"
50. "Required Ammo" meaning "Required main armament ammunition to meet
the battle requirements, lesser rounds may be needed if it has a good fire
control system with high probability of first round hit"
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51. "Road Wheel diameter" meaning "Tank's road wheel diameter, a factor in
determining the tank's mean maximum pressure exerted on the ground"
52. "Running Gear Mass" meaning "Tank's running gear mass which is part of
the powertrain subsystem"
53."SA Other Electronics" meaning "Situation awareness: other electronics"
54."Secondary Armaments (AA, GPMG)" meaning "Secondary armaments:
anti-aircraft, general purpose machine guns), often used to engage
infantry troops at close range where it is no viable to use its main
armament"
55."Signature" meaning "Tank's acoustic, visual, and thermal signature, an
important factor in preventing it from being detected"
56. "Silent watch" meaning "Tank's engine is off, crew performing surveillance
using its stealth suite"
57."Situation Awareness" meaning "The tank's ability to comprehend the
battle conditions around it when engaging enemies. Very important factor
in preventing friendly fire"
58. "Sprocket" meaning "The tank's sprocket is rotated by the gear train using
the engine power. The purpose of the sprockets (1 per side) is to engage
the tracks and propel the tank' forward. The sprocket diameter is a
function of the tank's mobility performance"
59."Stabilization" meaning "Main armament stabilization mode, offers the
ability of the tank to fire on the move. Eliminates the need to stop and fire
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at target, its fire control system is also able to compensate and increases
the probability of having a first round hit"
60."Stealth Suite" meaning "The tank's sophisticated electronics system in
minimizing the probability of being detected while performing
reconnaissance through the use of auxiliary power units, special
communication and visual components"
61."Steering" meaning "Tank's steering radius, important factor to consider
when moving in dense places like urban areas or ridges"
62."Sub-systems Test" meaning "Testing the subsystem to verify its reliability
and performance before integrating it into the system structure"
63. "Suspension" meaning "The tank's suspension in absorbing the firing
recoil and moving across undulating terrains at high speeds"
64."Sustenance" meaning "Tank's ability to sustenance without logistic re-
supply"
65."Swim" meaning "Tank's swimming capability, measured in terms of
swimming speed"
66."System Test" meaning "Testing the tank as a complete system in
expected operating environment to verify its reliability and performance"
67. "Terrain Resistance" meaning "The terrain conditions that affect the tank's
mobility performance"
68."Top speed XYZ kph Level" meaning "Tank's top speed achieved at XYZ
kph while traveling on the level road"
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69. "Total Ammo" meaning "Total Ammunition stored onboard the tank without
any replenishments"
70."Total Survivability Mass" meaning "Tank's survivability subsystem mass
required in meeting the protection requirements"
71. "Total Survivability Power" meaning "Tank's survivability subsystem power
required in meeting the protection requirements"
72."Track Pitch" meaning "A factor to consider in determining the track
configuration and the mean maximum pressure exerted on the ground by
the tank"
73. "Track width" meaning "A factor to consider in determining the track
configuration, tank width, tank internal volume and the tank's mean
maximum pressure exerted on the ground"
74."Tractive Effort" meaning "The power required by the tank to accelerate
quickly and the ability to tow another damaged tank away from the
battlefield"
75."Transmission" meaning "The tank's transmission mass, this includes
gearbox, axles and other related mechanical hardware"
76. "Trench Crossing" meaning "Tank's trench crossing ability, it may limit the
approach taken by the tank when engaging enemies"
77. "Turret Mass" meaning "The tank's main armament turret mass"
78."Vehicle Volume" meaning "Tank's estimated volume based on external
dimensions"
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79."Vision" meaning "Tank's commander vision, the ability to be aware of
what's happening around it during battle"
80."Weapon Station Mass" meaning "Tank's firepower subsystem mass
required to support its armaments"
81."Weapon Station Power" meaning "Tank's firepower subsystem power
required to support its armaments"
82."Width" meaning "Tank Width, the ability to move on bridges, steer
effectively and determining its volume"
83. "X-cty speed XYZ kph" meaning " Tank's top cross country speed
achieved at XYZ kph, a more accurate of the tank's maneuverability on
the battlefields than on firm level ground "
84. "XYZ kg TNT Mine (Belly Armor)" meaning "Tank is protected against XYZ
kg TNT mine blast at its belly when moving across minefields"
85. "XYZ m vertical obstacle" meaning "Tank's ability to overcome vertical
obstacle at XYZ m, it may limit its maneuverability across battlefields"
A Design Structure Matrix (DSM) was created using these variables to determine
the relations between the variables. Figure 6.1 shows a portion of the DSM, the
symbol "S" means strong relation between variables, "M" means medium relation
between variables and "W" indicating weak relation between variables.
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Figure 6.1: Design Structure Matrix of the design variables for Main Battle Tank
From the DSM, a structure relation of the strong relation variables was created
as shown in figure 6.2. Key variables are highlighted in red to signify translated
customer needs while those in blue are the auxiliary variables supporting these
key variables. Blue color arcs indicate positive relation, for example increasing
the tank's range will lead to an increase in fuel mass required. Red color arcs
indicate negative relations, for example increasing the ammunition diameter
while keeping other factors such as amount of propellant will decreases it armor
penetration capability.
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ain Battle Tank
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6.3 Determine the relevant variables to be encoded into the Bayesian
Belief Network
The primary purpose of developing the Bayesian Belief Network is to assist the
system architect in quantifying the Main Battle Tank's architectural trade space.
Therefore the Bayesian Belief Networks will only reflect variables with the
following criteria:
" Addresses customer needs directly (e.g. "top speed") or,
" Significant contributor to the variables that directly address customer
needs (e.g. "engine power" to "top speed") or,
" Acts as auxiliary variables to connect the relations between key variables
(e.g. "mean maximum pressure" to be between "tank mass" and "number
of road wheels")
Variables that are important to the system design but were not encoded in the
Bayesian Belief Networks are due to the following reasons:
" Insufficient data (e.g. thickness of armor protection) or,
* Insignificant effect on the Bayesian Belief Network (e.g. smoke grenade
launchers has no significant effect on the overall system design) or,
" Has no influence in helping the system architect to determine the trade
space study
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The next step after determining the relation structure will be to prune away
variables that will have minimal effect relative to the key variables. For example
the variable "Muzzle velocity" is not a significantly variable as compared to the
variable "Overall engine power". Other variables like "Turret mass" and
"Autoloader" were aggregated to form a new variable "Gun & Turret & Ammo
Mass" to reduce the number of variables. The aim of this step is to eliminate
insignificant variables and to aggregate remaining variables as far as possible in
order to develop an effective and reliable Bayesian Belief Network that will
provide useful information to the system architect to make architectural trade
space study. This process should require the system architect to work closely
with the subsystems experts iteratively in developing the model.
The following list the 47 variables that were selected to be encoded in the
Bayesian Belief Network with its relation structure as shown in figure 6.3:
1. "# Road Wheels" meaning "Total number of tank road wheels"
2. "60 deg Slope @ XYZ kph" meaning "The tank moves on a 60 degrees
Slope @ XYZ kph"
3. "Active & Passive Protection" meaning "The tank's active and passive
protection required in terms of mass and power for the electronics"
4. "All round XYZ AP, top 45 deg" meaning " Tank is protected all round
against enemies' XYZ mm armor piercing round incoming from top at 45
degrees"
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5. "Basic Hull Protection all round XYZ AP" meaning "Tank's hull without
armor is protected against enemies' incoming XYZ mm armor piercing
rounds"
6. "Acceleration (0-32) XYZ sec" meaning "Tank to accelerate from 0 to 32
kph in XYZ seconds"
7. "Defensive Aid Suite" meaning "Tank's active protection component that is
part of the survivability subsystem"
8. "Depression & Elevate XZY deg" meaning "Main armament's depression
at XZY degrees, the ability for the tank to engage enemy when on higher
grounds"
9. "Front 60 deg XYZ APFSDS (KE) & CE" meaning "Tank's frontal
protection at 60 degrees against enemies' XYZ mm APFSDS (Kinetic
Energy) & Chemical Energy rounds"
10."Fuel Mass" meaning "Tank's fuel mass required to travel specific
distances"
11. "FCS & Transverse" meaning "Mass and cost of developing the tank's fire
control system and main armament transverse capability to meet
requirements"
12."Gun & Turret & Ammo Mass" meaning "Total mass of the tank's main
armament, turret and ammunition"
13. "Height" meaning "Tank height from ground to hull top"
14."Communications " meaning "Tank's radio set equipment: High Frequency
& Very High Frequency"
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15. "Length" meaning "Tank hull length"
16. "Main Gun size" meaning "The tank's main armament size, e.g. 120mm"
17. "Manpower & Others" meaning "Manpower cost and other miscellaneous
cost of designing and developing the Main Battle Tank"
18."MMP < XYZ kg/cm 2" meaning "The tank's mean maximum pressure
exerted on the ground needs to be lesser than the value of XYZ kg/cm 2 as
the tank is expected to move on areas with this value"
19. "Mobility Mass" meaning "Mass of mobility subsystem required to meet
target specifications"
20. "Mobility Power" meaning "Power of mobility subsystem required to meet
target specifications"
21. "Navigation system" meaning "Tank's navigation system"
22. "Crew & NBC" meaning "Mass of crew and Nuclear Biological Chemical
protection subsystem"
23. "Other Cost" meaning "Total cost of smaller components not in any major
subsystem"
24."Other mass" meaning "Other mass not accounted in any major
subsystem"
25."Other Power Requirements" meaning "Other power requirements not in
any major subsystem"
26. "Overall Cost" meaning "Overall program cost of designing and developing
the Main Battle Tank"
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27. "Overall Engine power" meaning "Overall engine power of the Main Battle
Tank"
28. "Overall Mass" meaning "Overall mass of the Main Battle Tank"
29. "Powerpack" meaning "Total mass of the tank's engine and transmission
components"
30. "Prototypes & Testing" meaning "Number of prototypes built and tested to
verify the technical performances and goals of the project"
31."Range XYZ km @ 45kph" meaning "Tank's maximum range achieved
XYZ km @ 45kph"
32. "Running Gear Mass" meaning "Tank's running gear mass which is part of
the powertrain subsystem"
33."Secondary Armaments (AA, GPMG)" meaning "Secondary armaments:
anti-aircraft, general purpose machine guns), often used to engage
infantry troops at close range where it is no viable to use its main
armament"
34."Situation Awareness" meaning "The tank's ability to comprehend the
battle conditions around it when engaging enemies. Very important factor
in preventing friendly fire"
35."Sustenance" meaning "Tank's ability to sustenance without logistic re-
supply"
36. "Top speed XYZ kph Level" meaning "Tank's top speed achieved at XYZ
kph while traveling on the level road"
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37. "Total Ammo" meaning "Total main armament ammunition stored onboard
the tank without any replenishments"
38."Total Survivability Mass" meaning "Tank's survivability subsystem mass
required in meeting the protection requirements"
39."Track width" meaning "A factor to consider in determining the track
configuration, tank width, tank internal volume and the tank's mean
maximum pressure exerted on the ground"
40. "Trench Crossing" meaning "Tank's trench crossing ability, it may limit the
approach taken by the tank when engaging enemies"
41."Vehicle Volume" meaning "Tank's estimated volume based on external
dimensions"
42."Weapon Station Mass & Cost" meaning "Tank's firepower subsystem
mass and cost to design and develop so as to meet requirements"
43."Weapon Station Power" meaning "Tank's firepower subsystem power
required to meet the requirements"
44."Width" meaning "Tank Width, the ability to move on bridges, steer
effectively and determining its volume"
45."X-cty speed XYZ kph" meaning "Tank's top cross country speed achieved
at XYZ kph, a more accurate of the tank's maneuverability on the
battlefields than on firm level ground"
46. "XYZ kg TNT Mine (Belly Armor)" meaning "Tank is protected against XYZ
kg TNT mine blast at its belly when moving across minefields"
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47. "XYZ m vertical obstacle" meaning "Tank's ability to overcome vertical
obstacle at XYZ m, it may limit its maneuverability across battlefields"
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Fiqure 6.3: Structure relation of the selected 47 variables for the Main Battle
Tank
The relation structure shown in figure 6.3 is then encoded into the framework for
the Bayesian Belief Network using Microsoft Research's Bayesian Network
authoring and evaluation tool (MSBNx) version 1.4.2 that is downloadable from
the internet. Figure 6.4 shows the graphic user interface of the Bayesian Belief
Network that has the same orientation as figure 6.3.
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Fiqure 6.4: Graphic user interface of the Bayesian Belief Network for the Main
Battle Tank
The following sections shall describe the development of the two Bayesian Belief
Networks and the results obtained shall be discussed in chapter 7.
6.4 Bayesian Belief Network for modern Main Battle Tanks
6.4.1 Consult subsystem domain experts for the root variables' state-
spaces and the associated probabilities
The framework for the Bayesian Belief Network of Main Battle Tanks (figure 6.4)
had been developed and described in earlier sections. This framework will be
identical to the framework for modern Main Battle Tanks. This section shall begin
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by determining the root variables' state-spaces and associated probabilities. As
mentioned in previous chapters a root variable is defined as a variable that does
not have any prior input from other variables. The state-spaces and associated
probabilities of the root variable should be determined by the subsystem expert
who has intimate knowledge about that subsystem's latest technology
development, strengths and weaknesses of current survivability technologies and
constantly keeps watch on what other competitors are doing. For the purpose of
the thesis work, state-spaces and associated probabilities were determined by
the author using the data collected in Appendix A. Where information was not
available assumptions were made.
Reference to figure 6.4 shows 21 root variables as follow:
1. "60 deg Slope @ XYZ kph" meaning "The tank moves on a 60 degrees
Slope @ XYZ kph"
2. "All round XYZ AP, top 45 deg" meaning " Tank is protected all round
against enemies' XYZ mm armor piercing round incoming from top at 45
degrees"
3. "Basic Hull Protection all round XYZ AP" meaning "Tank's hull without
armor is protected against enemies' incoming XYZ mm armor piercing
rounds"
4. "Defensive Aid Suite" meaning "Tank's active protection component that is
part of the survivability subsystem"
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5. "Depression & Elevate XZY deg" meaning "Main armament's depression
at XZY degrees, the ability for the tank to engage enemy when on higher
grounds"
6. "Front 60 deg XYZ APFSDS (KE) & CE" meaning "Tank's frontal
protection at 60 degrees against enemies' XYZ mm APFSDS (Kinetic
Energy) & Chemical Energy rounds"
7. "Communications " meaning "Tank's radio set equipment: High Frequency
& Very High Frequency"
8. "Main Gun size" meaning "The tank's main armament size, e.g. 120mm"
9. "Manpower & Others" meaning "Manpower cost and other miscellaneous
cost of designing and developing the Main Battle Tank"
10. "Navigation system" meaning "Tank's navigation system"
11. "Crew & NBC" meaning "Mass of crew and Nuclear Biological Chemical
protection subsystem"
12."Other Power Requirements" meaning "Other power requirements not in
any major subsystem"
13. "Prototypes & Testing" meaning "Number of prototypes built and tested to
verify the technical performances and goals of the project"
14."Range XYZ km @ 45kph" meaning "Tank's maximum range achieved
XYZ km @ 45kph"
15."Secondary Armaments (AA, GPMG)" meaning "Secondary armaments:
anti-aircraft, general purpose machine guns), often used to engage
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infantry troops at close range where it is no viable to use its main
armament"
16."Top speed XYZ kph Level" meaning "Tank's top speed achieved at XYZ
kph on level road"
17."Total Ammo" meaning "Total main armament ammunition stored onboard
the tank without any replenishments"
18. "Trench Crossing" meaning "Tank's trench crossing ability, it may limit the
approach taken by the tank when engaging enemies"
19. "X-cty speed XYZ kph" meaning "Tank's top cross country speed achieved
at XYZ kph, a more accurate of the tank's maneuverability on the
battlefields than on firm level ground"
20. "XYZ kg TNT Mine (Belly Armor)" meaning "Tank is protected against XYZ
kg TNT mine blast at its belly when moving across minefields"
21."XYZ m vertical obstacle" meaning "Tank's ability to overcome vertical
obstacle at XYZ m, it may limit its maneuverability across battlefields"
Determining the state-space of associated probabilities will rely on the expert's
subjective beliefs through the quantitative data collected, current research and
development work and many other factors. For the purpose of the Bayesian
Belief Network developed the author has limit the number of state-spaces to be
no more than three. The purpose is to limit the computational work needed and it
also reflects to a certain extent that designers would have usually narrow down
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their choices to about three options (states) given specific technical
requirements.
For example, reference to figure 6.5 will inform the experts that existing Main
Battle Tanks have three possible states in overcoming vertical obstacles: lower
bound of approximately 0.75 meters, median at 0.9 meters, and upper bound of
1.05 meters. However with the knowledge gained from research work in the
mobility subsystem the expert may provide his or her subjective belief that the
three states of the vertical obstacle to be 0.8 meters, 1 meter and 1.2 meters
having the corresponding probabilities of 0.3, 0.5 and 0.2 (table 6.1). The aim is
to get these experts to provide information on subsystems that they are most
familiar with. The state-spaces, probabilities of the root variables can be found in
Appendix B.
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Figure 6.5: Quantitative data on USA's tank capability in overcoming vertical
obstacle between 1946 and present time
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Table 6.1: Probabilities on the three states for the root variable "vertical obstacle"
6.4.2 Consult subsystem domain experts for the non-root variables' state-
spaces and the associated conditional probabilities tables
A non-root variable is defined as a variable that has prior input(s) from other
variables. The state-space and its conditional probability table of the non-root
variable shall be determined by the subsystem experts whose variables provide
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information to that non-root variable. This requires the system architect to be
working closely with the survivability expert and his or her team of engineers who
are responsible for each variable, the aim is to get consensus and assigned
probabilities to the conditional probability table given specific conditions that
affect their assigned variable. For the purpose of the thesis work, state-spaces
and associated probabilities were determined by the author using the data
collected in Appendix A. Where information was not available assumptions were
made.
Reference to figure 6.4 shows 26 non-root variables as follow:
1. "# Road Wheels" meaning "Total number of tank road wheels"
2. "Active & Passive Protection" meaning "The tank's active and passive
protection required in terms of mass and power for the electronics"
3. "Acceleration (0-32) XYZ sec" meaning "Tank to accelerate from 0 to 32
kph in XYZ seconds"
4. "Fuel Mass" meaning "Tank's fuel mass required to travel specific
distances"
5. "FCS & Transverse" meaning "Mass and cost of developing the tank's fire
control system and main armament transverse capability to meet
requirements"
6. "Gun & Turret & Ammo Mass" meaning "Total mass of the main
armament, turret and ammunition"
7. "Height" meaning "Tank height from ground to hull top"
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8. "Length" meaning "Tank hull length"
9. "MMP < XYZ kg/cm2" meaning "The tank's mean maximum pressure
exerted on the ground needs to be lesser than the value of XYZ kg/cm 2 as
the tank is expected to move on areas with this value"
10. "Mobility Mass" meaning "Mass of mobility subsystem required to meet
target specifications"
11. "Mobility Power" meaning "Power of mobility subsystem required to meet
target specifications"
12."Other Cost" meaning "Total cost of smaller components not in any major
subsystem"
13."Other mass" meaning "Other mass not accounted in any major
subsystem"
14. "Overall Cost" meaning "Overall program cost of designing and developing
the Main Battle Tank"
15. "Overall Engine power" meaning "Overall engine power of the Main Battle
Tank"
16. "Overall Mass" meaning "Overall mass of the Main Battle Tank"
17."Powerpack" meaning "Total mass of the engine and transmission
components"
18. "Running Gear Mass" meaning "Tank's running gear mass which is part of
the powertrain subsystem"
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19."Situation Awareness" meaning "The tank's ability to comprehend the
battle conditions around it when engaging enemies. Very important factor
in preventing friendly fire"
20."Sustenance" meaning "Tank's ability to sustenance without logistic re-
supply"
21."Total Survivability Mass" meaning "Tank's survivability subsystem mass
required in meeting the protection requirements"
22."Track width" meaning "A factor to consider in determining the track
configuration, tank width, tank internal volume and the tank's mean
maximum pressure exerted on the ground"
23."Vehicle Volume" meaning "Tank's estimated volume based on external
dimensions"
24."Weapon Station Mass & Cost" meaning "Tank's firepower subsystem
mass and cost to design and develop so as to meet requirements"
25."Weapon Station Power" meaning "Tank's firepower subsystem power
required to meet the requirements"
26."Width" meaning "Tank Width, the ability to move on bridges, steer
effectively and determining its volume"
Table 6.2 shows the various state-spaces and conditional probability tables for
the non-root variable "Total Survivability Mass". The variable "Total Survivability
Mass" has 3 possible state-spaces: 24 tons or 26 tons or 28 tons. Given the
conditions that the variable "XTNT Mine" is observed to be "10 kg", the variable
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"Active_Passive_Protect" is observed to be "1 6tons5Ohp" and the variable
"BasicHullProt" is observed to be "7.62AP" then the non-root variable "Total
Survivability Mass" will have a probability of 55% being in the state-space
"24tons" given that particular mission profile condition. Using this reasoning the
remaining of the conditional probability table will be populated. Appendix C
shows the conditional probabilities tables of all non-root variables.
10 kg
16tons50hp L.bZAr12.7AP U.
U.,
0.35
U. I
0.2
17tons75hp 7.62AP 0.45 0.4 0.157t lh 12.7AP 0.4 1 0.35 0.25
1 8tons1 00hp 7.62AP1 2.7AP
0.45
0.35
0.35
0.4
0.2
0.25
1 Stons50hp 7.62AP 0.45 0.35 0.2 016tns___p _ 12.7AP 0.4 0.35 0.25
12 kg 17tons75hp 7.62AP 0.4 0.35 0.2512.7AP 0.3 0.3 0.4
1 BtonslOhp 7.62AP 0.35 0.4 0.25 U1___ns1___p _ 12.7AP 0.2 0.35 0.45 E
1 Gtons50 7.62AP 0.3 0.35 0.351___ ns___p _ 12.7AP 0.25 0.35 0.4
14 kg 17tons75hp 7.62AP 0.2 0.35 0.4512.7AP 0.15 0.35 0.5
18tonsl00hp 7.62AP 0.1 0.35 0.55 11___n_____p 
_ 12.7AP 0.1 0.3 0.6 1 M
Table 6.2: Conditional orobabilitv table for the non-variable "Total Surv Mass"
Once the state-spaces and its associated probabilities of all variables have been
encoded into the Bayesian Belief Network MSBNx will use Bayesian inference to
update the whole model to reflect the prior probabilities that is based on the
original experts' (author) subjective beliefs. Table 6.3 shows the network with the
prior probabilities.
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H IP40 14. mm A- LUmm cannon JUmm cannon
0.200 0.450 0.350
Acc9leration 032 Os 93 1Os
0.278 0.402 0320
Ative&Passive pro 16tons50hp 1 7tons75hp 18tons100hp
0. 210 0.386 00
-ImpicHuLProt 7.62AP 127AP'
0.600 0.400
Comu4nicationjs Land Platforms All Platforms
0.750 0.250
Cr4w & NBC 500kg 550kg 60kg
0.300 0400 0300
DeM Aid SuWe 300kg 350kg 400kg
0.300 0450 0250
Depres0 Elevate d 8D20E(28) 1OD25E(35)T
0.450 0.550
FCS-T ransverze 1.5tons $7.5m 2tons_$9.5m 2 5tons_$11.5m
- 0.334 - 0.350 0 .316
60 X KE CE 120mm 125mm 140mm
0450 0.200 0350
lellMaS 1100kg 1300kg 1500kg
0.300 0.384 0316
Height <2.6m >2.6m
0.610 0390
mLength 8m 9m
0.196 0.445 0359
fP X<250 250<X<275 275<X
0.329 0.348 0.324
in u 20mm2.5+1 6tons 125mm2.7+16.5tons 1 40mm3.5+1 7.5tons
0.400 0.250 0.350
'un TUrret Ammo 19tons 20tons 21 tons
0.354 0.306 0.340
npower Misc $15+4m $20+6m $25+8m
0.2501 0.400F 0.350
bility 11Ohp 1200hp 1300hp
0.301 0.414 0.285
Table 6.3a: Prior probabilities of each state-space for each variable (part a)
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iYs <: Yes INo
0.900o 0.100
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0.294 0.378 0.329
s1.5t 2t 2.St
0.309 0.457 0.235
.......... 40hp 45hp 50hp
0.300 0.350 0.350
$60m $70m $80m
0.249 0.384, 0.367
ve#*, 60tons 65tons 70tons
0.2531 0.401 0.346
OvaP1200hp 1500hp, 100hp
0.155 0.47_ 0.375
Poepak4.5tons 5.5tons' 6.5tons
.2k3 0.289
fpootypeT esting 4pp$20m+Gm 5pp$25m+Bm 6pp$30m+10m
0.3501 0.350 0.300
Ohge_45kph 450km 500km 550km
0.630.421 0.31
012 14
0.433 0.567
11tons 12tons 1 3tons
0.372 0.374 0.254
-Sec_Gu 2&7.62(1 )kgj 12.77.62(200kg) 2x7.62 12.7(275kg
0.300 050350 5
. ituationAware 30hpi 40hp
0.5601 0.440
6ljp -Xkph Gkphl _ 8kph 1Okph
0.300 0.400 0.300
.ustenance 24h 48hrs 72rs
0342 03870271
T op Speed 65kphl 70kph 75kph
0.350 0.350 0.300
Table 6.3b: Prior probabilities of each state-space for each variable (continue
from part a)
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0kphpd 4p45kph
0. 500 0.500
otama A 40rds290kg 45rds325kg 50rds360kg
0200 0.450 0.350
Tokal urv Mass 24tons 26tons 28tons
0.316 0.354 0.329
520mm 570mm
0.517 0.483::
Nh 2.3m 2.7m 3.1m
0.100 0.500 0.400
le Vol <73 >73
0.463 0.537
Vertile1 0.8mm 1.2m
0.300 0.5001 0.200
Width 3.4m 3.5m 3.6m
0.293 0.375 0.332
bWpnStation Pw( 100hp 11Ohp 1 2Ohp
0.337 0. 357! 0.306
Wpn StnMa20t$Om 22t$123m 24t$1 2m
0. 217 0.418. 0 365
x TNT Mine 10 kg 12 kg 14kg
0.250 0.450 0.300
Table 6.3c: Prior probabilities of each state-space for each variable (continue
from part b)
6.4.3 Testing the Bayesian Belief Network developed for modern Main
Battle Tanks
The model is then tested by selecting an observed state to verify the
effectiveness of the network.
6.4.3.1 Setting the evidence of the variable "Frt60_XXKECE" to "140" to
illustrate how a variable's change affects its dependency variables
Setting the state to "140" means that the tank is constrained to be protected
frontally against 140mm (instead of 120mm or 125mm) Kinetic and Chemical
Energy round penetration from the threat's main guns. Table 6.4 shows the prior
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and posterior probabilities of the variable "Active_Passive_Prot" that represents
the active and passive protection needed by the tank in terms of mass and power
needed to achieve the technical specifications targets.
120mm 125mm 140mm
Frt60_XXKECE 0.45 0.20 0.35 Prior
0 0 1 Posterior
16t5Ohp 17t75hp 18t100hp
ActivePassiveProt 0.21 0.39 0.40 Prior
0.16 0.36 0.48 Posterior
Table 6.4: Prior and posterior probabilities of the variables "Frt60 XX KE CE"
and "Active Passive Prot"
When evidence is introduced into the network the prior and posterior probabilities
of the variable "ActivePassive_Prot" may change using Bayesian inference.
Given that the tank must be protected against 140mm threat the updated belief
(posterior probability) shows that the tank's active and passive protection
subsystem will required "18t100hp" (18 tons and 100 horsepower) with a
probability of 48% instead of 40% (prior probability).
This makes sense as the tank is required to be protected against bigger gun size
weapons. This will lead to up armoring its existing passive protection system with
more or better armor resistance materials which typically have high density.
Where possible it will also equipped itself with active protection system such as a
defensive aid suite that uses radar to detect incoming rounds and activate a
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command to fire off ball bearings in that direction in order to minimize armor
penetration. All these will lead to the higher probability that the variable
"Active _Passive_Prot" will require more mass and power.
6.4.3.2 Setting the evidence of the variable "Main Gun" to "1 20mm2.5+16tons"
to illustrate how a variable change affects the network
Setting the state to "1 20mm2.5+16tons" means the tank's main armament size is
constrained to be 120mm and has a total mass of 18.5 tons. Constraining the
state of the variable "Main Gun" affects its directly connected variable
"GunTurretAmmo" who in turn affects the posterior probabilities of its
connected variable "Wpn_StnMassCost". Table 6.5 shows the prior and
posterior probabilities of these variables.
120mm2.5+ 125mm2.7+ 140mm3.5+
16 tons 16.5 tons 17.5 tons
MainGun 0.40 0.25 0.35 Prior
1 0 0 Posterior
19tons 20tons 21 tons
GunTurret_ 0.35 0.31 0.34 Prior
Ammo 0.76 0.16 0.08 Posterior
20t$8m 22t$1Om 24t$12m
Wpn_Stn_ 0.22 0.42 0.36 Prior
MassCost 0.35 0.42 0.23 Posterior
Table 6.5: Prior and Posterior probabilities of the variables "Main Gun",
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"Gun Turret Ammo" and "Wpn Stn MassCost"
Once evidence has been introduced into the network the prior and posterior
probabilities of the variables "GunTurretAmmo" and "WpnStnMassCost "
changed. Given that the tank has a smaller main armament the posterior
probability shows that the tank's main armament components
(GunTurretAmmo) will required 19 tons with a probability of 76% instead of
35% (prior probability) and that the tank's firepower subsystem
(WpnStnMassCost) will required 20 tons and costs $8 million with a probability
of 35% instead of 22% (prior probability). This makes sense as the tank requires
a smaller main armament which will lead to a higher posterior probability for the
states with lesser mass and cost required to design and develop the
components.
A series of such tests must be done in order to ensure that the Bayesian Belief
Network developed is consistently reliable and able to model "reality". The
network developed must also be constantly verified or updated when there are
system design changes.
6.4.3.3 Testing the Bayesian Belief Network developed by using a real Main
Battle Tank with known data for verification
The United Kingdom's Challenger 2 (figure 6.6) Main Battle Tank shall be used to
test and verify the reliability and effectiveness of the Bayesian Belief Network
developed. Table 6.6 show the real data obtained for Challenger 2.
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Figure 6.6: United Kingdom's Challenger 2 (UK's MoD Picture Library) 3
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3 http://www.rickard.karoo.net/Pictures/challenger.html
Variable Variable
Number Type Year 1992
NA NA Name United Kingdom Challenger 2 MBT
1 Root Main armament (mm) 120
2 x 7.62mm coaxial & remote
2 Root Armament (Others) controlled on turret roof
Cross country
3 Root speed (km/hr) 40
4 Root Top Speed (km/hr) 56
5 Root Range (km) 450
Trench
6 Root crossing (m) 2.34
Vertical
7 Root obstacle (m) 0.9
8 Root Elevation 30 degrees
9 Non-root Fuel capacity (kg) 830
10 Non-root Length (m) 8.33
11 Non-root Width (m) 3.52
12 Non-root Height (m) 2.49
13 Non-root Weight (tons) 62.5
Mean Maximum
14 Non-root Pressure (kg/cm2) 287
15 Non-root Powerplant (hp) 1200
Table 6.6: Real data obtained for Challenaer 2
The test approach will be to input the root variable's value into the network and
verify the network's output of the non-root values with Challenger 2's data. Figure
6.7 shows the causal loop diagram with the input root variables in red color and
the output of non-root variables in green color and underlined. The data shown in
table 6.6 is incomplete due to the unavailability of information from the public
domain. As shown in table 6.6 there are 8 inputs (root) and 7 outputs (non-root).
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Challenaer 2
Table 6.7 shows the prior and posterior probabilities of root variables and table
6.8 shows the prior and posterior probabilities of non-root variables.
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Figure 6.7: Causal loop diagram showing input root variables (red) and output of
non-root variables (green) for modern MBT
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V1 120mm 125mm 140mm
Main armament 0.40 0.25 0.35 Prior
1 0 0 Posterior
V2 2x7.62 7.62&12.7 2x7.62&12.7
Other armaments 0.30 0.35 0.35 Prior
1 0 0 Posterior
V3 40 kph 45 kph
Cross country 0.50 0.50 Prior
speed 1 0 Posterior
V4 65 kph 70kph 75 kph
Top speed 0.35 0.35 0.30 Prior
1 0 0 Posterior
V5 450km 500km 550km
Range 0.26 0.42 0.32 Prior
1 0 0 Posterior
V6 2.3m 2.7m 3.1m
Trench Crossing 0.10 0.50 0.40 Prior
1 0 0 Posterior
V7 0.8m 1m 1.2m
Vertical Obstacle 0.30 0.50 0.20 Prior
0 1 0 Posterior
V8 28 35
degrees degrees
Elevation 0.45 0.55 Prior
1 0 Posterior
Table 6.7: Prior and posterior probabilities of root variables for Challenger 2
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V9 1100kg 1300kg 1500kg
Fuel capacity 0.30 0.38 0.32 Prior
0.50 0.30 0.20 Posterior
V10 7m 8m 9m
Length 0.20 0.45 0.35 Prior
0.35 0.45 0.20 Posterior
Vil 3.4m 3.5m 3.6m
Width 0.29 0.37 0.34 Prior
0.30 0.38 0.32 Posterior
V12 <2.6m >2.6m
Height 0.61 0.39 Prior
0.60 0.40 Posterior
V13 60tons 65tons 70tons
Mass 0.25 0.40 0.35 Prior
0.29 0.41 0.30 Posterior
V14 X<250 250<X<275 275<X
Mean Maximum 0.33 0.35 0.32 Prior
Pressure 0.34 0.35 0.31 Posterior
V15 1200hp 1500hp 1800hp
Powerplant 0.16 0.47 0.37 Prior
0.45 0.53 0.02 Posterior
Table 6.8: Prior and posterior probabilities of non-root variables for Challenger 2
6.4.3.3.1 Testing result for Fuel capacity
Table 6.8 shows the testing for variable 9 (Fuel capacity). Using the root values
shown in table 6.6 the network returns the highest posterior probability (50%) for
the lowest state of "1100 kg" which is consistent with Challenger 2 data.
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6.4.3.3.2 Testing result for Length
Table 6.8 shows the testing for variable 10 (Length). Using the root values shown
in table 6.6 the network returns the highest posterior probability (45%) for the
state of "8m" which is consistent with Challenger 2 data.
6.4.3.3.3 Testing result for Width
Table 6.8 shows the testing for variable 10 (Width). Using the root values shown
in table 6.6 the network returns the highest posterior probability (38%) for the
state of "3.5m" which is consistent with Challenger 2 data.
6.4.3.3.4 Testing result for Height
Table 6.8 shows the testing for variable 12 (Height). Using the root values shown
in table 6.6 the network returns the highest posterior probability (60%) for the
state of "<2.6m" which is consistent with Challenger 2 data.
6.4.3.3.5 Testing result for Mass
Table 6.8 shows the testing for variable 13 (Mass). Using the root values shown
in table 6.6 the network returns the highest posterior probability (41%) for the
state of "65 tons" which is consistent with Challenger 2 data.
6.4.3.3.6 Testing result for Mean Maximum Pressure
Table 6.8 shows the testing for variable 14 (Mean Maximum Pressure). Using the
root values shown in table 6.6 the network returns the highest posterior
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probability (35%) for the state of "250<X<275" which is inconsistent with
Challenger 2 data. Discussion the result shall be provided in chapter 7.
6.4.3.3.7 Testing result for Powerplant
Table 6.8 shows the testing for variable 15 (Powerplant). Using the root values
shown in table 6.6 the network returns the highest posterior probability (53%) for
the state of "1500 kg" which is inconsistent with Challenger 2 data.
6.4.4 Tracing a root variable input to an output variable in the modern
Main Battle Tank Bayesian Belief Network
The following will illustrate an example of tracing a root variable input to an
output variable. The root variable input used in the example will be
"Main GunSize" and the output variable being the "OverallMass". Figure 6.8
shows the variables and links between the selected input and output variables as
highlighted in red color.
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Figure 6.8: Variables and links between selected input and output variables as
highlighted in red color for Challenger 2
Table 6.9 shows the prior and posterior probabilities of the variables involved.
The input root variable "MainGunSize" is constrained to be "120mm". This
changed the posterior probabilities of the variables:
* "Gun & Turret & Ammo Mass" from 35% to 76% for the state "19tons".
This makes sense as the "MainGunSize" is constrained to the smallest
available option of 120mm, therefore leading to an increased in the
probability of the lowest state of 19tons due to the evidence.
* "Weapon Station Mass & Cost" from 42% to 39% for the state "22t$1 Om".
This makes sense as the "MainGunSize" is constrained to the smallest
available option of 120mm, therefore leading to an increased in the
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probability of the lowest state of 20tons & $8 million and decreases the
probability of its likelihood state.
* "Overall Mass" from 40% to 41% for the state "65tons". This makes sense
as the "MainGunSize" is constrained to the smallest available option of
120mm, therefore leading to an increased in the probability of the lowest
state of 60tons and decreases the probability of its most unlikelihood state
(70tons). The increase in the posterior probability for the lowest state (3%)
is not as significant as compared to the increase for the other two
variables (41% & 16%) as the variable "Overall Mass" has other more
significant inputs such as the mobility subsystem and survivability
subsystem.
120mm 125mm 140mm
Mainarmament 0.40 0.25 0.35 Prior
1
19tons
0
20tons
0
21 tons
Posterior
Gun & Turret & 0.35 0.31 0.34 Prior
Ammo Mass 0.76 0.16 0.08 Posterior
20t$8m 22t$1Om 24t$12m
Weapon Station 0.22 0.42 0.36 Prior
Mass & Cost 0.38 0.39 0.23 Posterior
60tons 65tons 70tons
Overall Mass 0.25 0.40 0.35 Prior
0.29 0.41 0.30 Posterior
Table 6.9: Prior and posterior probabilities of variables involved for Challenger 2
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6.4.5 Summary on the tests results for the modern Main Battle Tank
Bayesian Belief Network
A Bayesian Belief Network has been developed for the modern Main Battle Tank
with inputs based on the subjective belief. This network was then tested using 8
root variable's inputs from the United Kingdom's Challenger 2 Main Battle Tank
and was found to be satisfactory in providing the posterior probabilities for 5 out
of 7 non-root variables. The discussion on the results obtained and the network
will be presented on chapter 7.
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6.5 Bayesian Belief Network for 1950s Main Battle Tanks
6.5.1 Develop framework for 1950s Main Battle Tank
The framework developed for the Bayesian Belief Network of Main Battle Tanks
in figure 6.4 was unsuitable as much of the electronics now had not been in
developed then. Another relation structure for the 1950s Main Battle Tank based
on the initial 85 variables introduced in section 6.2 was developed as shown in
figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9: Structure relation of the 1950s Main Battle Tank (46 variables)
The differences between the structure relation diagrams shown in figures 6.3 and
6.9 are as follow:
* Removal of the variable "DefAidSuite" as such active defense system
and electronics were not developed then
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* Changing the variable name from "ActivePassive_Prot" to
"Passive_Protect" as active protection systems were not developed then
" Removal of arc between variables "PassiveProtect" and "OverallPwr" as
passive protection systems then do not need power
* Changing the variable name from "CrewNBC" to "Crew" as Nuclear,
Biological and Chemical protection systems were not developed yet
" Removal of arc between variables "OtherPwrReqt" and "OverallPwr"
and addition of arc between variables "OtherPwrReqt" and
"SituationAware" as the power required by other components were much
lower and hence would be better aggregated with another variable than as
a direct input to overall power requirements
* The performance states of the variables are also equal or lower than
current modern Main Battle Tanks and the prior probabilities are likely to
be different where the states are the same, this is to be expected as the
technology is not as mature then.
6.5.2 Consult subsystem domain experts for the variables' state-spaces,
associated probabilities and conditional probabilities tables
Figure 6.10 shows the framework developed in the Bayesian Belief Network
using the same software, MSBNx. Once the framework has been developed the
next step is to determine the 20 root variables' state-spaces and associated
probabilities. Refer to Appendix D for these data for root variables. Appendix E
will provide data on the non-root variables' state-spaces and conditional
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probabilities tables. For the purpose of the thesis work, state-spaces and
associated probabilities were determined by the author using the data collected
in Appendix A. Where information was unavailable assumptions were made.
Fiqure 6.10: Framework developed for 1950s Main Battle Tank usinq MSBNx
Once the state-spaces and its associated probabilities of all variables have been
encoded into the Bayesian Belief Network MSBNx will use Bayesian inference to
update the whole model to reflect the prior probabilities that is based on the
original experts' (author) subjective beliefs. Table 6.10 shows the network with
the prior probabilities.
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AR .P45 14.5mm API 20mm cannon 30mm cannon
0.35E 0.3500 0.3000
8s 12s
0. 2506 0.3528, 0.3966
NOE Pr 7.62AP 12.7AP- 8m
0.6000 0.4000 0.3586
Limited Land Pla Land Platforms I All Platforms
0.6000 0.3000 4.ooo
400kg 450kg 500kg
0.3000 0.400 0.3000
Depo Eyvate~ 8D20E(28) 10D25E(35) 1200hp
0.5000 0.5000 0.2086
FC T nersle 1 tons_$4m1 1.5tons_$5m 2tons $6m
0.45281 0.3764 0.1708
Fk6 _ KE CE 105mm 120mm 125mm
r . 0.2000 0.4000 0.4000$FeLMass 900kg 1100kg, 1300kg
0.3794i 0.3967; 0.2239
'Might <3m >3m 70kph
0.6250 0.3750 0.3000
LenSth 6m 7ml 8m
0.1964 0.44501 0.3586
MP X<275 275<X<L300 300<X
0.2575 0.3491 0.3933
'ManGun 105mm2+1 4tons 120mm2.5+1 6tons 125mm2.7+16.5tons
0.40001 0.3000 0.3000
T Turre Ammo 17tonsl 18tons 19tons
0.35101 0.34051 0.3085
npower sc $15+4m $20+6m $25+8m
0.25001 0.40001 0.3500
800hpI 900hp 1 000hp
0.3396 [ 0.4118k 0.2486
Mobility Mass 13tons 14.5tonsi 16tons
0.27667 0.4563 0.2670
Nv 'S Yes No
0.9000 0. 1000
Table 6.1 Oa: Prior probabilities of each state-space for each variable (part a)
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g * Ovs ZDUm 1bUm jIum
0.2935 0.3778 0.3288
1.5t 2t 2.5t
0.3432 0.4633 0.1935
Reqt 40hp 45hp, Shp
0.5000 0.3000 0.2000
$60m70m $80m
0.2429 0.3816 0.3755
55tons I 60tons 65tons
0.06471 0.3490 0.5863
900hpi 1050hp 1200hp
0.3585 0.4329 0.2086
Protection 16tonsl 17tons 18tons
0.2625 0.4200 0.3175
RPwerpack 3.2tons 3. tons 4tons
0.3343 0.3876 0.2781
Prototype T esting 4pp$20m+6m 5pp$25m+8m 6pp$30m+1Om
0.3500 0.3500 0.3000
Range_45kph 450km 500km 550km
.232 0.4211 0.3158
Road Wheels 12,1
0.5296 0.4704
RlunGearM 1Otons I 11tons 12tons
0.3751 0.3749 0.2500
ec Gun 2X7.62(1 50kg) 12.7 7.62(200kg) 2x7. 62 12.7(275kg)
0.3000 0.3500 0.3500
S4tuaton Aware 60hp 70hp __ 80hp
03349 0.47001 0.1952
9'ope.60 Bkphl 8kph l0kph
0. 4000 0.4000 0.2000
ustenan"e 24hrs 48hrs 72hrs
0.3578' 0.3834 0 2589
k- d 60kph B5kph 70kph
0.3500 0.3500 0.3000
Top X-ty Spd 40kphl 45kphl
0.6000 0.4000
Table 6.1Ob: Prior probabilities of each state-space for each variable (continue
from part a)
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To ai IiInAmmo 40rds290kg 45rds325kg 50rds36Okg
0.3000 0.4000 0.3000
24tons 27tons 30tons
0.3433 0.3555 0.3012
520mm 570mm
0.3864 0.6136
nhlg2.3ml 2.7m 13.1 m
0.1000 0.5000 0.4000
Vehde <69 >69
0.4862, 0.5138
Wiebse 0.8m 1m 1.2m
0.40001 0.4500 0.1500
3.4m 3.6m 3.8m
0.2938 0.3750 0.3312
'pnStoti Pwt 5hp 60hp 70hp
0.3977' 0.3429 0.2595
Wpr StnMassCos 1 8t$8m 20t$1 Om 22t$12m
0.2324 0.4261 0.3415
rTNTMine 10kg 12 kg 14kg
0.3500 0.4000 0.2500
Table 6.1 Oc: Prior probabilities of each state-space for each variable (continue
from part b)
6.5.3 Testing the Bayesian Belief Network developed for 1950s Main Battle
Tanks
The model is then tested by selecting an observed state to verify the
effectiveness of the network.
6.5.3.1 Setting the evidence of the variable "Frt60_XXKECE" to "105" to
illustrate how a variable's change affects its dependency variables
Setting the state to "105" means that the tank is constrained to be protected
frontally against 105mm (instead of 120mm or 125mm) Kinetic and Chemical
Energy round penetration from the threat's main guns. Table 6.11 shows the
prior and posterior probabilities of the variable "Passive_Protect" that represents
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the passive protection needed by the tank in terms of mass and power needed to
achieve the technical specifications targets.
105mm 120mm 125mm
Frt60_XXKECE 0.20 0.40 0.40 Prior
1 0 0 1 Posterior
19tons 20tons 21tons
PassiveProtect 0.26 0.42 0.32 Prior
0.30 0.40 0.30 Posterior
Table 6.11: Prior and posterior probabilities of the v
and "Passive Protect"
ariables "Frt60 XX KE CE"
Once evidence has been introduced into the network the prior and posterior
probabilities of the variable "Passive_Protect" changed. Given that the tank must
be protected against 105mm threat the updated belief shows that it is probable
that the tank's passive protection subsystem will required 20 tons with a
probability of 40% instead of 42% (prior probability).
This makes sense as the tank is required to be protected against a smaller gun
size weapons. This will lead to reducing armoring its existing passive protection
system. All these will lead to the lower probability that the variable
"PassiveProtect" will require lesser mass in the state "20 tons" and increase the
posterior probability of "19 tons".
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6.5.3.2 Setting the evidence of the variable "Main Gun" to "105mm2+14tons"
to illustrate how a variable change affects the network
Setting the state to "105mm2+14tons" means the tank's main armament size is
constrained to be 105mm and has a total mass of 16 tons. Constraining the state
of the variable "Main Gun" affects its directly connected variable
"GunTurretAmmo" who in turn affects the posterior probabilities of its
connected variable "WpnStnMassCost". Table 6.12 shows the prior and
posterior probabilities of these variables.
105mm 2+14 120mm 2.5+ 125mm 2.7+
tons 16 tons 16.5 tons
MainGun 0.40 0.30 0.30 Prior
1 0 0 Posterior
17tons 18tons 19tons
GunTurret_ 0.35 0.34 0.31 Prior
Ammo 0.75 0.17 0.08 Posterior
18t$8m 20t$1Om 22t$12m
WpnStn_ 0.23 0.43 0.34 Prior
MassCost 0.37 0.41 0.22 Posterior
Table 6.12: Prior and posterior probabilities of the variables "Main Gun",
"Gun Turret Ammo" and "Wpn Stn MassCost"
Once evidence has been introduced into the network the prior and posterior
probabilities of the variables "GunTurretAmmo" and "WpnStnMassCost "
changes using Bayesian inference. Given that the tank has a smaller main
armament the updated belief shows that it is probable that the tank's main
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armament components (GunTurretAmmo) will required 17 tons with a
probability of 75% instead of 35% (prior probability) and that the tank's firepower
subsystem (WpnStnMassCost) will required 18 tons and costs $8 million with a
probability of 37% instead of 23% (prior probability). This makes sense as the
tank requires a smaller main armament which will lead to higher posterior
probabilities of states with lesser mass and cost.
A series of such tests must be done in order to ensure that the Bayesian Belief
Network developed is consistently reliable and able to model "reality". The
network developed must also be constantly verified or updated when there are
system design changes.
6.5.3.3 Testing the Bayesian Belief Network developed by using a real Main
Battle Tank with known data for verification
The United States of America's M48A5 (figure 6.11) Main Battle Tank shall be
used to test and verify the reliability and effectiveness of the Bayesian Belief
Network developed. Table 6.13 show the real data obtained for M48A5.
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Figure 6.11: M48A54
http://www.rickard.karoo.net/Pictures/challenqer.htm I
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Variable Variable
Number Type Year 1953
NA NA Name USA M48A5 MBT
1 Root Main armament (mm) 105
3 x 7.62mm M60D coaxial
2 Root Armament (Others) & anti-aircraft
Cross country speed
3 Root (km/hr) 30
4 Root Top Speed (km/hr) 48
5 Root Range (km) 499
6 Root Vertical obstacle (m) 0.92
7 Root Trench crossing (m) 2.6
8 Non-root Powerplant (hp) 750
9 Non-root Fuel capacity (kg) 1130
10 Non-root Road Wheels 12
11 Non-root Length (m) 6.42
12 Non-root Width (m) 3.63
13 Non-root Height (m) 3.09
14 Non-root Weight (tons) 49
Table 6.13: Real data obtained for M48A5
The test approach will be to input the root variable's value into the network and
verify the network's output of the non-root values with M48A5's data. Figure 6.12
shows the causal loop diagram with the input root variables in red color and the
output of non-root variables in green color and underlined. The data shown in
table 6.13 is incomplete due to the unavailability of information from the public
domain. As shown in table 6.13 there are 7 inputs (root) and 7 outputs (non-root).
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Table 6.14 shows the prior and posterior probabilities of root variables and table
6.15 shows the prior and posterior probabilities of non-root variables.
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Figure 6.12: Causal loop diagram showing input root variables (red) and output of
non-root variables (green) for 1950s MBT
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V1 105mm 120mm 125mm
Main armament 0.40 0.30 0.30 Prior
1 0 0 Posterior
V2 2x7.62 7.62&12.7 2x7.62&1 2.7
Other armaments 0.30 0.35 0.35 Prior
0 1 0 Posterior
V3 40kph 45 kph
Cross country 0.60 0.40 Prior
speed 1 0 Posterior
V4 60kph 65 kph 70kph
Top speed 0.35 0.35 0.30 Prior
1 0 0 Posterior
V5 450km 500km 550km
Range 0.26 0.42 0.32 Prior
0 1 0 Posterior
V6 0.8m 1 m 1.2m
Vertical Obstacle 0.40 0.45 0.15 Prior
0 1 0 Posterior
V7 2.3m 2.7m 3.1m
Trench Crossing 0.10 0.50 0.40 Prior
0 1 0 Posterior
Table 6.14: Prior and posterior probabilities of root variables for M48A5
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V8 900hp 1050hp 1200hp
Powerplant 0.16 0.47 0.37 Prior
0.43 0.41 0.16 Posterior
V9 900kg 1100kg 1300kg
Fuel capacity 0.30 0.38 0.32 Prior
0.36 0.46 0.18 Posterior
V10 12 14
Road Wheels Prior
0.53 0.47 Posterior
Vi 6m 7m 8m
Length 0.20 0.45 0.35 Prior
0.25 0.40 0.35 Posterior
V12 3.4m 3.6m 3.8m
Width 0.29 0.37 0.34 Prior
0.29 0.38 0.33 Posterior
V13 <3m >3m
Height 0.61 0.39 Prior
0.60 0.40 Posterior
V14 55tons 60tons 65tons
Mass 0.25 0.40 0.35 Prior
0.09 0.38 0.54 Posterior
Table 6.15: Prior and posterior probabilities of non-root variables for M48A5
6.5.3.3.1 Testing result for Powerplant
Table 6.15 shows the testing for variable 8 (Powerplant). Using the root values
shown in table 6.14 the network returns the highest posterior probability (43%)
for the lowest state of "900hp" which is consistent with M48A5's data.
6.5.3.3.2 Testing result for Fuel capacity
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Table 6.15 shows the testing for variable 9 (Fuel capacity). Using the root values
shown in table 6.14 the network returns the highest posterior probability (46%)
for the lowest state of "1100kg" which is consistent with M48A5's data.
6.5.3.3.3 Testing result for Road wheels
Table 6.15 shows the testing for variable 10 (Road wheels). Using the root
values shown in table 6.14 the network returns the highest posterior probability
(53%) for the lowest state of "12" which is consistent with M48A5's data.
6.5.3.3.4 Testing result for Length
Table 6.15 shows the testing for variable 11 (Length). Using the root values
shown in table 6.14 the network returns the highest posterior probability (40%)
for the lowest state of "7m" which is acceptable when compared with M48A5's
data of 6.43m.
6.5.3.3.5 Testing result for Width
Table 6.15 shows the testing for variable 12 (Width). Using the root values shown
in table 6.14 the network returns the highest posterior probability (38%) for the
lowest state of "3.6m" which is consistent with M48A5's data.
6.5.3.3.6 Testing result for Height
Table 6.15 shows the testing for variable 13 (Height). Using the root values
shown in table 6.14 the network returns the highest posterior probability (60%)
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for the state of "<3m" which is inconsistent with M48A5's data. The results shall
be discussed in chapter 7.
6.5.3.3.7 Testing result for Mass
Table 6.15 shows the testing for variable 14 (Mass). Using the root values shown
in table 6.14 the network returns the highest posterior probability (54%) for the
state of "<65tons" which is inconsistent with M48A5's data. The results shall be
discussed in chapter 7.
6.5.4 Tracing a root variable input to an output variable in the 1950s Main
Battle Tank Bayesian Belief Network
The following will illustrate an example of tracing a root variable input to an
output variable. The root variable input used in the example is "MainGunSize"
and the output variable being the "OverallPower". Figure 6.13 shows the
variables and links between the selected input and output variables as
highlighted in red color.
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Figure 6.13: Variables and links between selected input and output variables as
highlighted in red color for M48A5
Table 6.16 shows the prior and posterior probabilities of the variables involved.
The input root variable "MainGunSize" is constrained to be "105mm". This has
the following effect on the posterior probabilities of the variables:
* "Weapon_StationPower" from 40% to 46% for the state "50hp". This
makes sense as the "MainGunSize" is constrained to the smallest
available option of 105mm, therefore leading to an increased in the
posterior probability of the lowest state of 50hp due to the evidence.
Lesser power is needed to rotate the smaller gun turret.
" "OverallEnginePower" from 36% to 43% for the state "900hp". This
makes sense as the "MainGunSize" is constrained to the smallest
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available option of 105mm, therefore leading to an increased in the
probability of the lowest state of 900hp due to lesser power needed by the
weapon station to operate its armaments.
105mm 120mm 125mm
Main armament 0.40 0.30 0.30 Prior
1 0 0 Posterior
50hp 6Ohp 70hp
Weapon Station 0.40 0.34 0.26 Prior
Power 0.46 0.32 0.22 Posterior
900hp 1050hp 1200hp
Overall Power 0.36 0.43 0.21 Prior
0.43 0.41 0.16 Posterior
Table 6.16: Prior and posterior probabilities of variables involved for M48A5
6.5.5 Summary on the tests results for the 1950s Main Battle Tank
Bayesian Belief Network
A Bayesian Belief Network has been developed for the 1950s Main Battle Tank
with inputs based on the subjective belief. This network was then tested using 7
root variable's inputs from the United States of America M48A5 Main Battle Tank
and was found to be satisfactory in providing the posterior probabilities for 5 out
of 7 non-root variables. The discussion on the results obtained and the network
will be presented on chapter 7.
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Chapter 7 Discussion
7.1 Overview
"All models are wrong!' a phrase that Professor John Sterman frequently used
when he taught us System Dynamics. Models are developed to test for specific
conditions and involve assumptions to simplify other non-essential details. This
chapter shall discuss the strengths and limitations of the quantitative data
gathered, the Bayesian Belief Networks developed, results obtained in chapter 6,
and the potential of Bayesian Belief Network as a management indicator tool.
7.2 Discussion on the data collected
The author made attempts to gather data for all tanks developed since its
inception to present times. As mentioned in chapter 5 these data were often
incomplete due to the sensitivity of information and not exhaustive as the
information was only obtained from public literatures so as not to associate with
the author's affiliation to his sponsored company that may breached company
proprietary information.
Main Battle Tanks development is a complex, costly and lengthy project, the
design and development usually takes about a decade and involves
stakeholders. Once in production it is expected to be in service for a few decades
with incremental upgrades. Therefore it is not unusual for a country to have few
Main Battle Tanks development over a few decades. Consistency of the data is
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mainly affected by the qualitative factor such as individual countries down to the
individual engineers' design philosophy and the Main Battle Tank's intended
goals.
In terms of design philosophy the Russians for example may developed Main
Battle Tanks that are cheaper but faster to manufacture. In the Battle of Kursk,
the Soviet's tank was technically inferior to the Germans; however, because the
Soviets could manufacture tanks at a faster rate than it was being destroyed
caused the Germans to lose that war as their superior tanks could not be
replenished quickly enough. It is also interesting to note that Russians' tanks are
also consistently shorter as compared to others; this may be due to the selection
of shorter tank crews from their vast population thus removing the ergonomic
constraints placed on the tank design. Other bigger Russian platforms like the
submarines are unlikely to have such differences as space is not as constrained
when compared to the cramped tanks.
Countries usually designed and developed the Main Battle Tanks with different
intentions. For example some countries will have their tanks operate in a desert
environment while others may want to have theirs in an area of operations with
undulating terrains and swamps. More countries are also developing their tanks
for multiple operation scenarios such as fighting in dry and wet conditions to
using it as a deterrent in peace keeping missions. The tactics and doctrines
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adopted by countries are also different even with common goals. Some prefer to
wait for air support while others may push ahead with only artillery support.
The Bayesian Belief Networks developed uses the data collected without
differentiating these differences. It was not possible to differentiate these initially
as it will greatly reduce the sample size to effectively develop the network. The
author is aware of these differences and that it may influence the results
obtained. This challenge can be overcome by including additional input nodes for
differentiating these qualitative aspects. This will be addressed in the later
sections of the chapter.
Managing the data to provide a list of variables that was useful to be encoded
into the Bayesian Belief Network was an enormous challenge. This was due to
the relative inexperience of the author with respect to the intimate knowledge of
other subsystems of the Main Battle Tank such as firepower, survivability and
situation awareness. Much self-learning was required before a consistently
reliable and coherent relation structure of the variables could be developed.
Determining the state-spaces and associated probabilities were the greatest
challenge faced. This is usually based on the subjective beliefs of the subsystem
domain expert with the aid of quantitative analysis such as scatter plot and
qualitative knowledge such as awareness of current research and development
work done in his area. However for the purpose of the thesis work these states
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and values were mostly based on the scatter plot and where information was
unavailable assumptions were made. Examples of assumptions made were the
financial costs of the project development and the power consumption of smaller
components.
7.3 Discussion on the Bayesian Belief Networks developed
The aim of the network developed was to aid the system architect in performing
Main Battle Tank architectural trade space study. It is not meant to be a decision
making tool. Therefore the results gathered are not precise but will provide
sufficient resolution in assisting the system architect for the front end phase of
the project which typically deals with feasibility studies.
The quality of the network developed is also dependent on the modeler's
experience. The author has relatively lesser experience in developing Bayesian
Belief Networks and those developed for the thesis work can definitely be refined
and improved upon for better quality.
The development of the relation structure for variables was derived based on
using design structure matrix to determine the feed forward and feedback
information required. These variables were then supplemented by auxiliary
variables to form a relation structure.
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The number of variables selected to be encoded was eventually determined to
be around fifty. In the Systems Architecture class we were taught that the system
architect has intimate knowledge of the top level structure which usually contains
7 to 9 items and has awareness knowledge of the next level down (of another 7
to 9 sub-items) and then little knowledge of subsequent levels. Therefore it is
sufficient to have about 50 (7X7) variables to be encoded in the network as it was
meant to be used by the system architect. Just like a set of 500 pieces puzzle,
losing a few pieces will never produce the full picture but it may still provide a
good enough image for the user to see a "fuzzy" picture. The model developed
will never be complete or precise but will sufficiently give the system architect
useful information on most matters.
The number of state per variable was limited to three in the network. This is
because given specific operating conditions of the proposed tank engineers
usually conduct their own studies and present to the decision maker no more
than three options in the trade off study. Another reason is not to make the
Bayesian Belief Network too complicated such that it is no longer appealing to
potential users. The aim is to show readers of the potential of Bayesian Belief
Network that could be used for a wide variety of industrial applications.
Determining the discrete state-spaces and associated probabilities of root
variables were particularly challenging as it tends to force data into discrete
choices such as 450km and 500km when it could be 480km. These discrete
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state-spaces and probabilities were determined from the data by finding the
upper and lower bound and median values and mode of each variable. The
values set were also biased towards technology maturity. For example the lower
bound, median and upper bound of top speed can be 62kph, 67kph and 73kph,
but the three states encoded may be 65kph, 70kph, 75kph given that the
technical performance should be improving given the same operating scenario
over time.
Determining the discrete state-spaces and associated conditional probabilities
tables of non-root variables were also equally challenging as it involves
communicating between subsystems with hardware and information interfaces. It
is time consuming and deals with many variables inputs or provides information
to the non-root variables.
The advantages that the Bayesian Belief Network (BBN) developed for the Main
Battle Tanks however definitely outweigh its limitations described above. The
following paragraphs shall describe the benefits.
The BBN developed offers the system architect the ability to add or delete state-
spaces, variables, and change the probabilities quickly to update its posterior
believes. This is also a cheap and effective way to update status given that the
assumptions and concepts chosen in the initial phases of the project are often
abstract or ambiguous.
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BBN enables the system architect to perform initial subsystem trade space study
quickly. This approach allows the system architect to perform almost unlimited
iterations to narrow his choices before commissioning an in-depth study such as
computational fluid dynamics study or fabricating prototypes for trials which cost
more time and resource.
Once developed BBN allows the system architect to be aware of how localized
changes in component design may affect the overall system design. It provides
traceability of the effects. This will help him to be proactive in notifying the
relevant engineers for potential problems ahead and start redesigning. This will
help him in planning the project schedule and resources and determining the
priority of work.
Adding or changing variables to signify new technology insertion or changing of a
module (component) will not require massive redesign and calculations. BBN is
able to show the users which are the subsystems or components affected by the
insertion.
BBN has the potential to be used by the system architect as an effective
communication tool with stakeholders. BBN allows the architect to confirm the
users' needs based on objective value metrics, this ensures that the needs are
properly translated. BBN allows the architect to communicate with engineers
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effectively in providing them with unambiguous performance targets to achieve,
minimizing rework and also allows assigning of responsibility clearly. In areas
where the variable's target is shared among subsystems BBN shall enable the
system architect in identifying the stakeholders and then designate a subsystem
integration leader to manage the development efforts that is shared among all.
BBN allows the system architect to provide customers frequent accurate status
report based on technical changes in terms of resources required and risks
involved. This is especially critical in the initial phases of any project where
decisions made tend to commit the majority of the funding budgeted. For
example, when certain subsystems designed had been approved, BBN will be
able to constrain those associating design variables leading to reduced
uncertainty which can be measured in terms of time and resources. BBN is able
to update its network quicker and efficiently and provide these figures as a form
of status report to the customers.
The use of state-spaces in the variables allows the system architect to know of
the future technologies that are currently under development. The probabilities
assigned to these state-spaces will indicate based on the expert's subjective
beliefs on how quickly these technologies will mature and the probability that it
may be inserted late into the project duration.
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BBN has the ability to facilitate knowledge transfer in big complex systems. For
example it is good enough to provide a particular subsystem engineer the
awareness of how his design change may affect others. A sensitivity analysis can
also be performed by varying the number of state-spaces, the differences in
magnitude between the state-spaces, and varying the probabilities based on
subjective belief. This is especially useful for inexperience staffs that are newly
assigned to the project and is expected to get up to speed quickly.
BBN certainly has the potential to be applied to the development of other
complex projects such as the naval and air platforms. Another potential will be to
use Bayesian Belief Network as an adopted practice for the system architect to
adhere to when managing the development of complex systems.
7.4 Discussion of the results obtained in chapter 6
7.4.1 Bayesian Belief Network for modern Main Battle Tanks
This sub-section will discuss the United Kingdom's Challenger 2 Main Battle
Tank (MBT) non-root variable test outputs obtained from the modern MBT BBN.
Results showed that five of the seven tests were consistent while the two non-
root variables "Powerplant" and "Mean Maximum Power" were not.
For the variable "Powerplant", BBN return the highest probability of 52% for the
state "1500hp" and the actual data for Challenger 2 is 1200hp. The result from
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BBN was inconsistent despite having 8 root variable inputs; the reasons may be
due to the following:
* Data and BBN related
o The diversity of data collected did not take into account of the
design philosophy and MBT intend as discussed earlier
o Detailed analysis showed the non-root variable is mainly sensitive
to the variable "MobilityPwr" with its states of "1 000hp" & 30%
prior probability, "1100hp" & 41%, and "1200hp" & 29%.
Constraining "MobilityPwr" to "1000hp" will caused the
"Powerplant" variable's likelihood state be "1200hp" & 71%
posterior probability whereas selecting other states of
"MobilityPwr" will constrain "Powerplant" to the state of "1 500hp".
This makes sense as the tank needs 220hp for its other power
requirements, if the mobility power required is 1000hp the total will
be 1220hp. The engine can still be overpowered to produce the
extra 20hp. But when the mobility power required is either 1100 or
1200hp then the overall power required is at least 1320hp and that
will constrain the designers to select the next level of engine which
starts at 1500hp.
* Design philosophy and MBT intent
o United Kingdom has a variety of armored platforms, therefore
maintaining logistic support and component commonality may have
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higher priority over the technical performance of MBT. The 1200hp
engine may have been selected over 1500hp due to this reason
o Given constraints in overall mass, the protection subsystem may
have higher priority than the mobility subsystem. The distance and
time needed to move from one point to the other may not be as
critical as using the extra volume and mass for the added armor
protection. This is not surprising as Challenger 2 evolves from
Challenger 1 as a result of upgrades which tend to focus on
significantly improving a particular subsystem
For the variable "Mean Maximum Pressure", BBN return the highest probability of
35% for the state "250<X<275" and the actual data for Challenger 2 is 287 kPa.
The result from BBN was inconsistent and the reasons may be due to the
following:
* Data and BBN related
o There is a need to incorporate more input nodes such as the
formulation for mean maximum pressure that needs track pitch and
diameter of the tank's road wheels. These were actually in the
original lists of variables but were not selected as the aim of the
BBN was to develop an aid for the system architect to make quick
analysis without the fine resolution. In the event where the posterior
probabilities are relative insignificant across the states, a
customized BBN shall be needed for more resolution
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* Design philosophy and MBT intent
o Generally speaking a Main Battle Tank mean maximum pressure
value is mostly used as reference to determine if it could transverse
over certain terrain conditions. Often than not the terrain usually
has a range of mean maximum pressure due to its undulating
profile and heavily dependent on weather conditions (rain, flood,
etc.). It is more appropriate to compare these values against
specific tanks and use the reasoning that "since my tank has a
smaller MMP than tank X, and that tank X have 98% trafficability on
this terrain then my tank will certainly perform better".
7.4.2 Bayesian Belief Network for 1950s Main Battle Tanks
This sub-section will discuss the United States of America's M48A5 Main Battle
Tank (MBT) test results obtained for the modern MBT BBN. Results showed that
five of the seven non-root variable tests were consistent while the non-root
variables "Height" and "Weight" were not.
For the variable "Height", BBN return the highest probability of 60% for the state
"<3m" and the actual data for M48A5 is 3.09m. The result from BBN was
inconsistent and the reasons may be due to the following:
* Data and BBN related
o The diversity of data collected did not take into account of the
design philosophy and MBT intend as discussed earlier
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* Design philosophy and MBT intent
o Reference to figure 6.12 shows that the commander hatch is not
flat but concave therefore increasing the height of the tank
o The commander's seat may have been elevated so as to allow him
to conduct observations with the tank hidden behind reinforcement
against enemies' direct line of fire
o The M48A5 was never in large order production and hence may
have been deemed to be unsuitable for battle at that time; its higher
height may have been a contributing factor
For the variable "Weight", BBN return the highest probability of 46% for the state
"65tons" and the actual data for M48A5 is 50tons and the state should have been
"50tons". The result from BBN was inconsistent despite having 6 other variable
inputs, the reasons may be due to the following:
" Data and BBN related
o The diversity of data collected did not take into account of the
design philosophy and MBT intend as discussed earlier
" Design philosophy and MBT intent
o One of the main contributors to the MBT mass is its protection
subsystem. It can be inferred that the tank may not be adequately
protected against it threat or that it has little room for armor upgrade
o As mentioned, the M48A5 was never in big scaled production and
hence must have been deemed to be unsuitable for battle at that
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time; its perceived vulnerability in protection may have been a
contributing factor
7.4.3 Comparison of both Bayesian Belief Networks
The aim of developing two Bayesian Belief Networks was to compare them and
illustrate to the reader in identifying potential technologies to be pursued for
possible implementation. The variables that to be discussed are:
* "Frt_60_X_KECE"
" "MainGun"
7.4.3.1 Variable "Frt_60_X_KECE"
Variable " Frt _60_X_KECE"
Modern MBT 120mm 125mm 140mm
0.45 0.20 0.35
1950s MBT 105mm 120mm 125mm
0.20 0.40 0.40
Table 7.1: Variable "Frt 60 X KE CE" for 1950s and modern MBT
As mentioned before the variable represents the frontal protection capability of
the MBT against perceived threats such as the enemies' 105mm or 120mm or
125mm main armaments.
In 1950s the main armor material was steel. Better protected usually meant
increasing the steel thickness that also increases the mass and reduces the
MBT's internal volume. The states appropriate then were 105mm to 125mm,
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there were no incentive to be better protected with more steel as the 120 or
125mm guns were just introduced into MBTs. Furthermore increasing the overall
mass with more steel would meant that the MBT will not have the mobility
strategic reach and make it vulnerable to air strikes and exposed the logistic
supply chain that is supporting its operation (e.g. more fuel to achieve a specific
range).
Table 7.1 for the 1950s MBT also show that the MBTs has higher probabilities in
encountering the 120mm and 125mm main armaments as these weapons are
already replacing the 105mm as the main threat. It was also recognized that it
was relatively easier for bigger main armaments to be developed within a shorter
period of time and lesser resource than armor material development. This lead to
resources being prioritized for material development in order for attacking nations
to be better protected against the defenders 120/125 guns and for the defending
nations to stand strong against the invading threat.
Armor material development has since undergone tremendous development.
More armor protection is no longer just adding thickness but using a variety of
materials sandwiched together, first being developed by United Kingdom's
Chobham armor that was aim at increasing its capability to match the threat of
the bigger guns. Following this development trend modern tanks have been able
to keep pace with main armaments are now able to be protected against
120/125mm guns and yet have high mobility. Its focus is now on developing even
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batter armor materials that will be able to withstand a potentially bigger gun, the
140mm main armament.
7.4.3.2 Variable "MainGun"
Variable "Main Gun
Modern MBT 120mm 125mm 140mm
0.40 0.25 0.35
1950s MBT 105mm 120mm 125mm
0.20 0.40 0.40
Table 7.2: Variable "Main Gun" for 1950s and modern MBT
As mentioned before the variable represents the size of the MBT's main
armament. The states appropriate in the 1950s were the 105mm, 120mm and
125mm. The 120/125mm guns were just introduced into MBTs and proved to be
powerful enough to defeat existing armor capabilities. There was no incentive to
develop a bigger gun as it meant increasing its overall MBT mass and spending
resources that could be use elsewhere (e.g. armor material development). The
most compelling reason was that armor material development was making little
progress and was no match for the guns. In fact main armaments development
has not progress much while armor development was rapidly catching up.
The 120mm gun is still the weapon of choice for modern MBTs as shown in table
7.2 which shows that 40% probability that the 120mm gun will be able to defeat
current threats. However many countries are now investing in developing the
140mm gun in response to the many passive and active protective systems
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being developed such as explosive reactive armor and defensive aid suite which
adds onto the existing MBT's inherent armor protection.
The use of state-spaces therefore provides the system architect a preview of
what are the latest technology and state of maturity. This will certainly enable him
or her to have a technology roadmap to provide for future upgrades and plan for
component commonality in future projects.
7.5 Use of Bayesian Belief Network as a management indicator tool
There are many challenges faced by the system architect when managing the
development of complex systems: how to measure the performance of work,
motivate team members, allocate roles, benefits and resources, and fluently
communicate with stakeholders? How can the system architect reorganize the
project team to maximize his resources? The author believes one potential
solution will be to use Bayesian Belief Network. The following sub-sections shall
detailed the characteristics of successful metrics and justify the suitability of
Bayesian Belief Network as a management indicator tool.
7.5.1 Characteristics of successful metrics
Successful metrics are task-based or quantitative targets, take a global measure,
have scalability, a degree of ownership, and the flexibility to be modified. The
attributes of the successful metrics condensed around the following key
parameters: subjectivity, flexibility, motivation, and communication.
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7.5.1.1 Subjectivity
Reducing or eliminating subjectivity is critical in the success of any project. There
is a need for metrics to have clearly defined and narrowly interpreted measures.
A subjective metric invites uncertainty and indicates lack of confidence, the
informational grounds for decision making deteriorate and the ability to transfer
knowledge across boundaries becomes compromised.
7.5.1.2 Flexibility
Inflexible metrics can drive the design teams in directions that are frequently
detrimental to the success of the project. This may cause subsystem teams to
become unwilling to accommodate changes required by other teams. Critical
issues of importance to project success may receive strong resistance from the
teams under pressure to meet targets. Inflexibility may turn the metric into a
political tool as teams strive to meet their targets independent of, and often to the
detriment of other teams' performance.
7.5.1.3 Communication
Effective communications across all stakeholders is a fundamental necessity for
project success. This will enable teams to evaluate the project's progress and
understand where resources, or critical information, needed to be focused.
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7.5.1.4 Motivation
Motivating team members is paramount in achieving project goals with quality.
The ways in which motivation can be encouraged are ownership and buy-in.
Ownership, or having a sense of involvement in the metric or process, is a one
way to cultivate motivation. Members play an active roll in using past experiences
to direct and change the metrics so that they would more properly reflect what is
both required and feasible, while still striving for stretch objectives. Metrics are
revisited as necessary, creating ownership amongst team members and an even
greater commitment to achieving team goals. Motivation can be instilled with buy-
in. When members see how a metric can help them achieve their goals, they buy
into the metric itself because the metric now has apparent value. In many cases,
buy-in goes hand in hand with ownership, whereby a team member helps to
create the metric and does so in an effort to track their progress, yielding implicit
buy-in.
7.5.2 Suitability of Bayesian Belief Network as a management tool
The "success" of a metric is contingent upon a range of variables, and is
ultimately evaluated with respect to the ability of the metric to achieve its key
goals: capturing the critical measures unambiguously, transferring the
information in a timely manner, retaining operational elegance and simplicity and
ultimately of informing the team of the project progress. Bayesian Belief Network
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is able to provide the tool in meeting these requirements. It comprises of metrics
(variables) that provides the system architect and the design team with
information required to make informed, accurate and timely decisions.
The system architect developing the Bayesian Belief Network needs to be
flexible and attentive. Attention paid in the first few weeks of a metric's
application to minor changes and improvements across the product team can
make the difference between success and failure. Ensure results of the metric
are communicated back to the project team as soon as it becomes available.
Timely results from a well-planned metric will illuminate problems, reward
achievements, avoid obstacles, and help every team member to realize that they
are part of a larger whole and a common goal.
Bayesian Belief Network also aids the system architect in reorganizing this
project team in the most effective manner. The graphical representation allows
the system architect to identify the subsystems and its interfaces with other
subsystem, causing him to form special overlapping teams where there are many
critical and complex interfaces to be managed. The network also provides
traceability in identifying critical areas that significantly affects performance; this
will help the system architect to form or reorganized groups to focus on the
possible "bottlenecks".
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7.6 Summary
This chapter provides the discussion of the strengths and limitations of the
quantitative data, Bayesian Belief Networks, results obtained, and potential of the
Bayesian Belief Network as a management tool.
Establishing a convincing preference order among the proposed architectural
options has been particularly difficult for complex engineering design projects.
The ability to conceive a set of design solutions and analyze the tradeoffs among
different stakeholder interests within adequate time and resource constraints is a
necessary condition for its success. The author's felt that Bayesian Belief
Network can help system architects to synthesis objective evidence and
subjective beliefs of stakeholders in a consistent reasoning process and help the
entire development team to converge onto a manageable set of design options.
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Chapter 8 Future Combat System and Evolving the Bayesian
Belief Network
8.1 Overview
Chapter 8 shall provide the reader on the latest doctrinal thinking and current
research and development on Main Battle Tanks. It will then briefly discuss on
how the Bayesian Belief Network can be improve for scalability and increasing
fidelity.
8.2 Future of Main Battle Tank
Around the world armies were happy to keep their existing inventories of 1980s-
vintage tanks in services, and spend limited amount of money upgrading them.
No country was contemplating designing and building new ones in the near term.
Many countries had small scale research efforts studying future tank designs, but
no projects were due to go into production until the second decade of the 2 1st
century, when the current generation of tanks would be worn out.
The end of the Cold War and subsequent collapse of defense spending around
the world appeared to have removed the immediate demand for new products.
The trend towards peacekeeping missions also mitigated against investment in
tanks, as armies began refocusing their reduced procurement budgets on
equipment needed for humanitarian relief, crowd control and low-intensity
operations.
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In October 1999 the U.S. Army scrapped its programs to build new tanks in favor
of wheeled Light Armored Vehicles (LAV) which seemed to indicate its intent on
designing itself for low-intensity operations in which tanks were no longer
needed. According to its Army Chief of Staff, there was little point in having
superb armored tanks with superlative firepower, if they could not be moved
quickly to theaters of operations.
The LAV brigades are meant to be "Interim Force" until new technology can be
applied to solve the strategic mobility problem. Funding was obtained from the
Army's research and development budget to fund the development of the Future
Combat System (FCS). The aim is to have the FCS ready to equip the so-called
Objective Force by the second decade of 2 1st century.
FCS will be the primary weapon/troop carrying platform for the Objective Force. It
shall perform a variety of roles such as indirect fire, direct fire, infantry carrier and
sensor platform. The buzz word for the FCS is "network-centric" and each
platform will be able to process reconnaissance, surveillance and target-
acquisition data from other platforms, higher echelon command posts or national
strategic systems. By giving FCS information superiority, it will have fewer
requirements for armor and firepower, reducing its size and weight.
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The aim of the Objective Force is to put a combat capable brigade anywhere in
the world in 96 hours to five divisions on the ground within 30 days. The U.S.
Army is not going to scrap its Abrams MBT and Bradley IFVs, they will be around
for at least 20 years as second or third echelon forces, arriving by sea after the
Objective Force has won the first round of any conflict.
The U.S. Army has set the FCS's designer very strict weight criteria. Each
vehicle must fit into a C-130 Hercules-size transport aircraft. Compared to the
current M1 Abrams tank, FCS is to be 70% lighter and 50% smaller while having
the equivalent or better lethality and survivability. The FCS is to weigh no more
than 23 tons with 300 to 400 cubic feet of internal volume. The current M1
Abrams weighs 62 tons and has 650 cubic feet of internal volume. The aim of the
project is to produce a combat force that can fight both high intensity warfare and
take part in peacekeeping style operations.
The existing Bayesian Belief Network developed for the modern Main Battle
Tanks will need to be modified to reflect the FCS requirements. Based on FCS
requirements the modern MBT BBN will never be able to achieve its mass and
volume requirements. Current states of the variables used in the BBN are based
mainly on existing and maturing technologies. FCS requirements almost involved
revolutionary subsystem technology breakthrough, most of which are still in the
design stage. It will probably take another decade before these subsystems
technologies achieve their potential.
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8.3 Research and development for Future Combat System
Given the strict requirements for the FCS many technologies are being
researched for implementation. Among the technologies considered for
incorporation into the FCS are electromagnetic gun, precision missiles,
networked fire control and robots. Each FCS is to incorporate capabilities for
wireless communications and sensor-data reception and it is possible that the
mobility subsystem could be hybrid electric propulsion or fuel cells.
Zero casualties are still the Pentagon's first priority. Not surprisingly the ability to
develop dramatically improved lightweight armored protection has been identified
as a key element of the FCS program. The U.S. Army says advanced ceramic
armor holds promise. Armor protection could be based on active system to
defeat kinetic and chemical energy threats. Meanwhile United Kingdom's
Defence Evaluation & Research Agency (DERA) has already built a concept
demonstrator "plastic tank" which uses composite armor instead of steel plate.
The following sub-sections list some of the research being done in relation to the
various subsystems.
8.3.1 Mobility technologies under investigation
* Hybrid electric drive
* Active damping suspension
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* Light weight, low maintenance rubber track
" Soil-track interaction prediction model
* Amphibious aids
" Compact engine
" Advanced magnets for power systems
8.3.2 Protection technologies under investigation
" New generation passive light-weight armor
" Crew capsule design
" Stealth signature reduction
" Titanium hull
" Glass reinforce polymer hull
* Advanced ceramics
" Advanced composite materials
" Field-capable repairs
" Advanced active & reactive protection systems
" Smart armor using electric fields
8.3.3 Firepower technologies under investigation
" Remote weapon station
" Air-bursting munitions
" Scramjet-powered kinetic energy penetrating round
" Electrothermal-Chemical (ETC) and Electromagnetic (EM) guns
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* Pulse power system design for providing electric charge to electric-based
gun weapon systems
8.3.4 Vehicle elecTronics (Vetronics) technologies under investigation
" Intelligent vehicle info-structure
" Indirect driving / local situation awareness (drive-by-wire)
" Advanced crew station design
" Night driving technology
" Automated diagnostics and prognostics system
" Mobile network communications
8.3.5 Other technologies under investigation
" Crew reduction studies
o Crew task effectiveness studies
o Vehicle information architecture design
o Console design
" Modeling and simulation
o Vibration and noise simulation for platform design
o Ballistic penetration simulation
o Indirect driving simulation
o Embedded training simulator
o Visual development environment
* Fuel cell development (Mobile electric power)
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" Super capacitors development
" Precision inertial navigation system
* Lithium ion batteries
" Mobile electric power
" Power electronics development
* Energy Storage systems
8.4 Evolving the Bayesian Belief Network for scalability and fidelity
The Bayesian Belief Networks developed for Main Battle Tanks is scalable to be
more comprehensive and can be further improved for fidelity. The following are
suggestions that can be implemented for future work:
Scalability
" Increase the number of discrete state-spaces to be encoded into BBN.
This will reduce the chances of having data fitting in between states.
" BBN can be used to monitor the performance throughout the project
duration. This is achieved by balancing computational time and model
complexity with practical needs. At the front end, the priority may be opt
for quick estimates (lesser computational time) to narrow down feasible
options and then increased computational time so as to have better
resolution on the uncertainties. This is the advantage of BBN where it can
accommodate the lack of direct evidence in early stage of architectural
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studies and helps to provide a communicative platform to inform
stakeholders.
" The tool used for thesis work, MSBNx is not particularly user friendly and
does not allow formatting or exporting of information. To make it appealing
there is a need to develop user friendly tools as a necessary condition for
the deployment of Bayesian Belief Network in trade studies
" There also needs to be an improved methodology to reduce time for
encoding information into the BBN. The time taken to verify the data
collection to synthesizing it and then selecting the variables for encoding
takes significant amount of time.
Fidelity
* Implement continuous state-spaces with probabilities provided by a
normal distribution curve. The BBN will be more complex and takes a lot
of computational time.
* BBN is just a tool to aid users. It is users themselves that must be
cognitive of possibilities and measurement of model complexity during
decision-making process.
* BBN assumes that users are knowledgeable to decomposition and
synthesis and complex project. It also assumes that the users know which
are the measuring metrics and structural relationships in the complex
system to be encoded
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* Customized BBN to the specific country to account for their design
philosophy and intents. This is one way to increase the fidelity.
" Set weighing factors, current BBN does not differentiate between the
strength of input variables. This may skew the results obtained.
" Obtaining valid probabilities is based on the subjective beliefs of providers.
It assumes that providers are diligent in keeping updated with their areas
of responsibility. A way to mitigate this is to create a system database
such that information is always updated.
* There needs to be a formalized method (scenarios) for conducting the
trades among stakeholders. This is to ensure that the conditional
probabilities tables obtained are based on objectivity. One well known
method is the use of Quality Functional Deployment, breaking it down into
many smaller houses of quality. This process however is time consuming
and requires frequent interactions between stakeholders.
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Chapter 9 Conclusions and Recommendations
Establishing a convincing preference order among proposed architectural options
has been particularly difficult for complex engineering design projects. The ability
for the architecting team to conceive a set of design solutions and analyze the
tradeoffs among different stakeholder interests within adequate time and
resource constraints is a necessary condition for its success.
An efficient and quantitative mechanism for conducting multi-attribute tradeoffs
can be beneficial to overall project success, because it not only inform
stakeholders of their local interests in quantitative terms, it can also help
architects to explore a wider set of architectural options within limited resources
and time constraints.
The Main Battle Tank architectural trade study requires a robust methodology for
reasoning under uncertainty. This thesis described the use of Bayesian Belief
Network, as a computational framework to help system architects synthesis
objective evidence and subjective beliefs of stakeholders in a consistent
reasoning process. Bayesian Belief Network was demonstrated to be able to help
the development team to converge onto a manageable set of design options
given the lack of direct evidence in the early stage of architectural studies.
Bayesian Belief Network allows incremental evolution for the architectural model
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as well as the component level knowledge. Bayesian Belief Network also helps to
provide a communicative platform to inform stakeholders.
It was demonstrated that Bayesian Belief Network computational properties are
particularly suitable to the needs in the process of architecting. It is a scalable
computational method for reasoning under uncertainty, and its network structure
helps reduce the dimensionality of high-dimensional decision problems.
Moreover, its solution algorithms can serve to synchronize design changes in a
complex product development environment.
The thesis concludes by recommending the work to be done for evolving the
Bayesian Belief Network so as to ensure its robustness and reliability.
Reinforcing the suggestions in chapter 8, these are as follows:
" Increasing the number of discrete state-spaces to be encoded into BBN
followed by implementing continuous state-spaces with probabilities
provided by a normal distribution curve.
* Improving the methodology to reduce time for encoding information.
" Customizing BBN to the specific country to account for their design
philosophy and intents.
* Set weighing factors to differentiate between the strength of input
variables.
* Have a formalized method (scenarios) for conducting trades among
stakeholders.
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Apendix A-1: United Kingdom's Tank Data
Status Proto NIP Production Production Production Production Production Production Production Production Production Production Production
Year ____ f $ 7 9 1< 914.2004 . 5 . 1923 125 5925 1925 1927
Country
of origin UK UK UK UK UK UK UK UK UK UK UK UK
Medium Mark AlE
Little Willie A tank Medium Mark Mark I medium Mark 1i Morris Martel independent Crossley Martel
Name Landship Mark I Tank Mark IV Tank (Whippet) Mark VII Tank Mark XTank C (hornet) tank tank medium tank Tankette tank 1 man tankette
Armament (Main) 4mm 22 x 57mm 6pdr 2 x 57mm 6pdr 2 x 57mm 6pdr 47mm 3pdr 4 7mm 3pdr 47mm 3pdr
Armament (Main)
mm 40 57 57 57 47 47 47
1 x 7.7mm 4 x 7.7mm 3 x 7.7mm
Armament Maxim & n x 4 x 7.7mm 4 x 7.7mm 4 x 7.7mm 1 x 7.7mm 4 x 7.7mm Hotchkiss, 2 x vickers coaxial
(Others) 7.7 Lewis hotchkiss Lewis hotchkiss 7 x 7.7mm Hotchkiss Hotchkiss vickers & hull 1 x 7.7mm 4 x 7.7mm I x 7.7mm
Ammunition
Smoke
Elevation
Rangefinder &
Special vision
FCS
Armour (mm) 6 12 12 14 16 12 14 8 12 8 30 10
Crew 4 8 8 3 8 34 4 5 5 2 8 1
Length (m)
Length (m) 5.45 9.7 8.05 6.09 10.41 9.78 7.856 5.33 5.33 2.79 7.74 3.05
Width (m) 2.8 4.12 4.19 2.61 3.76 4.11 2.71 2.79 2.78 1.22 3.2 1.45
Height (m) 3.05 2.41 2.48 2.74 3.12 2.64 2.94 2.82 3.01 1.7 2.69 1.62
Length/vldth ratio 1.95 2.35 1.92 2.33 2.77 2.38 2.90 1.91 1.92 2.29 2.42 2.10
Weight (kg) 18289 28450 28450 14225 37593 26950 19813 12192 13666 2795 32000 1930
Ground Pressure
(kg/cm2) 1.8
2x side-v/v Armstrong-
Daimler Scyl Daimler 6cyl Daimler 6cyl Taylor JB4 Ricardo or Richardo 6cyl Siddeley V8 air Armstrong- Armstrong-
petrol 105bhp petrol 105bhp inline petrol watercooled Liberty V-12 Richardo 6cyl petrol 150bhp cooled 90bhp Siddalep Scyl Morris 4cyl Siddeley V12 Crossley 4cyl
Powerplant @ 1000rpm 48 1000rpm 125bhp Patrol 45bhp petrol 300bhp petrol 150bhp @ 1200rpm @ 1800rpm 9obhp tro 398bhp petrol 45bhp
Powerplant (hp) 105 105 125 90 300 150 150 90 90 398 45
hp/ton ratio 5.74 3.69 4.39 6.33 7.98 5.57 7.57 7.38 6.59 12.44 23.32
multi-roller
Wilson gearbox sprung by short Crossley-
Transmission & & transmission, coils on vertical kegresse
Suspension No suspension No suspension No suspension No suspension No suspension No suspension No suspension sprung rods suspension
Speed (km/hr) unofficial 48
Speed (km/hr) 3.2 5.95 5.92 12.8 9.65 5.63 12.64 24 25.6 24 32
Range (km) 37.8 35.4 64 48 32 120 240 192 150
Fording amphibious
Trench crossing
(m) 1.5 3.45 3.048 3.5 3.352 1.981
Vertical obs (m) 1.2 1.35 1.371 1.371
short-live even
when pins
Tracks (m) lubricated rubber track
Hull riveted riveted riveted
NBC
UK (1015),
Russia,
Canada,
Customer UK (150) France, USA UK, Japan UK, US - 4500 UK (36) UK UK UK UK (6) UK (1) UK (1)
tst tank
first time tank first mass last tank to be transverse 1st last tanks,
driven by 1 produced of first mentioned built WITHOUT turret with 1st took with
Remarks man 20th century of amphibios suspension elevation revolvino turret
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Apendix A-1: United Kingdom's Tank Data
Status Production Production Production Production Production Production Production Production Production Production Production Production
Year 1928 1929 1931 1934 1935 1956 1936 1936 . 137 T :.938: 938..
Country
of origin UK UK UK UK UK UK UK UK UK UK UK UK
Carden-loyd Matilda 1 Vickers Matilda I Mark IIA
Vickers 6 ton tankette Mark Mark I light Mark IV light Mark V light Mark VI light infantry tank commercial Mark VIB light infantry tank Mark 1 cruiser cruiser tank
Name (light) tank VI tank tank tank tank (All) light tank tank (A12) tank (A9) (A10)
Armament (Main) 47mm 3pdr 40mm 2pdr 40mm 2pdr 40mm 2pdr
Armament (Main)
mm 47 40 40 40
1 x 7.7mm or 1
x 7.92 besa, 1
Armament 1 x 7.7mm 1 x 7.7mm or 1 x 7.7mm, 1 x 1 x 7.7mm, 1 x 1 x 7.7mm or 1 1 x 7.7mm x 12.7mm or 1 x 7.92mm 3 x 7.7mm 1 x 7.7mm
(Others) vickers 1 x 7.7mm I x 7.7mm x 12.7mm 12.7mm 12.7mm x 12.7mm vickers 15mm besa vickers vickers
(40) 67, (7.92)
Ammunition 4000
Smoke
Elevation
Rangefinder &
Special vision
FCS
Armour (mm) 13 9 10 12 12 14 60 10 14 78 14 14
Crew 3 -2 2 2 3 .3 2 2 .3 4 6 6
Length (m)
Length (m) 4.57 2.46 3.5 3.4 3.68 3.99 4.85 3.63 4.01 5.613 5.79 6.02
WIdth (m) 2.42 1.75 1.9 2.06 2.06 2.05 2.286 1.8 2.08 2.59 2.5 2.54
Height (m) 2.08 1.22 1.9 2.13 2.21 2.23 1.867 2 2.26 2.515 2.654 2.59
Length/wIdth ratio 1.89 1.41 1.84 1.65 1.79 1.95 2.12 2.02 1.93 2.17 2.32 2.37
Weight (kg) 7115 1525 4572 4675 4165 5283 11160 3860 5080 26925 13013 14220
Ground Pressure
(kg/cm2) III
Armstrong- Ford model T Nuffield liberty
siddeley 4cyl petrol 40bhp Ca Rolls-royce Meadows 6cyl Meadows 6cyl Meadows 6cyl Ford v8 70bhp Meadows 6cyl Meadows 6cyl 2 6cyl AEC AEC type A V 2 petrol
Powerplant 87bhp 2500rpm 6cyl 66bhp petrol 88bhp petrol 88bhp petrol 88bhp @ 3500rpm petrol 88bhp petrol 88bhp petrol 87bhp A.179 150bhp 340bhp
Powerplant (hp) 87 40 66 88 88 88 70 88 88 174 150 340
hp/ton ratio 12.23 26.23 14.44 18.82 21.13 16.66 6.27 22.80 17.32 6.46 11.53 23.91
gearbox, triple-wheel
bogies linked bogies on
together springs with
Horstmann- Horstmann- Horstmann- Horstmann- Horstmann- working newton
type Horstmann type type type type against hydraulic shock
suspension design with a suspension suspension 2 bogie frames suspension suspension horizontal absorbers -
Transmission & double bogies with horizontal single leading with horizontal with horizontal supported by with horizontal with horizontal compression "slow motion christie
Suspension with spring leaf coil springs bogie coil springs coil springs leaf springs coil springs coil springs springs suspension" suspension
Speed (km/hr) 12 x-cty 24 x-cty
Speed (km/hr) 32 40.2 48 56 51 56 12.8 65 56 24 40 48
Range (km) 200 144 209.2 200 200 208 129 209.2 200 257 240 145
Fording 0.91
Trench crossing
(m) 1.52 2.133 2.13 2.43
Vertical obs (m) 0.61 0.63 0.61 0.92
Tracks (m)
riveted &
Hull riveted welded riveted
NBC
Russia, China,
Poland,
Bulgaria,
Finland,
Portugal,
Thailand, UK (270) + 16
Customer Bolivia, Greece countries UK UK UK UK UK UK, Holland UK UK UK UK (65)
1st machine irst british tank
gun carrier to with hydraulic
be mass Good mechanical power turret
Remarks produced protection brakes transverse
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Appendix A-1: United Kingdom's Tank Data
Status Production Production Production Production Prototype, NIP Production Production Production Production Prototype Prototype Production
Year 1939 40 1940 1940 1940 1940 1941 1941 1941 1943 1943 1943
Country
of origin UK UK UK UK UK UK UK UK UK UK UK UK
Mark Vill
Mark IV cruiser Mark V tank Mark IV cruiser Mark IlIl Mark VII cruiser tank Churchill Mark
tank (At 3 mark (covenantor) tank (crusader) valentine Heavy tank Tetrach light cruiser tank (centaur) IV infantry tank Valiant infantry Heavy assault
Name Il) (A13 mark 111) (A15) infantry tank TOG 11 tank (A17) (cavalier) (A24) (A27L) (A22) tank (A38) tank (A33) Sherman firefly
76mm 17pdr,
Armament (Main 40mm 2pdr 40mm 2pdr 57mm 6pdr 40mm 2pdr 76mm 17pdr 40mm 2pdr 57mm 6pdr 57mm 6pdr 40mm 2pdr 75mm gun 75mm gun 10rds p m
Armament (Main)
mm 40 40 57 40 76 40 57 57 40 75 75 76
3 x 7.92mm
Armament 1 x 7.92mm 1 or 2 x 1 x 7.92mm besa, 2 x 1 x 7.92mm 1 or 2 x 1 or 2 x 2 x 7.92mm 1 x 7.7mm or 1 2 x 7.92mm
(Others) 1 x 7.92 besa besa 7.92mm besa bess 40mm 2pdr bess coaxial 7.92mm besa 7.92mm besa besa x 7.92mm besa besa 1 x 7.62mm
(40) 79, (7.92)
Ammunition 2000
Smoke 2 SGL
Elevation
Rangefinder &
Special vision
FCS
38, turret against 105mm
Armour (mm) spaced armor 40 49 65 HE from 91.4m 16 76 76 102 112 112 75
Crew 4 4 5 3 8 3 5 5 .5 3/4 5 5
Length (m) 10.13
Length (m) 6.02 5.8 5.994 5.41 4.04 6.35 6.35 7.442 5.57 6.8 5.89
Width (m) 2.54 2.61 2.642 2.63 3.12 2.31 2.88 2.896 3.45 2.8 2.88 2.62
Height (m) 2.59 2.23 2.235 2.273 3.048 2.1 2.428 2.49 2.49 2.13 2.4 2.75
Length/width ratio 2.37 2.22 2.27 2.06 0.00 1.75 2.20 2.19 2.16 1.99 2.36 2.25
Weight (kg) 14987 18300 19300 16257 30481 7620 27432 27432 39660 27432 40642 30164
Ground Pressure
(kg/cm2) 1.04
meadows flat-
Nuffield liberty meadows-flat Nuffield liberty AEC 6cyl Paxman 12 petrol Nuffield liberty bedford twin GMC 6 In line rolls royce
V12 petrol "flat-12" petrol V12 petrol diesel or petrol richardo v12 165bhp V12 petrol Nuffield liberty 6cyl inline supercharged meteor v12 continental 9cyl
Powerplant 340bhp 300bhp 
3
40bhp 131bhp diesel 600bhp @2700rpm 340bhp petral 395bhp 350bhp diesel 210bhp petrol 600bhp radial 400bhp
Powerplant (hp) 340 300 340 131 600 165 340 395 350 210 600 400
hp/ton ratio 22.69 16.39 17.62 8.06 19.68 21.65 12.39 14.40 8.83 7.66 14.76 13.26
modified christie
christie suspension, 11
suspension, small bogies
rubber per side sprung
pneumatic improved separately with independent
Transmission & christie low-set christie tyres for road christie christie vertical coil sprung road
Suspension suspension suspension wheels suspension suspension springs wheels
Speed (km/hr) 12.8 x-cty
Speed (km/hr) 48 50 43 24 12.8 64 39 43 24 19.3 40.2 40.2
Range (km) 145 160 200 145 112.6 225 265 265 144 128.7 160.93 193
screen with
Fording amphibious prop
Trench crossing
Wm 2.29 2.59 1.524 3.048
Vertical obs (m) 0.61 0.685 0.508 0.812
Tracks (m)
Hull riveted all welded
NBC
UK (8275),
Canada, UK, US-
Customer UK (655) UK (1771) UK ( 5300) Russia UK (117) UK (200) UK UK (5460) 40000
1st british tank
with merritt-
brown
regenerative
Remarks L/____ ____________ _____ c too big __________________steering ______ _____ _____
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Status Production Production Production Prototype, NIP Prototype, NIP Production Production Production Production Production Production Production
Year 1943 1943 1943 1944 1945 1945 1945 1956 1963 1964
Country
of origin UK UK UK UK UK UK UK UK UK UK UK UK
FViol
Scorpion light
Cromwell Challenger Black prince Conqueror tank /
cruiser tank cruiser tank Harry hopkins A39 Tortise infantry tank Comet cruiser Centurion MBT heavy tank Chieftain Mk 5 MBT Vickers mkI reconnaissanc Vickers mk3
Name (A27M) (A30) light tank (A25) assault tank (A43) tank (A34) (A41) I(FV200) (FV4201) MBT e vehicle MBT
57mm 6pdr or 105mm L7A1 L23A1 76mm 105mm L7A1
Armament (Main) 75mm gun 76mm l7pdr 40mm 2pdr 94mm 32pdr 76mm 17pdr 77mm 17pdr L7 105mm gun 120mm Lo gun 120mm gun Li A5 gun gun gun
Armament (Main)
mm 75 76 40 94 76 77 105 120 120 105 76 105
2 x 7.92mm
besa coaxial &
commander's
cupola, I x
2 x 7.92mm 2 x 7.92mm 12.7mm 2 x 7.7mm 2 x 7.62mm coaxial 2 x 7.62mm, 1 2 x 7.62mm, 1
Armament besa coaxial & 1 x 7.92mm 3 x 7.7mm hull 2 x 7.92mm besa coaxial & ranging, 20mm coaxial & & cmdr, 1 x x 12.7mm I x 7.62mm x 12.7mm
(Others) hull 1 x 7.62mm besa front & root besa bow polsten cannon ranging 12.7mm ranging RMG L37A2 coaxial RMG
(57) 64, (7.92) (76) 40 (7.62)
Ammunition 4950 (76) 42 1 (120) 35 3000
Smoke 12 SGL 12 SGL 12 SGL 12 SGL 6 SGL 8 x 76mm SGL
Elevation 15-7 35-10
Barr & Stroud laser
ranging, IR, TOGS -optional laser, optional
Rangefinder & 1960s with IR thermal observation passive night passive night
Special vision driving & gunnery sight vision yes vision
Marconi radar
Marconi 12-12P & ctrl sys
FCS digital computer SFCS600
Armour (mm) 76 102 38 225 152 102 127, ERA 178 80 aluminium 80 & ERA
Crew 5 5 3 7 5 5 4 4 4 4 3 4
Length (m) 10.1 7.66 9.85 11.58 10.79
Length (m) 6.35 8.147 4.34 7.24 7.7 6.55 7.82 7.721 7.518 7.92 4.8 7.56
WIdth (m) 3.04 2.9 2.65 3.91 3.4 3.07 3.39 3.987 3.5 3.168 2.13 3.17
Height (m) 2.83 2.66 2.11 3.05 2.7 2.98 3.01 3.352 2.895 2.44 2.1 2.48
Length/width ratio 2.09 2.81 1.64 1.85 2.26 2.13 2.31 1.94 2.15 2.50 2.25 2.38
Weight (kg) 27970 32000 8635 79250 49786 35696 51820 66045 55000 38600 8073 37500
Ground Pressure
(kg/cm2) 0.88 0.95 0.84 0.9 0.36
rolls royce Rover meteor Leyland L60 6 Jaguar J60 Detroit Diesel
rolls royce Rolls royce rolls royce Meteor mark M120 mkiA cyl multi water- Nol Mk100B 12V-71 TA
meteor v12 rolls royce meadows flat- Meteor vI 2 meteor vi 2 IVB v12 petrol 12cyl petrol Leyland L60 multi- cooled fuel 4.2liter 6cyl turbocharged
petrol 600bhp meteor v12 12 petrol liquid cooled Bedford falt-1 2 petrol 600bhp 650bhp Ca 810bhp @ fuel 750bhp @ 650bhp @ petrol 190bhp diesel 720bhp
Powerplant @ 2250rpm petrol 600bhp 148bhp petrol 600hp petrol 350bhp @ 2550rpm 2550rpm 2800rpm 2100rpm 2670rpm @ 4750rpm @ 2500rpm
Powerplant (hp) 600 600 148 600 350 600 650 810 750 650 190 720
hp/ton ratio 21.45 18.75 17.14 7.57 7.03 16.81 12.54 12.26 13.64 16.84 23.54 19.20
3 pairs of RW
each side
sprung by
concentric
christie springs, later 5fwd 2 rev, 8
big-wheel suspension 16 pairs of models wheel
Transmission & christie with pneumatic bogies hydropneumati horstmann torsion bar with
Suspension suspension tires suspension c array 6fwd 2 rev aluminium RW torsion bar
Speed (km/hr) 29 x-ctySpeed (km/hr) 64 24 48 20 17.7 51 35 34 48 48 80.5 50
Range (km) 278 193 225 80 160.93 196 192 153 400 480 644 530
optional screen wading &
set up by 30 floatation
Fording deep fording kit amphibious mins screening equipment
Trench crossing
(m) 2.28 2.43 3.35 3.352 3.15 2.1
Vertical obs (m) 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.914 0.91 0.5
cast
manganese
Tracks (m) steel
casted front & all welded all welded
Hull all welded all welded steel all welded remainder welded aluminium rolled steel
NBC optional yes optional
UK, brunei,
UK, Burma, UK (900), 450 - chile, iran,
Eire, Finland, S UK (>1923), iran, kuwait, jordan, India (2200), ireland, jordan,
Customer UK UK (200) UK (99) Africa 2500 exported UK (200) oman Kuwait (70) NZ, etc UK, Malaysia
electric
transverse
Remarks turret heater, aircon
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Technology
Status Production Production demonstrator Production Production
Country
of origin UK UK UK UK UK
Khalid MBT Vickers mk7 Vickers VFM Challenger 2
Name (SHIR 1) Challenger 1 MBT MBT mk5 tank MBT
120mm L1 1A5 or 120mm royal
120mm LI A5 royal ordance L30 105mm L7A1 ordance L30A1
Armament (Main) smoothbore rifled gun 120mm LI A5 rifled gun rifled gun
Armament (Main)
mm 120 120 120 105 120
1 x 7.62mm 2 x 7.62mm
L8A2 coaxial, 1 2 x 7.62mm coaxial &
x 12.7mm GPMG & AA, 1 remote
Armament L37A2 turret 2 x 7.62mm chain x 12.7mm controlled on
(Others) roof gun & AA 2 x 7.62mm coaxial turret roof
Depleted
(105) 44, Uranium
Ammunition (120) 64 (7.62) 3000 penetrators
10 SGL, inject
luel into
Smoke 10 SGL exhaust outlets
Elevation 20-7
Pilkington optronics
badger passive
Rangefinder & Barr & stroud periscope for night
Special vision laser driving, thermal stablized
electric gun
control &
stablization
Marconi systems, better
centaur than
GEC marconi GEC marconi integrated gun Challenger 1 &
FCS improved FCS improved FCS & FCS MiAf Abrams
chobham ceramic chobham
Armour (mm) armor 80, ERA ceramic armor
Crew 4 4 4 4 4
Length Im 11.6 11.55 9.79 11.5
Length (m) 8.4 9.86 7.72 7.56 8.327
Width (m) 3.42 3.518 3.42 3.17 3.52
Height (m) 2.435 2.5 2.54 3.1 2.49
Length/width ratio 2.46 2.80 2.26 2.38 2.37
Weight (kg) 58000 62000 54640 40000 62500
Ground Pressure
(kg/cm2) 0.9 0.9 0.89 0.9
Perkins condor v1 2
1200 12cyl diesel
Perkins condor water-cooled
v12 1200 12cyl 1200bhp MTU MB873 Detroit Diesel Perkins CV- 12
diesel water- @2300rpm, APU v12 v6 TCA condor
cooled conventry climax turbocharged turbocharged V12 12cyl 26.1
1200bhp H30 diesel 3cyl diesel 1500bhp 720bhp liters 1200bhp
Powerplant @2300rpm 37bhp @ 3000rpm @2600rpm @2500rpm @ 2300rpm
Poeerplant (hp) 1200 1200 1500 720 1200
hp/ton ratio 20.69 19.35 27.45 18.00 19.20
David Brown
TN-54 epicyclic
Transmission & transimission,
Suspension aluminium RW torsion bar 6fwd 2 rev
Speed (km/hr) _____
ped (km/hr) 56 57 72 50 56
Range (km) 400 550 550 530 450
Fording_
Tranch crossing
(m) 3. 15 2.34 3 2.34
Vertical obs (m) 0.9 0.9 0.83 0.9
Tracks (m)
welded
aluminium
Hull armor welded steel
NBC yes
UK (386),
Customer iran, jordan UK (307) Omani
entire
powerpack can
composite be slide out for
Remarks armor turret RAM
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Appendix A-2: USA's Tank Data
prototype
prototype Production prototype completed, prototype prototype prototype
Status com leted. NIP limit ted NIP Production Production Design only NIP??? Test Bed completed, NIP completed, NIP completed. NIP Producton Production
Year f9 O : : 1 1- 1919 1921 825 1928 1928 1931 1984 193
Country
of origin USA USA USA USA UK/ USA USA USA USA USA USA USA USA USA
Mark Vill Ordnance
Holt Gas- 3 wheeled 6 ton tank Intemational Chrisbe M1919 M1921 Medium Tl Medium Christie T3 Christie Mt931 M1/M2 Combat
Name Electric Tank Ford 3 ton tank steam tank M1917 tank Medium Tank Tank tank T1 combat car Medium tank Medium Tank TS combat car Car
75mm 75mm 2 x 6pdr
mountain mountain (57mm) OF 6pdr (57mm)
Armament (Main) howitzer howitzer 37mm cannon guns OGF guns 57 or 75 37mm cannon 37mmpun 37 mm cannon
Armament (Main)
rmm1 75 75 37 57 57 57 75 73 37 37
4 x 7.62mm
2 x 7.62mm, 7 x 7.62mm coaxlel, hull & 1 x 7.62mm, 1 x
Armament (Others) Vickers 1 x 7.62mm 2 x 12.7mm t x 7.62mm Browning 1 07.62mm 2 x 7.62mm 2 x 7.62mm 1 x 7.62mm turret sides 1 x 7.62mm 4 x 7.62mm 12.7mm
Ammunition
Smoke
Elevation
Rangefinder &
Special vision
FCS
Armour (mm) 15 16 17 16 6.4 25 25 9.5 16 16 16 16
Crew 6 12 6 2 11 3 2 4 2 13 2 4 4
5, with tailpiece
Length overall (m) 5.03 4.16 6.78 5.28 for Mk 1 10.4
Length hull (m) 5.03 4.16 6.78 5 10.4 5.54 6.54 6.55 3.87 5.82 5.43 4.43 4.14
Width (m) 3.12 1.68 3.07 1.9 3.81 2.59 2.44 2.44 1.79 2.56 2.24 2.4 2.4
Height (m) 2.38 1.6 3 2.3 3.12 2.67 2.97 2.88 2.17 2.31 2.21 2.26 2.3
Weight (kg) 25400 3149 17272 6580 37592 13716 18596 19912 6804 10977 10668 8600 5987
Ground Pressure
(kg/cm2) 0.37 0.7
Holt 4 cyl petrol BudaHU Liberty vl2
90hp operated 2 Ford model T modified 4cyl watercooled Murray & Liberty Vea Continental Continental
GEC generator 4 cyl water- water-cooled inline aircraft Christe 6cyl Tregurtha Packard V8 Cunningham 12cyl water- Liberty Vee W670-7 7cyl W670-7 7cyl
for 2 electric cooled petrol 2 2cy! steam 42hp, Mkl engine 338bhp water-cooled marine engine 200hp or liberty 8cyl Vee petrol cooled 338hp 12cy! water- radial petrol radial petrol
Powerplant track motors 45hp kerosene 75hp 100hp 1@ 1400rpm 120hp 250hp V12 338hp 105hp @ 1400rpm cooled 338hp 250hp 250hp
Powerplant (hp) 90 45 75 42 338 120 250 338 105 338 338 250 250
hp/ton ratio 3.54 14.29 4.34 6.38 8.99 8.75 13.44 16.97 15.43 30.79 31.68 29.07 41.76
christie
suspension
system, RW
individually
suspended on
coiled sprung
4 fwd 1 rev, bell cranks. Vickers leaf-
Transmission & Unsprung + 4 Achieving better spring
Suspension RW each side spdI suspension
11 tracks, 22 22.5 @ 200hp, 43 tracks, 74
Speed (km/hr) 9.65 12.87 8 8.9, Mkl 16 10 wheels 40 @338 32 wheels 74 on wheels
Speed (km/hr) 9.65 12.87 8 8.9 10 11 16 40 32 43 58 72
Fording (m)
56 tracks, 121 120 tracks, 185 274 tracks, 402
Range (km) 48km on roads 80 wheels wheels wheels
Range (km) 48 80 56 120 274 180 161
Trench crossing
(m) 4.57 2.5
Vertical obstacle
(m) 1.3 0.9
Cable &
Wider giving suspension
Tracks (m) lower footprint type
Hull veted
NBC
Customer USA (15) USA (31) USA (107) USA USA (>58)
EndofWW1
marks the end
of official
developmentof
armoured
tactics and
Remarks technoloy
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Status Production Production Production Production Production Producton Production Production Production Production Production Production Production
Year 935 - T908 1940 1940 1940 1941 1941 1942 1942 1942 1942 1942 1943
Country
of origin USA USA USA USA USA USA USA USA USA USA USA USA USA
T16 sedes/ M5 (Gen
T5 Medium marmon- M2A1 Medium M3AI Stuart M3 (Lee Mk 1) M22 (Locust) M4 Sherman Stuart) light T7 light tank/M7 T20 medium T25E1 medium
Name M2 Light Tank tank herrington tank Mk 3 light tank Medium tank light tank, T9E1 medium tank tank M6 heavy tank medium tank tank tank
75mm M2 or
M3 cannon,
only 30 degrees
37mm cannon, 37mm M5 gun, azimuth & 29
T5E2 (75mm gyroscope for degrees 37mm M6
Armament (Main) 37mm gun cannon) 37mm M6 gun gun elevation elevation cannon 75mm M3 gun 37mm M6 oun 76mm gun 37mm cannon 76mm Ml oun 90mm M3 gun
Armament (Main)
MI 37 75 37 37 75 37 75 37 76 37 76 90
4 x 7.62mm
coadal, turret,8 x 7.62mm 4 x 7.62mm, bow, 37mm M5 2 x 7.62mm 3 x 12.7mm, 2 x
coaxial, turret, coadal, hull, or M6 cannon, 1 x 7.62mm coaxial & bow, 7.62, 1 x 37mm 207.62mm, 1 x 2 x 7.62mm, 1 x
Armament (Others) 4 x 7.62mm 6 x 7.62mm 2 x 7.62mm sides, bow sides 360 in 20 secs coaxial 1 x 12.7mm M2 3 x 7.62mm gun 2 x 7.62mm 12.7mm 12.7mm
(75) 46, (37)
178, (7.62)
Ammunition 1 9200 (105)66 1(37) 123
50mm smoke
Smoke mortar
Elevation 35-10
Rangefinder &
Special vision
FCS
Armour (mm) 25 25 25 32 44.5 37 25 100 64 133 64 64 87
Crew 4 5 2 6 4 6 3 5 6 5 5 5 5
Length overall (m)
Length hull (m) 4.45 5.33 3.5 5.38 4.54 5.64 3.32 5.88 4.34 8.44 5.15 5.5 7
Width (m) 2.53 2.59 2.1 2.59 2.22 2.72 2.23 2.68 2.25 3.1 2.34 2.78 3.1
Heght (m) 2.52 2.86 2.2 2.82 2.51 3.12 1.74 2.74 2.3 3.23 2.74 2.4 2.77
Weight (kg) 10432 13608 7620 21336 12428 27216 7722 31554 14969 45360 25401 30616 35194
Ground Pressure
(kg/cm2) 0.82 0.74 0.94 0.51 1
Continental Continental R- Ford GAA v8
Continental Continental Wright R-975 W670-7 7cyl 975-EC2 or El Lycoming 0- watercooled Wright
W670-7 7cy4 W670-7 7cyl radial 9 cyl radial petrol radial petrol 435T 6cyl radial inline petrol 2 cardillac whirlwind G-
radial petrol radial petrol Hercules 6cy 400hp @ 250hp @ 340hp @ 162hp @ 500hp @ series 42 v8 200 9cyl radial Wright R-975- Ford GAN V8 Ford GAF v
Powerplant 250hp 250hp 124hp 2400rpm 2400rpm 2400rpm 3500rpm 2600rpm 110hp 925hp CI, radial 9cyl petrol 470hp 470hp
Powerplant (hp) 250 250 124 400 250 340 162 500 110 925 340 470 470
hp/ton ratIo 23.96 18.37 16.27 18.75 20.12 12.49 20.98 15.85 7.35 20.39 13.39 15.35 13.35
Vertical volute Vertical volute 3 pairs bogies Hydramatic,
Vertical volute Vertical volute spring spring per side with Hydramatic, prone to leaking
Transmission & spring spring suspension with suspension with horizontal prone to leaking & overheating,
Suspension suspension suspension twin bogies bogies springs & overheating torsion bar
Speed (km/hr) 43 x-cty
Speed (km/hr) 55 32 42 58 42 64 42 58 35 48 40 48
Fording (m) 1.1 0.91
Range (km) 209 on roads
Range(km) 209 209 209 113 193 217 160 161 161 161 161
Trench crossing
(m) 3.54 1.8 1.9 1.65 2.29
Vertical obstacle
(mW 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.4 0.61
Tracks (m)
cast hull top
riveted & welded or with welded
Hull welded All welded riveted welded bottom all welded
NBC
USA (>1000),
Australia (>750)
USA (>375), USA, China, UK, Soviet USA (1900), USA, UK,
Customer UK USA (15) Holland USA (>1000) USA (>500) Union (1400) Egypt Russia USA USA (40) USA (7) USA USA
Jettison fuel
Remarks I _tanks I I amphibious underpowered I
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prototype prototype
Status Production completed, NIP Production Production Production completed, NIP Production Production Production Production Production Production Production
Year 1943 1944 1944 1944 1944 1945 1945 1947 1951 1952 1952 1953 1953
Country
of origin USA USA USA USA USA USA USA USA USA USA USA USA USA
M41 walker
T14 Assault M26 Pershing M24 light tank bulldog light M103 heavy M47 Patton 1 M48 Medium
Name tank T29 heavy tank T30 heavy tank tank I(Chaffee) T28 heavy tank T32 heavy tank M46 tank tank tank tank tank M48A5 MBT
105mm T5E1 90mm T15El 90mm M3A1 120mm M58 105mm M68 L7
Armament (Main) 75mm M3 gun 105mm T5E2 155mm T7 gun 90mm M3 gun 75mm M6 gun gun gun gun 76mm gun gun 90mm M63 gun 90mm M41 gun rifled gun
Armament (Main)
mm 75 105 155 90 75 105 90 90 76 120 90 90 105
2 x 7.62mm
coaxial & hull 2 x 7.62mm 2 x 7.62mm
front, 1 x coaxial & 1 x 7.62mm 1 x 7.62mm coaxial & bow, 1 x 7.62mm 3 x 7.62mm
2 x 7.62mm, 1 x 12.7mm M2 GPMG, 1 x 2 x 7.62mm, 1 x 1 x 7.62mm, 1 x coaxial, 1 x coaxial, 1 x 1 x 12.7mm coaxial, 1 x M60D coaxial &
Armament (Others 2.7mm 1 x 12.7mm turret roof 12.7mm GPMG 1 x 12.7mm 12.7mm 12.7mm 12.7mm AA 12.7mm AA cmdr 12.7mm cmdr AA
(76) 65, (7.62) (120) 38, (7.62) (90) 62, (7.62)
5000, (12.7) 5250, (12.7) 6000, (12.7)
Ammunition (90)70 (75)48 1(105)63 2175 1000 (90)71 1630
50mm smoke
Smoke mortar
Elevation 19-9 15-8 19-5 20-9
rotating prisms
to lined up tgt
Rangefinder & primitive which controls
Special vision IR drive ranoefinder IR gun elevation
FCS I
Armour (mm) 102 102 109 305 203 100 38 178 115 120 120
Crew 5 6 6 5 5 8 5 5 4 5 5 4 4
Length overall (m) 10.75 8.21 11.315 8.1 7.442 9.31
Length hull (m) 6.19 7.62 7.62 8.66 5.49 7.07 7.04 5.82 6.984 6.1 6.882 6.42
Width (m) 3.17 3.81 3.81 3.51 2.95 4.39 3.51 3.48 3.12 3.76 3.2 3.63 3.63
Height (m) 2.99 3.23 3.23 2.78 2.77 2.83 2.78 3 2.72 2.88 3.35 3.124 3.09
Weight (kg) 41732 63050 108112 41891 18371 86184 54432 44000 23495 56700 46165 47173 48987
Ground Pressure
(kg/cm2) 0.92 .0.79 0.72 0.9 0.93 0.83 0.88
Continental Continental Continental
AOS-95-3 6cyl AVDS-1790-2 AVDS-1790-2
Ford GAF v8 2 cadillac petrol 500hp 0 Continental AV- Continental AV- 12cyl aircooled l2cyl aircooled
water cooled 44T24 v8 Continental AV- 2800rpm. First 1790-5B petrol 1790-5B petrol supercharged supercharged
Ford GAZ v8 Ford GAC Continental AV- 500hp @ 110hp @ Ford GAF v8 Ford GAC l2cy 1790-5 v12 tank to design 810 @ 810 @ diesel 750hp @ diesel 750hp @
Powerplant 520hp 770hp 1790-3 810hp 2600rpm 3400rpm petrol 410 770hp 704hp around engine 2800rpm 2800rpm 2400rpm 2400rpm
Powerplant (hp 520 770 810 500 110 410 770 704 500 810 810 750 750
hp/ton ratio 12.46 12.21 7.49 11.94 5.99 4.76 14.15 16.00 21.28 14.29 17.55 15.90 15.31
hydramatic
transmission,
Transmission & volute Cross drive
Suspension torsion bar suspension transmission torsion bar torsion bar
Speed (kmthr)
Speed (km/hr) 28 34 48 55 13 36 48 72.4 34 48 48 48
1.219, prep
Fording (m) 1.22 1.02, prep 1.98 1.219 2.438
Range (km)
Renge(km) 161 161 160 161 130 161 129 129 463 499
Trench crossing
(m) 2.44 2.44 1.83 2.286 2.59 2.59 2.6
Vertical obstacle
(m) 1.17 1.02 0.71 0.914 0.914 0.915 0.92
Tracks (m)
Hull cast welded all welded steel cast & welded all casted casted casted
NBC
Israel, west
germany,
greece, iran,
USA, Taiwan, jordan, s korea,
NZ, Brazil, lebanon,
Chile, Denmark, morocco,
Thailand, norway,
uruguay, pakistan,
guatemala, USA, west USA, Greece, S taiwan, thailand,
dominican germany, iran, Korea, Taiwan, tunisia, turkey,
Customer USA, UK USA USA (310) USA, France USA (360) republic USA france, japan Tunisia, Turkey vietnam
A Equipped with
massive cast Tank built underpowered. ERA in 1982 for
Remarks turret I I I around engine A2 diesel I ebanon war
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prototype prototype
Status Production Production Production Test bed Testbed cornleted, NIP Production Production completed, NIP Production prototyping
Year 1960 1960 1960 -1992 1996 2001
Country
of origin USA USA USA USA USA USA USA USA USA USA USA
High suroviability AAI Rapid
M551 Sheridan High mobility test vehicle deployment Ml Abrams M8 Armoured Stingray 11 light
Name M60At MBT M60A2 MBT light tank Agility (HIMAG) (lightweight) force light tank MBT Stingray 1 light tank gun system tank M60-2000 MBT
120mm
Rheinmetall
105mm M68 M162 152mm 152mmgun/ 75mmARES 75mm ARES smoothbore 105mm M35 105mm LRF
Armament (Main) gun gun/launcher missile system cannon cannon 76mm M32 gun M256 un 105mm LRF gun rifled gun gun 120mm M256
Armament (Main)
mm 105 152 152 75 75 76 120 105 105 105 120
1 x 7.62mm
M240 coaxial, 1
x 12.7mm 1 x 7.62mm1 x 7.62mm 2 x 7.62mm M2HB turret M240 coaxia, 1
M73 coaxial, 1 x 1 x 7.62mm M240 coaxial & 1 x 7.62mm M240 roof, 1 x 40mm x 12.7mm
1 07.62mm, 1 x 12.7mm M85 coaxial, 1 x AA, 1 x 12.7mm coaxial, I x 12.7mm Mk19 grenade M2HB turret 2 x 7.62mm, 1x
Armament (Others) 12.7mm AA 12.7mm AA 1 x 7.62 M2 AA M2 AA launcher roof 12.7mm
(105) 60, (7.62) (120) 55, (7.62) (105)21
5950, (12.7) 11400 (12.7) autoloader + 30
Ammunition 900 (152)33 1000 (105) 8+36 firing @ 12rd/m
Smoke 8 SGL 12 SGL 16SGL 8SGL
Elevation 20-10 119-8laser
rangefinder, IR, laser laser laser
Passive night rangefinder, IR rangefinder, rangefinder,
Rangefinder & vision & thermal gunner passive cmdr thermal Raytheon
Special vision sight NVD Inra-rad viewer day/night sight
digital FCS, alectrohydraulic
Matador almost stablization system
computerized ballistic guaranteed first allows gun laying digital FCS from
FCS by israel computer round hit and fire on move M1 AbramsChobham , later
steel/ depleted Aluminium or High.-hardness
Armour (mm) 143 aluminium uranium / steel Cadloy steel titanium steel
Crew 4 4 4 3 3 3 4 4 3 4 4
Length overall (m) 9.44 7.33 8.94 8.53 9.83 9.3 8.97 9.35 9.55
Length hull (m) 7 6.3 7.34 7.92 6.45 6.44
Width (m) 3.63 3.63 2.82 3.81 2.79 2.54 3.66 2.71 2.69 2.71 3.77
Height (m) 3.27 3.27 2.95 3.67 2.41 2.24 2.89 2.55 2.55 2.55 2.89
Weight (kg) 52617 58115 25830 40824 20450 13200 57154 21205 23590 22600 56520
Ground Pressure
(kg/cm2) 0.76 0.49 0.96 0.72 0.8
Continental Textron
Continental AVDS-1790-2A continental Lycoming AGT Detrot diesel 6v
AVDS-1790-2 4stroke 12cyl Detroit diesel 6v AVCR-1360 1500hp gas 92TA 6cyl multi-
12cyl supercharged 53T 6cyl turbo 12cy Avco Lycoming GM 6v-53T 6cy turbine Detriot diesel 8v- fuel diesel Detriot diesel 8v GDLS AVDS-
supercharged diesel 750hp @ charged 300hp supercharged 650hp gas turbocharged (petroVdiesel) 92TA 535hp @ 550hp @ 92TA 535hp @ 1790-9A v1 2
Powerplant diesel 750hp 2400rpm i 2800rpm diesel 1500hp turbine 300hp @30000rpm 2300rpm 2400rpm 2300rpm diesel 1200hp
Powerplant (hp) 750 750 300 1500 650 300 1500 535 550 535 1200
hp/ton ratio 14.25 12.91 11.61 36.74 31.78 22.73 26.24 25.23 23.31 23.67 21.23
New
Transmission & hydropneumatic
Suspension torsion bar torsion bar torsion bar suspension torsion bar
Speed (km/hr) I swim 59
Speed (km/hr) 48 50 72 99 83 64 67 67 72 71 62
Fording (m) 1.22, prep 2.44 1 1
Range (km)
Range (km) 500 595 600 160 500 480 483 483 450 443
Trench crossing
) 2.6 2.66 2.54 2.74 2.13 2.13 2.13
Vertical obstacle
(m) 0.92 0.91 0.83 1.07 0.76 0.8 0.84
Tracks mi
all welded
Hull casted welded aluminium aluminum alloy all welded
NBC yes yes yes
USA, austria, USA, austria,
egypt, greece, egypt, greece,
italy, jordan, italy, jordan,
morocco, morocco, USA (8064),
Portugal, saudi portugal, saudi Kuwait (218),
arabia, spain, arabia, spain, Saudi Arabia
taiwan. thailand, taiwan, thailand, (315), Egypt Thailand (105 @
Customer turkey, israel turkey, israel USA (1562) $555) 1 0m)
APU, NAV sys,
mainly tested inter-veh info
for sys (IVIS)
mainly for sophisticated compatible with developed targetting
recon & assault suspension electronics, apache, mainly for Turket, greece,
Remarks mission research rearview I bradleys I _ ]airborne use I__ egypt___
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Appendix A-2: USA's Tank Data
Appendix A-3: Soviet Union / Russia's Tank Data
Status Production Production Production Production Production Production Production Production Production Production Production Production
Year 1- 19 92 19D. 0937 1931 1932 933 19 193 1935
of origin Russia Russia Russia Russia Russia Russia Russia Russia Russia Russia Russia Russia
T-37 light
KS (M-17) light T-32 heavy T-26 light BT-5 light / T-28 medium T-35 heavy amphibious
Name tank MS Ill light tank T-24 medium tank infantry tank T-27 tankette medium tank tank tank tank BT-7 light task T-46 light tank
76.2mm M-
Armament 37mm model 45mm M-1920 45mm M-1938 45mm M-1932 1927/32L 76.2mm U16 45mm M1935
Main) 37mm SA-18 gun 1916 gun gun 76.2mm U16.5 U46 gun gun U16.5 gun or 24 gun qgun 45mm U46 gun
Amament
(Main) mm 37 37 45 76.2 45 45 76.2 76.2 145 45
6 x 7.62mm 2 x 7.62mm DT
Armament 2 x 7.62mm 4 x 7.62mm 6 x7.62mm DT, 2 x 45mm coaxial & turret
(Others) 1 x 7.62mm Hotchkiss Hotchkiss DT, 2 x 37mm 2 x 7.62mm DT 1 x 7.62mm DT 1 x 7.62mm DT 3 x 7.62mm DT guns 1 x 7.62mm DT rear 1 x 7.62mm DT
(37) 250, (7.62)
Ammunition 3000 
-
SGL _
Elevation
Rangefinder &
Special vision
FCS
Armour (mm) 16 22 25 25 9 13 30 30 9 22 15
Crew 2 2 5 3 2 3 6 11 2 3 3
Length (m) 5 with tail 4.38 with tail
Lanth(m) 4.1 3.5 6.55 9.2 4.8 2.29 5.48 7.44 9.72 3.75 5.68 5.48
W Fdth(m) 1.75 1.76 3 3.2 2.39 1.55 2.23 2.81 3.2 2.1 2.43 2.33
Height (m) 2.25 2.12 2.8 3.05 2.33 1.1 2.2 2.82 3.44 1.82 2.28 2.29
Weight (kg) 7000 5500 19100 43500 9500 1727 11700 28500 50000 3200 13900 10363Orounal
pressure
(kg/cm2) 0.335 0.78 0.78 0.5 0.79
M-17M 12cyl
Fiat AMO 4cyl Fiat 6cyl petrol M-5 l2cyl M-17L 12cyl GAZ T-26 8cyl GAZ AA 4cyl M-5 l2cyl M-17L 12cyl water cooled GAZ AA 4cyl M-17T 12cyl GAZ T-26 8cyl
petrol 33.5bhp @ 40bhp @ petrol 250bhp petrol 345bhp petrol 91bhp @ petrol 22bhp @ petrol 350bhp petrol 500bhp petrol 500bhp petrol 40bhp @ petrol 500bhp @ petrol 91bhp @
Powerplant 1500rpm 1500rpm @ 1800rpm @ 2000rpm 2200rpm 170rom @ 2300rpm @ 1450rpm @ 2200rpm 3000rpm 1650rpm 2200rpm
Powerplant (hp) 33.5 40 250 345 91 22 350 500 500 40 500 91
hp/ton 4.79 7.27 13.09 7.93 9.58 12.74 29.91 17.54 10.00 12.50 5.97 8.78
Transmission & quarter-elliptic christie twin bogies with christie christie
Suspension leaf spring suspension bellcrank suspension suspension
wheels 73,
Speed (km/hr) 4 x-cty tracks 53
Speed (km/hr) 8.5 16 22 30 28 45 70 37 30 35 53
Fording I 
amphibious 430 tracks, 730
Range (km) wheels
Flan (km) 60 60 69 120 200 161 200 220 150 185 430
Trench
crossng (m) 1.8 1.3 1 1.9 2.9 3.5 1.6 2Vert.a
obstacle (m) 0.6 0.6 0.79 1.04 1.2 0.5 0.55
Hull riveted riveted riveted riveted welded
NBC
Customer SU (15) SU (960) SU (25) SU SU (12600) SU (2540) SU SU (600) SU (26) SU SU SU
Remarks
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Status Production Production Prototype, NIP Prototype, NIP Production Production Production Production Prototype, NIP Production Production
Year 199 39 19a9 1946 1942 1940 1942 1941 1942 1943 1943
Country
of origin Russia Russia Russia Russia Russia Russia Russia Russia Russia Russia Russia
T-40 light
T-32 (A-32) amphibious T-100 heavy SMK heavy KV-1 heavy KV-Il heavy KV-85 heavy
Name medium tank tank tank tank tank tank T-36/76 task T-60 light tank T-43 tank T-70A light tank tank
Armament 76.2mm L-11 75mm L-11 75mm L-1l 76.2mm L/41 152 M-1938/40 76.2mm U41.2 20mm ShVAK 76.2mm F-34 85mm D-5T(Main) gun I gun gun ZiS-5 gun L/20 howitzer F-34 rifled gun cannon gun 45mm L/46 gun gun
Armament
(Main) mm 76.2 75 75 76.2 152 76.2 20 76.2 45 85
1 x 12.7mm
Armament DShK, 1 x 3 x MGs, 4 x MGs,
(Others) 2 x 7.62mm DT 7.62mm DT 45mm gun 45mm gun 4 x 7.62mm DT 2 x 7.62mm DT 2 x 7.62mm DT 1 x 7.62mm DT 2 x 7.62mm DT 1 x 7.62mm DT 3 x 7.62mm DT
(12.7) 550,
Ammunition (7.62) 2016 (85) 70
SGL
Elevation
Rangefinder &
Special vision
FCS I
Armour (mm) 30 14 70 60 100 110 65, RHA 75 20 90 60 110
Crew 4 2 7 7 5 6 4 2 5 2 4
6.09, 6.58 gun
Length (m) forward 6
Length (m) 5.92 4.43 7.4 8.38 6.273 6.79 6.58 4.3 6.86 4.29 8.6
Width (m) 3 2.51 3.2 3.45 3.1 3.32 2.98 2.46 2.92 2.52 3.25
Height (m) 2.45 2.12 3.2 3.3 2.413 3.65 2.57 1.89 2.39 2.22 2.9
Weght( kg) 19000 5590 58000 55000 47500 53963 31390 5150 32000 9960 46000
pressure
(kg/cm2) 0.5 0.75 0.46 0.67
V-2-34 4stroke V-2-34 4stroke 2 GAZ ZrS-
v12 v12 202 6cyl water
V-2 12cyl diesel GAZ 202 6cyl M-17M 12cyl V2K v12 diesel watercooled GAZ 203 petrol watercooled cooled petrol V-2 12cyl diesel
450bhp @ petrol 85bhp @ petrol 400bhp 600bhp @ diesel 500bhp 70bhp diesel 500bhp 70bhp @ 600bhp @
Powerplant 2200rpm 3600rpm @ 2000rpm AM-34 diesel 2000rpm V2K v1 2 diesel 1@ 1800rpm @2800rpm @ 1800rpm 2800rpm 1900rpm
Powerplant (hp) 450 85 400 600 500 70 500 70 600
hp/ton 23.68 15.21 6.90 12.63 15.93 13.59 15.63 7.03 13.04
Transmission & christie independent christie
Suspension suspension torsion bar torsion bar suspension torsion bar
Speed (km/hr)
Speed (km/hr) 65 45 35 36 35 25.6 40 45 50 51 40
amphibious
Fording with rear
432 road, 368
Range (km) cty
Range (km) 320 350 150 250 140 432 615 300 446 250
Trench
crossing (m) 1.85 2.8 1.85 3.12
Vertical
obstacle (m) 0.7 1.2 0.54 0.71
Hull welded
NBC I
Customer SU SU (225) SU SU (334) SU SU (6000) SU SU (130)
Remarks
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Appendix A-3: Soviet Union / Russia's Tank Data
Appendix A-3: Soviet Union / Russia's Tank Data
Status Production Production Production Production Production Production Production Production Production Production
Year 1943 1944 1944 1945 1945 1948 1952 1953 1961 1966
Country
of origin Russia Russia Russia Russia Russia Russia Russia Russia Russia Russia
T-10 heavy
Name IS-1 heavy tank IS-2 heavy tank T-34/85 tank T-44 tank IS-3 heavy tank T-54 tank PT-76 light tank tank T-62 MBT T-64 MBT
115mm
smoothbore
USTS (2A20
Rapira) gun, 125mm D-81TM
Armament 122mm M1943 85mm ZI S-S- 85mm D-5T 122mm D-25 100mm D-OT 76.2mm D056T 122mm 0-74 1st APFSDS, (2A46 Rapira 3)
(Main) 85mm gun D-25 1143 gun 53 gun gun gun gun gun gun 4rds/min gun
Armament
(Main) mm 85 122 85 85 122 100 76.2 122 115 125
2 x 14.5mm
3 x 7.62mm 3 x 7.62mm DT 1 x 7.62mm KPV coaxial & 1 x 7.62mm
1 x 7.62mm DT, t x coaxial & AA, 1 SGMT, 1 x AA, 1 x 1 x 7.62mm DT PKT coaxial, 1 x
Armament DT, 12.7mmm 12.7mmm x 12.7mmm 12.7mm 12.7mm DshK coaxial, 1 x 12.7mm NSVT(Others) 2 x 7.62mm DT DshK AA 2 x 7.62mm DT 2 x 7.62mm DT DshK AA DshK AA DShKM AA AA 12,7mm AA AA, ATGM
(76.2) 40, (122) 30, (12.7)
Ammunition (122)28 (122) 28 (7.62) 1000 1000
SGL
17-4, stablized
Elevation 17-4 30-4 17-3, stablized both axes
Rangefinder & infrared driving laser
Special vision lights IR rangefinder, IR
FCS stablized gun
200, composite
Armour (mm) 132 132 60 120 230 203 14 250 242 armor, ERA
Crew 4 4 5 4 4 4 3 4 4 3
Length (m) 10.74 7.5 9 7.62 10.6 9.33 9.9
Length (m) 8.32 9.9 7.65 6.81 6.45 6.91 7.04 6.63 7.4
Width (m) 3.25 3.44 2.99 3.15 3.44 3.27 3.14 3.56 3.3 3.64
Height (m) 2.9 2.93 2.74 2.45 2.93 2.4 2.19 2.43 2.39 2.2
Weight (kg) 46000 46250 32000 31900 46250 41500 15000 52000 40000 42000
pressure
(kg/cm2) 1 0.79 0.8 0.48 0.78 0.83
5DTF 5cyl
V-2-IS 12cyl V-2-34 v12 V-2-44 12cyl V-2-IS 12cyl V-54 12cy V-6 6cyl diesel V2-IS 12cyl V-55 12cyl opposed diesel
V-2-IS 12cyl diesel 513bhp diesel 500bhp diesel 512bhp diesel 520bhp diesel 630bhp 240bhp @ diesel 700bhp diesel 580bhp 750bhp @
Powerplant diesel 510bhp @ 2000rpm @ 1800rpm @ 2000rpm @ 2200rpm @ 2000rpm 1800rpm @ 2000rpm @ 2000rpm 2000rpm
Powerplant (hp) 510 513 500 512 520 630 240 700 580 750
hp/ton 11.09 11.09 15.63 16.05 11.24 15.18 16.00 13.46 14.50 17.86
new
independent torsion bar with hydropneumatic
Transmission & christie gap between suspension,
Suspension torsion bar torsion bar suspension torsion bar torsion bar 1st & 2nd RW torsion bar torsion bar torsion bar UNRELIABLE
Speed (km/hr) 10 swim
Speed (km/hr) 40 37 50 51 37 50 44 43 50 75
1.2, snorke 1.4, snorkieling
Fording full snorkel amphibious more 5.5 snorkelling
280, 65 in
Range (km) water
Re (km) 250 150 300 300 209 545 260 250 450 400Trench
crossiN (m) 2.86 2.49 2.7 2.8 3 2.8 2.7
a/r cai
obstacle (m) 1 0.79 0.8 1.1 0.9 0.8 0.8
Hull all welded steel all welded steel
yes in 1963 T-
NBC 154A no yes yes yes
SU (11000), SU (20000),
Czechoslovakia 95000 to 35 SU, Eygpt, Egypt, china, N
Customer SU SU , poland SU SU countries SU (7000) Sy ria korea only SU
smoke
generating
capability,
FIRST
Hull width smoke smoothbore to
extended over best tank of generating enter service in
Remarks tracks for turret _ WW2? capability the world
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Appendix A-3: Soviet Union / Russia's Tank Data
Status Production Production Production Production Production Production
Year 1993 1995 1997
Country
of origin Russia Russia Russia Russia Ukraine Russia
Black Eagle
Name T-72 MBT T-80 MBT T-80U MBT T-90 MBT T-84 MBT MBT
125mm D-
81TM (2A46
Rapira 3) 125mm D- 125mm D-
smoothbore 81TM (2A46 81TM (2A46 125mm D-
125mm D-81TM gun, can lire Rapira 3) Rapira 3) 81TM (2A46M)
Armament (2A46M) ATGM @ 8rds smoothbore smoothbore smoothbore
(Main) smoothbore gun pr gun gun 125mm gun gun
Armament
(Main) mm 125 125 125 125 125 125
1 x 7.62mm PKT coadal, I
PKT, I x x 12.7mm
1 x 7.62mm PKT 1 x 7.62mm 12.7mm NSVT NSVT AA,
coaxial, 1 x PKT coaxial, I AA, Refleks Refleks 9Mi 19
Armament 12.7mm NSVT x 12.7mm 9M1 19 (AT-11 (AT-il sniper) 1 x 7.62mm, 1 1 x 7.62mm
(Others) AA NSVT AA sniper) ATGM ATGM x 12.7mm AA coaxial
(125)28
autolaoder +
Uralvagon 17, (7.62)
autoloader, 1250, (12.7) autoloader,
Ammunition 125)45 500, (ATGW) 6 (125) 22+21 autoloader autoloader
12 x 81mm
SGL 11SGL SGL
stablized, fire
Elevation stablized 14-5 on move
TPD-Kl laser laser rangefinder, laser
rangefinder, rangefinder, infra-red & rangefinder,
TPN-1-49-23 infra-red & thermal for infra-red &
Rangefinder & intra-red for night thermal for night firing, thermal for
Special vision ops night firing lrtysh (IG46) night firing
ballistic computerized
FCS computer computerized computerized at 9rd pm
250, laminate Kontakt 5 Kaktus (ERA)
ceramic/steel, ceramic / ceramic / applique & 2nd & active
Armour (mm) ERA armour, ERA armour, ERA gen ERA ERA defence system
Crew 3 3 3 3 3 3
Length (m) 9.24 9 9.53 1
Length (m) 6.95 7.4 7 6.86 7.08 7
Width (m) 4.75 3.4 3.589 3.37 3.56 3.66
Height (m) 2.37 2.2 2.202 2.23 2.22 2.2
Weight (kg) 41000 43000 46000 46500 46000 50600
pressure
(kg/cm2) 0.83 0.83 0.91 0.96
GTD 1000 GTD 1250 V-84MS 12cyl
V-46 12cyl 12cyl gas 12cyl gas mufti-fuel diesel turbine
780bhp @ turbine turbine 840bhp @ 6TD-2 6cyl supercharged
Powerplant 2000rpm 1100bhp 1250bhp 2000rpm diesel 1200bhp diesel 1200hp
Powerplant (hp) 780 1100 1250 840 1200 1200
hp/ton 19.02 25.58 27.17 18.06 26.09 23.72
manual
planetary planetary
power power
transmission, transmission 4
Transmission & 5fwd I rev, fwd 1 rev,
Suspension torsion bar torsion bar torsion bar
Speed (km/hr) 1 48 x-cty
Speed (km/hr) 80 75 70 60 65 70
Fording snorkelling deep wading 1.82, 5 prep
Range (km)
Range(km) 483 400 550 540 338
Trench
crossing (m) 2.7 2.9 2.8 2.85
Vertical
obstacle (m) 0.85 0.9 0.85 1
Hull welded steel
NBC yes yes
SU, findand,
poland,
czechoslovakia,
romania, syria, Russia,
iran, iraq, india, Ukrainian,
pakistan, libya, pakistan, china, Ukrainian,
Customer syria cyprus, s korea Russia Pakistan (32)
Mounts Shotra
TShU-1-7
optronic
countermeasur
us sys to
disrupt laser tgt
designation &
ATGW
Remarks 1/3 price of Ml guidance
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Appendix A-4: Germany's Tank Data
Status Production Prototype Prototype Production Production Prototype Production Production Production Production
Year i 1910 1 ' , 8 1923 1929 1934 1934 95 1937 19W
oURLntry ......
of origin Germany Germany Germany Germany Germany Germany Germany Germany Germany Germany
Leichttraktor Neubaufahrzeu PZKPFW 1 PZKPFW 11 PZKPFW III PZKPFW IV
A7V K-wagen heavy VK-31 light Grosstraktor 1 ge V und VI Ausf B light Ausf F light Ausf F medium Ausf F2
Name Sturmpanzerwagen LKII light tank tank tank heavy tank heavy tank tank tank tank medium tank
Armament 75mm gun or 75mm gun or 20mm KwK30 37mm KwK 75mm KwK(Main) 57mm gun 57mm gun 4 x 77mm guns 37mm gun 105 hwitzer 105 hwitzer or 38 gun 1145 gun 1124 gun
Xmament
(Maln) mm 57 57 77 37 75 75 20 37 75
2 x 7.92mm 2 x 7.92mmArmament 6/7 x 7.92mm 2 x 7.92mm 3 x 7.92mm, 2 x 7.92mm 1 x 7.92mm MG34 coaxial MG34 coaxial(Others) maxim maxim 7 x 7.92mm 1 x 7.92mm 3 x 7.92mm 37mm gun MG34 MG34 coaxial & hull & hull
(20) 180, (7.92) (37) 99, (7.92) (75) 80, (7.92)Ammunition (7.92) 1525 1425 2000 2800
SGL
electrical turret
Elevation traverse
Rangefinder &
Special vision
FCS
14mm mild 70mm mild
Armour (mm) 30 14 30 steel 14 mild steel steel 13 35 30 50Crew 18 3 22 3 6 6 2 3 5 5
Length (m)
Length (m) 7.34 5.1 12.98 4.32 6.65 7.315 4.03 4.81 5.38 5.91
Width (m) 3.07 1.975 2.26 2.78 3.05 2.06 2.28 2.91 2.92
Height (m) 3.3 2.49 2.89 2.27 2.45 2.72 1.72 2.15 2.435 2.59
Weight (kg) 29900 8500 152540 9650 18000 36575 5400 9650 19500 19700
Ground
Pressure
(kg/cm2) 0.8 0.95 0.75
Maybach Maybach
Daimler benz Maybach HL120TRM HL120TRM
2 Daimler benz 4cyl watercooled 2 daimler benz Maybach HL62TR 6cyl v12 petrol v12 petrol
petrol, 2 x 100bhp inline 4cyl aircraft engines 31.2 liter petrol 6cyl petrol NL38TR 6cyl petrol 130hp @ 300hp @ 300hp @
Powerplant @ 1600rpm petrol 60hp petrol 2x 650 petrol 100hp 300hp 500hp petrol 1 00hp 2600rpm 3000rpm 3000rpm
Powerplant (hp) 200 60 1300 100 300 500 100 130 300 300
hp/ton 6.69 7.06 8.52 10.36 16.67 13.67 18.52 13.47 15.38 15.23
ZF gearbox6fwd 1 rev, 4 coupled
Holt tractor quarter-elliptic bogies per sideTransmission & suspension, 24 leafed spring sprung by leaf
Suspension sprung bogies 5fwd 1 rev suspension 1Ofwd 1 rev springs
Speed (km/hr) 12.8 road 12 road 7.5 road 35 road 40 road 35.4 road 40 road 40 road 40 road 40 road
Speed (km/hr) 12.8 12 7.5 35 40 35.4 40 40 40 40
U.17- U.U,Fording amphibious amphibious amphibious amphibious
Range (km) 40.2 road 64.4 road 140 road 153 road 200 road 165 road 209 road
Rane (km) 40.2 64.4 140 153 200 165 209
Tr nch
crossIng (m) 2.13 2.04 1.4 1.72 2.3 2.3
Ver tica I
obstacle (m) 0.355 0.43 0.6 0.6
wider to
distribute
Tracks (m) weight
welded heat
Hull riveted riveted treated steel
NBC
Ground
clearance (m) 0.4
Germany
(8485), Syria,
Germany, Germany Germany, Italy, Spain,
Customer Germany (20) sweden germany (6000), Spain Germany Spain, Turkey Turkey
based on tractor
design, poor ability
to transverse minor
Remarks obs
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Appendix A-4: Germany's Tank Data
Status Production Prototype Prototype Production Production Production Prototype Production Production Production
Year 1940 1941 1942 1942 1942 1943 1943 1963 1974 1976
Country
of origin Germany Germany Germany Germany Germany Germany Germany Germany Germany Germany
VK1601 VK1 602 Leopard PZKPFW V PZKPFW VI PZKPFW VI PZKPFW
reconnaissance VK3001 (H) reconnaissance Ausf G battle Tiger 1 heavy Tiger 11 heavy MAUS super- Leopard 2A5
Name tank heavy tank tank tank tank tank heavy tank Leopard 1 MBT MBT TH 301 tank
120mm
Rheinmetall
Armament 75mm gun or 75mm Kwk 42 88mm Kwk 36 88mm Kwk 43 128mm Kwk smoothbore
(Main) 20mm cannon 105 hwitzer 50mm gun U70 gun U56 gun U71 gun L/55 gun 105mm gun U44 gun 105mm gun
mirament
(Main) mm 20 75 50 75 88 88 128 105 120 105
2 x 7.92mm 1 x 75mm 2 x 7.62mm
Armament 2 x 7.92mm MG34 coaxial & 2 x 7.92mm L/36.5 coaxial, 2 x 7.62mm MG3 coaxial &
(Others) 1 x 7.92mm 2 x 7.92mm 1 x 7.92mm MG34 hull MG34 20mm cannon coaxial & turret AA 2 x 7.62mm
(120) 42, (7.62)
Ammunition (88)92 (88) 80 (105) 13+42 2000
SGL 8SGL 16SGL
Elevation 20-9
combined laser
& stereoscopic
rangefinder, IR
and passive,
IR/white thermal
searchlight, imaging,
Rangefinder & image special
Special vision intensifier day/night sight
stablized sight
FCS stablized gun & gun
Chobham multi-
layered with
150, sloped to steel and
Armour (mm) 80 50 50 120 100 180 200 70 ceramics
Crew 3 5 4 5 5 5 5 4 4 4
Length (m) 10.09 9.54 9.97
Length (m) 4.93 5.81 4.74 6.68 8.25 7.25 7.1 7.72 8.17
Width (m) 2.34 3.16 3.1 3.3 3.73 4.27 3.67 3.41 3.74 3.306
Height (m) 2.05 1.85 2.6 2.95 2.85 3.27 3.66 2.764 2.64 2.436
Weight (kg) 18000 32515 21900 44800 55000 69400 188000 40400 59700 31600
Ground
Pressure
(kg/cm2) 0.88 1.07 1.45 0.86 0.89
MTU MB 828
Ka-501 12cy
MB509 v1 2 MTU MB 828 liquid cooled
Maybach Maybach Maybach watercooled Ca M-500 1 Ocyl exhaust
Maybach HL45P Maybach Maybach HL230P30 v12 HL230P45 v12 HL230P30 v12 inline petrol multi-fuel charged diesel MTU MB 833
6cyl petrol HL1 16 6cyl HL1 57P v1 2 petrol 700hp @ petrol 700hp @ petrol 600hp @ 1080hp @ 830hp @ 1500hp @ Ka-500 6cyl
Powerplant 150hp petrol 300hp petrol 550hp 3000rpm 3000rpm 3000rpm 2400rpm 2200rpm 2600rpm diesel 720hp
Powerplant (hp) 150 300 550 700 700 600 1080 830 1500 720
hp/ton 8.33 9.23 25.11 15.63 12.73 8.65 5.74 20.54 25.13 22.78
8fwd, torsion
interleaved bar with
Transmission & interleaved bogies sprung torsion, overlapping torsion bar with
Suspension suspension on torsion bars overlapping RW RW dampers
38 road, 17 x-
Speed (km/hr) 31 road 25 road 60 road 54.7 road 37 road, x-cty 20 cty 20 road 65 road 72 road 76 road
Speed (km/hr) 31 25 60 54.7 37 38 20 65 72 76
Fording 1.4 1.2, snorkel 4m 1.6 0.8, snorkel 4m
Range (km) 200 road 165 road 177 road 195 road 186 road 600 road 500 road 550 road
Range km 200 165 177 195 110 186 600 500 550
Trenchi
rossin (m) 1.9 1.8 2.5 3 3
Vert Ca
obstacle (m) 0.9 0.8 0.85 1.15 1.1
wider for better
Tracks (m) mobility
Hull welded simple welded
NBC yes
Ground
clearance (m)
Germany Germany
(2437), France, (2125), Holland
Italy, canada, (445), Austria
brazil, chile, (114), Denmark
greece, (51), spaIn,
denmark, switzerland, Argentina-TAM
Customer Germany Germany (1350) australia sweden (350)
Interleaved interleaved Interleaved Interleaved
roadwheels roadwheels roadwheels roadwheels
giving good giving good giving good giving good
Remarks mobility _mobility mobility mobility electric drive
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Status Production Production Production Production Production Prototype Prototype Production Production Prooye Production Production Production
Year ^ 1 923 1924 1928 1933 f934 1935 1835 1935 1935
Country
of origin France France France France France France France France France France France France France
Renault FT
Kegresse- Char amphibie Auto
Schneider char Char D'assault Renault FT-17 FCM char 2C Char NCI light hinstin M24/25 schneider- AMR 33 light AMC 34 light mitrailleuse Renault R-35 Hotchkiss H-35 Somua S-35
Name D'assault St chamond light "little" tank heavy tank tank tank laurent tank tank amphibie light tank light tank medium tank
Armament 75mm howitzer 75mm mle
(Main) gun 1897 field gun 75mm gun 75mm gun 37mm gun OR 37mm gun OR 37mm gun 47mm gun 25mm cannon 37mm gun 37mm gun 47mm gun
Armament
(Main) mm 75 75 75 75 37 37 37 47 25 37 37 47
2x8mm 1x8mm 1x 7.5mm
Armament hotchkiss at 4 x 8mm hotchkiss OR 4 x 8mm 1 x8mm 1 x8mm 1 x 7.5mm model 31
(Others) sides hotchkiss 37mm gun hotchkiss hotchkiss hotchkiss 1 x8mm I x 7.5mm 1 x 7.5mm coaxial 1 x 7.5mm coaxial
(47) 118,
Ammunition (7.62) 1250
Smoke
Elevation 35-20 18-18
Special vision
FCS
Armour (mm) 11.5 17 22 45 30 22 15 13 20 15 45 40 56
Crew 6 9 2 12 2 2 3 2 3 3 2 2 3
Length (m)
Length (m) 6.32 8.83 5 10.27 4.47 5 6 3.5 3.98 4.2 4.22 5.46
Width (m) 2.05 2.67 1.74 2.95 1.57 1.8 2.2 1.64 2.07 1.85 1.95 2.12
Height (m) 2.3 2.36 2.14 4 2.185 2.14 2.45 1.73 2.1 2.37 2.15 2.62
Weight (kg) 14600 23000 7000 69000 9650 7000 10000 5500 9700 12000 10600 10600 20048
Ground Pressure
(kg/cm2) 0.72 0.79 0.59
Renault
Schneider Panhard 4cyl watercooled 2 x daimler or Somua v8
watercooled petrol 90hp 4cyl petrol maybach 6cyl Renault liquid Hispano-suiza Renault Scyl Hotchkiss 1935 water cooled
4cyl petrol plus petrol- 35bhp @ petrol 260hp Renault 4cyl Renault 4cyl 8cyl petrol cooed 8cyl Renault 8cyl v12 petrol petrol 85hp @ 6cyl petrol petrol 190hp @
Powerplant 55hp electric drive 1500rpm each petrol 60hp petrol 35hp 100hp 1petrol 84hp patrol 120hp 228hp 2200rpm 75hp 2000rpm
Powerplant (hp) 55 90 35 520 60 35 100 84 120 228 85 75 190
hp/ton ratio 3.77 3.91 5.00 7.54 6.22 5.00 10.00 15.27 12.37 19.00 8.02 7.08 9.48
main engine
generated main engine 2.5 pairs
power for generated twin-wheeled bogies per side 2 bogie
electric motors coil & lea- power for bogie in center with bellcranks assemblies
Transmission & vertical coil to drive tracks, spring with electric motors Kegresse pivot with and horizontal with semi-
Suspension sping 3 bogies pivoted bogies to drive tracks suspension vertical coils springs elliptic springs
45 wheels, 30
tracks - road, 40 road, 6.4
Speed (km/hr) 12 road 3.5 x-cty 12 road 17.7 road 12 road 16 swim 54 road 40road swim 20 road 27.3 road 40.7 road
Speed (km/hr) 8.1 12 7.7 12 17.7 12 30 54 40 40 20 27.3 40.7
35 operational
Range (km) 80 road 60 road range 100 road 145 road 35 road 320 road 200 road 200 road 130 road 150 road 230 road
Range (km) 80 60 35 100 145 35 320 200 200 130 150 230
Fording amphibious sank
Trench crossing
(m) 1.752 2.438 1.8 4.114 1.524 11.6 2.336
Vertical obs (m) 0.787 0.381 0.6 1.219 0.609 0.5 0.508
each track
powered by
Tracks (m) electric motor rubber track
bolted cast
bolted cast sectioned hull
Hull riveted riveted riveted sections & turret
NBC
FR (4000),
belgium, brazil,
USA, russia,
holland, italy,
canada, FR (2900),
finland, greece, Poland (50),
japan, spain, Romania (40),
FR (400), yugoslavia, Turkey (100),
russia, italy, poland, Japan, Yugoslavia
Customer FR (400) USA romania FR (10) Yugoslavia FR (123) FR (12) (50) FR (400) FR (430)
1st fr tank to
have
2.438, but v transverse
Holt tractor poor because turret, too
chassis & of too much much length unique wheel-
Remarks suspension overhang overhanging track combo
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Status Producton Production Production Production Production Production Prototype Production Protot e, NIP Protot a, NIP Production
Year 1935 1
936  
1936 1939 1944 1948 1951 1960
Country
of origin France France France France France France France France France France France
Char B1-BIS AMC 35 light FCM-36 Hotchkiss H-39 Char ARL-44 AMX-1 3 light Char AMX-50 Char AMX-30 Char AMX-32 Char AMX-40
Name heavy tank tank infantry tank light tank heavy tank tank MBT MBT MBT MBT Leclerc MBT
Giat 120-26
120mm gun
firing depleted
uranium (DU),
Armament 47mm gun OR 37mm SA 38 90mm or APFDS, 15
Main 75mm gun 25mm cannon 37mm gun gun 90mm gun 105mm ugun 105mm gun 120mm gun rds p m
Armament
(Main) mm 75 47 37 37 90 105 120 105 105 120 120
1 x 7.62mm
coaxial, 1 x
2 x 7.5mm 1 x 7.5mm 2 x 7.5mm or I or 2 x 12.7mm AA 1 x 7.62mm 1 x 12.7mm
Armament coaxial & hull, 1 x 7.5mm model 1931 2 x 7.5mm, 7.62mm, 7.62mm, OR 20mm AA, 20mm 1 x 7.62mm, coaxial, 1
(Others) 47mm gun coaxial 1 x 7.5mm coaxial coaxial & AA 75mm 20mm cannon cannon cannon 20mm cannon x7.62mm AA
(105)47, (105)47,
(37) 100, (7.5) autoloader 2 x (7.62) 2050, (7.62) 2050, autoloader
Ammunition 2400 6rd magazine (20) 500 (20) 500 22+18
visual
screening
Smoke 4 SGL 4 SGL 6 SGL smoke, 18 SGL
Elevation 25-15 20-8
laser
rangefinder,
laser stablized sight,
Special vision rangefinder, IR thermal imager
COTAC FCS,
COTAC FCS engaged 6 tgts
FCS for B2 COTAC FCS COTAC FCS within 35s
battlefield IFF,
sensor based
Armour (mm) 60 25 40 40 120 25 120 80 80 100 DAS
Crew 4 3 2 2 5 3 5 4 4 4 3
Lenth (m 10.5 6.36 10.43 9.48 9.48 10 9.87
Lenth (m 6.52 4.55 4.22 4.22 4.88 6.59 6.59 6.88
Width m 2.5 2.2 1.95 1.95 3.4 2.51 3.4 3.1 3.24 3.3 3.71
Height (m) 2 2.3 2.15 2.15 3.2 2.3 3.58 2.85 2.29 2.29 2.53
Weight (kg) 32000 14500 12350 12100 50000 15000 59260 36000 36000 43000 56500
Ground Pressure
(kg/cm2) 0.9 0.76
SACM v8x-
Sofam model Hispano-suiza Hispano-suiza 1500 8cyl
Renault 6cyl hotchkiss 1938 BGxb hcyl HS110, 12cyl HSt 10, 12cyl diesel 1500hp
inline Berliet 8.4 liters 6cyl petrol Maybach water cooled Maybach water cooled multi-fuel Poyaud v2x @ 2500rpm,
watercooled Renault 4cyl 4cyl diesel 120hp @ HL230 12cyl petrol 250hp @ HL295 12cyl multi-fuel 720hp 12cyl diesel APU gas
Powerplant petrol 300hp petrol 180hp 91hp 2800rpm petrol 575hp 3000rpm petrol 1000hp 700hp 2000rpm 1100hp turbine
Powerplant (hp) 300 180 91 120 575 250 1000 700 720 1100 1500
hp/ton ratio 9.38 12.41 7.37 9.92 11.50 16.67 16.87 19.44 20.00 25.58 26.55
Try=rao7,-
torque
converter,
electrohydrauli
16 double steel 16 double steel cally controlled
bogie wheels bogie wheels gearbox 5 fwd
(3 assemblies) (3 assemblies) 1 rev,
per side 3 pairs bogies per side hydrostatic
controlled by per side with controlled by steering,
vertical springs bellcranks and vertical springs torsion bar, SESM auto
and quarter- scissors type double and quarter- shock transmission
Transmission & elliptic leaf with horizontal horizontal elliptic leaf absorbers and OR RENK
Suspension springs springing springs springs torsion bar bump stops transmission
Speed (km/hr) 28 road 42 road 24 road 36.5 road 37.25 road 60 road 51 road 65 road 65 road 70 road 72 road
Speed (km/hr) 28 42 24 36.5 37.25 60 51 65 65 70 72
160 road, 100
Range (km) 180 road combat 225 road 150 road 350-400 road 350-400 road 260 road 400-450 road 530 road 530 road 450 road
Range (km) 180 160 225 150 350 350 260 400 530 530 450
2, 4 with
wading gear for
crossing water
Fording obstacle
Trench crossing
(m) 2.75 1.828 1.8 2.75 1.6 2.9 2.9 3
Vertical obs (m) 0.93 0.609 0.5 0.93 0.65 0.93 0.93 1.25
Tracks (m)
welded steel
added to
bolted cast modular
bolted cast welded hull & sectioned hull all welded composite
Hull sections turret & turret all welded steel rolled steel armor
NBC yes yes
FR (1250),
spain, greece,
cyprus,
FR (88), FR (1100), FR (4300), venezuela, FR (406), UAE
Customer FR (400) belgium (12) PR (100) israel (12) FR (60) 3400 exported saudi arabia (436)
digital displays,
battlefield-mgt
excessive fuel system
Remarks consumption IFINDERS)
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Appendix A-5: France's Tank Data
Appendix A-6: Other Western Europe's Tank Data
Status Production Production Production Pre-production Production Production Production Production Production Production
Year 1965 1951 1923 1923 1929 1930 1933 1939 1940 1940
Country
of origin Austria Denmark Italy Italy Italy Italy Italy Italy Italy Italy
Carro armato Carro armato
SK105 light M41 DK light Fiat 3000 light Fiat 2000 Carro veloce Fiat ansaldo 5 Carro veloce M1 1/39 M13/40 Carro armato
Name tank tank tank heavy tank CV29 tankette ton light tank CV33 tankette medium tank medium tank L6/40 light tank
105mm Giat-Cn
Armament 105-57 rifled 20mm breda
(Main) gun 76mm gun 37mm gun OR 65mm gun 37mm gun 37mm gun 47mm gun model 35
Armament
(Main) mm 105 76 37 65 37 37 47 20
4 x 8mm 1 x 8mm breda
Armament 1 x 7.62mm 2 x 6.5mm, 1 x 2 x 8mm Fiat modello 38 model 38
(Others) coaxial MG74 2 x 7.62mm 6mm 7 x 6.5mm Fiat 1 x 6.5mm 2 x MG model 18/35 2 x 8mm breda coaxial, hull, AA coaxial
2 x 6rds ready
magazines,
(105) 44, (7.62) (47) 104, (8) (20) 296, (8)
Ammunition 2000 1 (37) 68 (8) 3200 3048 1560
Smoke 6 SGL 4 x SGL
Elevation 13-6 20-10 15-12 20-10 20-12
laser laser
rangefinder, IR rangefinder,
Rangefinder & searchlight, thermal night
Special vision optical / thermal vision
FCS
Armour (mm) 40 40 16 20 9 30 15 30 42 30
Protection
Crew 3 4 2 8 2 2 2 3 4 2
Length overall
(m) 7.76
Length hull (m) 5.582 5.81 3.58 7.4 2.29 3.51 3.17 4.73 4.92 3.78
Width (m) 2.5 3.19 1.66 3.1 1.7 1.7 1.42 2.18 2.2 1.92
Height (m) 2.53 3.07 2.2 3.81 1.22 1.98 1.3 2.3 2.38 2.03
Welght (kg) 17500 23495 5500 40000 1730 4830 3435 11175 14000 6900
Ground
Pressure
(kg/cm2) 0.68 0.5 0.92 0.61
Steyr 7FA
turbocharged Continental 6cyl Fiat 4cyl petrol Fiat 6cyl A12 Fiat 4cyl petrol SPA 180 4cyl
diesel 320hp @ petrol 500bhp 63hp @ petrol aero Ford T 4cyl Fiat 4cyl petrol 42bhp @ SPA 8 T diesel SPA TM40 8cyl inline petrol
Powerplant 2300rpm @ 2800rpm 1700rpm engine 240bhp petrol 40bhp 42bhp 2400rpm 105bhp diesel 125bhp 70hp
Powerplant (hp) 320 500 63 240 40 42 42 105 125 70
hp/ton ratio
double-wheeled
double-wheeled double-wheeled double-wheeled bogies with
torsion bar, bogies with leaf- bogies with leaf- bogies with leaf- trailing
Transmission & shock absorber spring bogies with 2 sprung twined spring spring suspension
Suspension 1,5 suspension torsion arms bogies per side suspension suspension arms
Speed (km/hr)
Speed (km/hr) 65.3 72 24 6 40 32 42 33.3 31.8 42
Range (km) 160 95 75 80 80 125 200 200 200
Fording no
Trench crossing
(m) 2.41 1.5 3 2.1 1.7
Vertical obs (m) 0.8 0.6 1 0.8 0.7
Hull all welded steel all welded steel riveted riveted riveted riveted riveted riveted riveted riveted
NBC no yes
(150), Austria
(250), Bolivia
(34), Botswana Italy (100),
(30), Morocco Albania,
Customer (109), Tunisia Denmark Ethiopia, Latvia Italy (4) Italy Italy Italy (100) Italy Italy, Germany
Hydraulic
Remarks powered turret poor hp/ton
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Appendix A-6: Other Western Europe's Tank Data
Status Production Production Production Production Production Production Production Production Test bed
Year 1940 1942 1977 1988 1973 1952 1954 1920 1929
Country
of origin Italy Ital Italy Italy Norway Spain Spain Sweden Sweden
Carro armato
Carro armato M15/42 Upgraded M24 Upgraded M47 Upgraded M48 STRV M/21
Name P26/40 medium tank OF-40 MBT Ariete MBT light tank tank tank tank STRV L-5 tank
OTO Breda
120mm
Armament 105mm OTO smoothbore
(Main) 75mm gun 4 7mm gun Breda gun gun 75mm gun 90mm gun 105mm gun
Armament
(Main) mm 75 47 105 120 75 90 105
Armament 2 x 7.62mm 2 x 7.62mm 2 x 12.7mm ,1 1 x 12.7mm, 1
(Others) 1 x MG 2 x MG coaxial, AA coaxial & AA 3 x MGs x 7.62mm x 7.62mm 1 x MG
Ammunition (105)57 (120) 15+27
Smoke 8 x 76mm SGL 8 x 76mm SGL 6 x SGL 8 x SGL 8 x SGL
Elevation 20-9
stabilized
system and
Rangefinder & laser electric gun
Special vision rangefinder control
ballistic
computer
Officine Galileo enables firing
FCS OG14LR on move
Armour (mm) 50 42 38 115 14
Protection
Crew 4 4 4 4 5 5 4 4 4
Length overall
(m) 9.22 9.52
Length hull (m) 5.82 4.92 6.893 7.59 4.99 6.37 6.88 5.71 4.99
Width (m) 2.8 2.2 3.35 3.601 2.94 3.2 3.63 2.06 2.44
Height (m) 2.52 2.4 2.76 2.5 2.47 3.35 2.87 2.51
Weight (kg) 26420 14600 45500 54000 18370 64165 49000 9850 5283Ground
Pressure
(kg/cm2) 0.92
Iveco vTT2
MTCA
turbocharged
MTU 10 cyl intercooled 2 x cadillac Continental
SPA 8TM41 v8 4stroke multi- 12cyl diesel series 42 v8 Continental AVDS-1790-2D Daimler sleeve- 6cyl
V12 diesel diesel 145bhp fuel 830bhp @ 1300bhp @ petrol 220bhp AVDS-1790-5B petrol 760bhp valve 4cyl watercooled
Powerplant 275bhp @ 1900rpm 2200rpm 2300rpm @3400rpm petrol 810bhp @ 2400rpm petrol 56bhp 80bhp
Powerplant (hp) 275 145 830 1300 220 810 760 56 80
hp/ton ratio
double-wheeled torsion bar with
bogies with leaf- hydraulic shock
Transmission & double-wheeled spring absorbers and sprung
Suspension bogies suspension ZF 4fwd 2rev bumpers torsion bar suspension
Speed (km/hr)
Speed (km/hr) 35 35 60 65 48 48.3 50 16
Range (km) 240 200 600 550 160 160 550
Fording
Trench crossing
(m) 3 3
Vertical obs (m) 1.1 2.1
Hull riveted riveted all welded steel all welded steel
NBC yes
Customer Italy (21)+N16 Italy (82) UAE (18) Italy (200) norway Spain Spain sweden
Powerpack
replacable in 60 a variant of a variant of a variant of
Remarks mins USA USA USA
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Status Production Prototype, NIP Production Prototype, NIP Production Production Production Production
Year 1931 1931 1934 1934 1939 1940 1941 1942
Country
of origin Sweden Sweden Sweden Sweden Sweden Sweden Sweden Sweden
STRV M/31 Landsverk L-30 STRV L-60 light STRV L-100 STRV M/38 STRV M/39 STRV M/40 STRV M/41
Name tank light tank tank light tank tank light tank light tank light tank
Armament 20mm cannon
(Main) 37mm gun 37mm gun 20mm cannon OR 37mm gun 37mm gun 37mm gun 37mm gun
Armament
(Main) mm 37 37 20 20 37 37 37 37
2 x 8mm
Armament 2 x 8mm coaxial & hull
(Others) 2 x MG 1 xMG 1 xMG 1 xMG 1 xMG 2 x MG coaxial front
Ammunition
Smoke
Elevation
Rangefinder &
Special vision
FCS
Armour (mm) 9 14 13 9 13 13 24 25
Protection
Crew 4 3 3 2 3 3 3 3
Length overall
(m)
Length hull (m) 5.18 5.18 4.6 4.09 4.67 4.67 4.9 4.57
Width (m) 2.13 2.44 2 1.65 2.06 2.06 2.1 2.13
Height (m) 2.23 2.23 2.08 1.85 2.09 2.09 2.1 2.37
WLeiqt (kg) 11500 11685 6900 4675 8835 9335 9500 10500Groun
Pressure
(kg/cm2)
Bussing v6
petrol aircooled Bussing-NAG Scania-vabis Scania-vabis Scania-vabis Scania-vabis Scania-vabis
140bhp @ Maybach v1 2 v8 petrol 6cyl petrol 6cyl petrol 6cyl petrol 6cyl petrol 6cyl petrol
Powerplant 2500rpm 150bhp 160bhp 130bhp 142bhp 142bhp 142bhp 145bhp
Powerplant (hp) 140 150 260 130 142 142 142 145
hp/ton ratio
Transmission & combined leaf
Suspension and coil springs
Speed (km/hr)
Speed (km/hr) 40 45 49 45 45 48 45
Range (km) 200 165 200 200
Fording
Trench crossing
(m) 1.676 1.879
Vertical obs (m) 0.609 0.787
welded &
Hull all welded riveted
NBC
Sweden, eire,
hungary, sweden,
Customer sweden austria sweden (16) sweden dominica sweden
wheeled &
tracked vehicle
combined,
transistion 30s
Remarks on the move
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Appendix A-6: Other Western Europe's Tank Data
Status Production Production Production Production Production Production Production
Year 1958 1966 1998 1970 1961 1971 1947
Country
of origin Sweden Sweden Sweden Sweden Switzerland Switzerland Switzerland
S-tank
STRV 74 light (Stridsvagen CV90-120 light IKV-91 tank G-13 TD tank
Name tank 103) tank destroyer PZ61 MBT PZ68 MBT destroyer
Armament L74 105mm L7A1 105mm 75mm PaK(Main) 75mm gun gun 120mm gun 90mm gun L7 105mm gun gun 39L/48 gun
Armament
(Main) mm 75 105 120 90 105 105 75
1 x 7.5mm SIG
MG51 turret
roof, 20mm 1 x 7.5mm SIG
Armament 3 x 7.62mm 2 x 7.62mm Oerlikon coaxial MG51 coaxial &(Others) 3 x MG coaxial & AA 1 x MG coaxial & AA cannon turret roof
autoloader @
Ammunition 11 5rds p m (90) 18+41 (105)52
electric
Smoke 8 SGL operated SGL 12 x SGL 6 x SGL 6 x SGL
Elevation 12-10 15-10 21-10
Rangefinder &
Special vision
electrohydraulic
gun control
FCS system
Armour (mm) 80 120 120 60
Protection
Crew 4 3 4 4 4 4 4
Length overall
(m) 8.99 8.85 9.36 9.49
Length hull (m) 4.9 7.04 6.47 6.41 6.69 6.88 6.38
Width (m) 2.2 3.62 3.1 3 3.06 3.14 2.63
Height (m) 1.61 2.5 2.9 2.32 2.47 2.75 2.17
Weig ht (kg) 22500 42500 25000 16000 38000 40700 15750
Pressure
(kg/cm2) ____ s-ry__ k _ __0.49 0.85 0.86
Flolls-royce k60
multi-fuel
240bhp @ Volvo-penta
3750rpm, APU 6cyl MTU MB-837 MTU MB-837
boeing 553 gas Scania 4cyl turbocharged v8 diesel v8 diesel
Scania-vabis turbine 490bhp diesel 600bhp diesel 330bhp 630bhp @ 660bhp @
Powerplant 320bhp @ 38000rpm @ 2200rpm @ 2200rpm 2200rpm 2200rpm
Powerpiant (hp) 320 240 600 330 630 660
hp/ton ratio
Allison 4fwd RW sprung by
1rev layers of
Transmission & hydropneumati transmission, Belleville
Suspension _c torsion bar washers
Speed (km/hr) 17 swim
Speed (km/hr) 45 50 70 65 55 55 42
Range (km) 200 390 670 550 300 350 180
Fording amphibious
Trench crossing
(m)_ 2.3 2.8 2.6 2.6
Vertical obs (m) 0.9 0.8 0.75 0.75
Hull all welded steel all welded steel all welded steel cast steel cast steel
NBC yes
switzerland
Customer sweden sweden sweden sweden switzerland switzerland (158)
absence of
turret makes
aiming & firing
Remarks difficult
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Appendix A-7: Eastern Europe's Tank Data
Status Production Prototype Production Production Production Production Production
Year 1999 1925 1932 1933 1934 1935 1936
Country
of origin Croatia Czechoslovakia Czechoslovakia Czechoslovakia Czechoslovakia Czechoslovakia Czechoslovakia
RH-alan KH59 wheel and CKD/praga R1 CKD/praga T-33 LT-35 medium
Name degman MBT track tank light tank tankette LT-34 light tank tank Skoda tankette
Armament 37mm cannon
(Main) 125mm gun OR 37mm cannon 37mm cannon
Armament
(Main) mm 125 37 37 37
Armament 1 x 7.62mm, 1 2 x 7.92mm
(Others) x 12.7mm AA 1 x 7.92mm 2 x 7.92mm 2 x 7.92mm 2 x 7.92mm coaxial & front 2 x 7.92mm
(37) 90, (7.92)
Ammunition autoloader 2550
Smoke
Elevation 25-10
Rangefinder &
Special vision
FCS computerized
Armour (mm) ERA 13 12 12 15 35 15
Crew 3 2 2 2 3 4 2
Length (m)
Length (m) 4.5 3.2 4.04 4.9 2.98
Width (m) 2.31 1.79 2.03 2.16 1.85
Height (m) 2.39 1.67 1.83 2.21 1.3
Weight (kg) 7500 4200 2500 7625 10670 3000
Ground
Pressure
(kg/cm2) 0.6
Skoda T-1 1
watercooled 6cyl Skoda 4cyl
Tatra 4cyl petrol Praga AH 6cyl Praga 4cyl petrol Praga 4cyl petrol petrol 120bhp @ petrol 40bhp @
Powerplant 50bhp petrol 35bhp 162bhp p2500rp
Powerplant (hp) 1000 50 35 31 62 120 40
hp/ton ratio 6.67 8.33 12.40 8.13 11.25 13.33
bogie and leaf bogie and leaf
Transmission & spring spring
Suspension suspension suspension
13 tracks, 35
Speed (km/hr) wheels
Speed (km/hr) 13 45 35 34 35 42
Range (km) 300 250 100 110 190 200
Trench
crossing (m) 1.981
Vertical obs (m) 0.787
Hull welded steel riveted riveted
NBC
Iran (50), Czech, bulgaria,
Romania (35), romania, Czech,
Sweden (48), Czech (70), Czech (50), germany, yugoslav+J15,
Customer Croatia Ethiopia Slovak Romania hungary romania
Remarks
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ADDendix A-7: Eastern Europe's Tank Data
Status Production Production Production Production Prototype Production Production
Year 1937 1938 1938 1979 1997 1943 1943
Country
of origin Czechoslovakia Czechoslovakia Czechoslovakia Czechoslovakia Czechoslovakia Hungary Hungary
CKD/praga TNH CKD/praga LT-H LT_38 medium PSP T-72 MP Turan 1 40mm Turan II 40mm
Name export light tank export light tank tank T-72 CZ MBT MBT tank tank
Armament 2A46M 125mm
(Main) 37mm gun 24mm cannon 37mm cannon gun 125mm gun 40mm gun 75mm gun
Armament
(Main) mm 37 24 37 125 125 40 75
1 x 7.62mm PKT
co-axial, 1 x 1 x 7.62mm co-
Armament 2 x 7.92mm 12.7mm NSVT axial, 1 x
(Others) 2 x 7.92mm besa 2 x 7.92mm coaxial & hull AA 12.7mm AA 2 x 8mm 2 x 8mm
(37) 90, (7.92)
Ammunition 2550
Smoke 8 SGL
Elevation 12-6
laser
rangefinder,
Rangefinder & passive night
Special vision vision
digital officine SAGEN SAVEM
galileo TURMS 15 MP digital
FCS FCS FCS
improved armor
with ceramic
Armour (mm) 25 32 25 inserts ERA 50 50
Crew 3 3 4 3 3 5 5
Length (m) 9.56
Length (m) 4.51 4.51 4.6 6.95 7 5.68 5.68
Width (m) 2.08 2 2.12 3.75 3.62 2.54 2.54
Height (m) 2.3 2.3 2.4 2.18 2.19 2.33 2.33
Weight (kg) 8200 7620 9400 46000 47500 18200 18500
Ground
Pressure
(kg/cm2) 0.9
Praga TNHVP Praga EPA
OHV 6cyl petrol model 1 6cyl Perkins C-V1 2 6TD-1 6cyl Weiss v8 petrol Weiss v8 petrol
125bhp @ Saurer 4cyl petrol 125bhp @ diesel 1000bhp diesel 1000bhp 260bhp @ 260bhp @
Powerplant 2000rpm diesel 125bhp 2000rpm @ 2300rpm @ 2800rpm 2200rpm 2200rpm
Powerplant (hp) 125 125 125 1000 1000 260 260
hp/ton ratio 15.24 16.40 13.30 21.74 21.05 14.29 14.05
4 large RW a
side with semi-
Transmission & 4 large RW a 4 large RW a ellipitic leaf-
Suspension side side spring bogie bogie
Speed (km/hr)
Speed (km/hr) 38 45 42 60 65 47 47
Range (km) 200 250 250 480 700 165 165
Trench
crossing (m) 1.879 2.8
Vertical obs (m) 0.787 0.85
Hull riveted riveted riveted riveted riveted
NBC
Iran (50), Peru,
sweden Switzerland (24),
Customer (90)+K1 5 Latvia Czech Hungary (300) Hungary
Variant of T-22
Variant of Russia medium tank
Remarks T-72s, GPS (Germany) I
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Ampendix A-7: Eastern Eurowe's Tank Data
Status Production Production Production Prototype Production Production Production Production
Year 1931 1933 1934 1937 1993 1982 1987 1989
Country
of origin Poland Poland Poland Poland Poland Romania Romania Romania
1OTP wheel
and track fast PT-91 Twardy
Name TK-3 tankette TK S tankette 7TP light tank track MBT TR-580 MBT TR-85 M1 MBT TR-125 MBT
D81T 125mm
Armament 20mm cannon 20mm cannon 37mm Bofors smoothbore
(Main) OR OR gun 37mm gun gun 100mm gun 100mm gun 125mm gun
Armament
(Main) mm 20 20 37 37 125 100 100 125
1 x 7.62mm
PKT coaxial, 1
Armament 1 x 7.92mm x 12.7mm NSV 1 x 7.62mm, 1 1 x 7.62mm, 1 1 x 7.62mm, 1
(Others) 1 x 7.92mm 1 x 7.92mm coaxial 2 x 7.92mm AA x 12.7mm AA x 12.7mm AA x 12.7mm AA
Ammunition
Smoke 12 SGL 8 x SGL
Elevation
laser
Rangefinder & rangefinder, Chinese
Special vision night vision Yangzhou laser
electric gun
control and
stabilization
FCS computerized system
Armour (mm) 8 10 40 20 T-72 ERA passive armor
Crew 2 2 3 4 3 4 4 4
Length (m) 9.53
Length (m) 2.65 2.67 4.997 5.41 6.95 9.96 6.9
Width (m) 1.78 1.78 2.413 2.7 3.59 3.44 3.6
Height (m) 1.35 1.36 2.159 2.16 2.19 3.1 2.37
Weight (kg) 2500 2600 11000 13005 45300 38200 50000 48000
Ground
Pressure
(kg/cm2) 0.94
S-12U v12
Ford A 4cyl supercharged German 8cyl v12 diesel
petrol 40bhp @ Fiat 4cyl petrol Saurer 6cyl La France v12 diesel 850bhp diesel 860bhp 880bhp @
Powerplant 2300rpm 40bhp diesel 110bhp petrol 210bhp @ 2300rpm @2300rpm 2000rpm
Powerplant (hp) 40 40 110 210 850 580 860 880
hp/ton ratio 16.00 15.38 10.00 16.15 18.76 15.18 17.20 18.33
Transmission & christie
Suspension bogie bogie suspension
50 tracks, 74
Speed (km/hr) wheels
Speed (km/hr) 45 40 32 50 60 60 60
Range (km) 200 200 160 650 310 540
Trench
crossing (m) 1.828 2.8
Vertical obs (m) 0.609 0.85
Hull riveted riveted
NBC
Customer Poland (390) Poland Poland (140) Poland (186) Romania (400) Romania (600) Romania
Variant of
british Mark VI Variant of
Remarks tankette small RW Russia T-72
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Status Production Production Production Production
Year 1994 1997 1999 1984
Country
of origin Romania Slovakia Slovenia Yugoslavia
Upgraded &-72 Upgraded T-55
Name TM-800 MBT MBT M-55 S1 MBT M-84A MBT
Armament
(Main) 100mm gun 125mm gun 105mm gun 125mm gun
Armament
(Main) mm 100 125 105 125
Armament 1 x 7.62mm, 1 1 x 7.62mm, 1 2 x 7.62mm, 1
(Others) x 12.7mm AA 1 x 7.62mm x 12.7mm AA x 12.7mm AA
Ammunition
Smoke 8 x SGL 12 x SGL 12 x SGL
Elevation
laser
Rangefinder & laser laser rangefinder,
Special vision rangefinder rangefinder night vision
FCS computerized computerized computerized
sandwiched
Armour (mm) armor ERA Israel ERA
Crew 4 4 3
Length (m)
Length (m) 6.74 6.45 6.86
Width (m) 3.3 3.27 3.57
Height (m) 2.35 2.4 2.19
Weight (kg) 45000 40000 42000
Ground
Pressure
(kg/cm2)
V-46 TK V1 2
turbocharged
S12U diesel MAN diesel diesel 1000bhp
Powerplant 830bhp 850bhp 850bhp @ 2000rpm
Powerplant (hp) 830 850 850 1000
hp/ton ratio 18.44 21.25 23.81
Transmission &
Suspension
Speed (km/hr)
Speed (km/hr) 64 65
Range(km) 500 700
Trench
crossing (m)
Vertical obs (m)
Hull
NBC
Customer Romania Slovakia Slovenia (30)
Variant of Variant of Variant of
Remarks Russia T-72 Russia T-55 Russia T-72
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Appendix A-7: Eastern Europe's Tank Data
Appendix A-8: Middle East's Tank Data
Status Production Production Production Production Production Production Production Production
Year 1950 1965 1987 1994 1996 1961 1942 1961
Country
of origin Egypt India India Iran Iran Iraq Israel Israel
Upgraded T55 Upgraded Upgraded T55
Name T-54 MBT Vijayanta MBT Arjun MBT Zulfiqar MBT T-72Z MBT MBT sherman tank MBT
Armament
(Main) 105mm gun 105mm gun 120mm gun 125mm gun 105mm gun 125mm gun 75mm gun 105mm gun
Armament
(Main) mm 105 105 120 125 105 125 75 105
1 x 7.62mm
Armament 2 x 7.62mm, 1 2 x 7.62mm, 1 x coaxial, 1 x 1 x 7.62mm, 1 x 2 x 7.62mm, 1 x
(Others) x 12.7mm 12.7mm 12.7mm AA 1 x 12.7mm 12.7mm 1 x 7.62mm 12.7mm 2 x 7.62mm
Ammunition (120) 39 autoloader
electrically
Smoke 12 SGL 18 SGL operated SGL 4 SGL
Elevation
laser laser
rangefinder, rangefinder, high laser
Rangefinder & passive & thermal-imaging resolution type rangefinder, cmdr passive
Special vision thermal sights night sight laser rangefinder vision cmdr night vision laser rangefinder night vision
integrated computerized
ballistic ballistic
FCS stablized computer computerized computer stablized gun stablized gun
composite
Armour (mm) 203 80 armor 80, ERA 203, ERA 76 203, ERA
Crew 4 4 4 3 4 4 5 4
Length (m) 10.2
Length (m) 6.45 7.92 6.54 6.45 5.89 6.3
Width (m) 3.27 3.17 3.85 3.35 3.27 2.62 3.27
Height (m) 2.4 2.44 2.32 2.37 2.4 2.75 2.4
Weight (kg) 36000 38600 58000 40000 36000 39625 36000
Ground
pressure
(kg/cm2) 0.84
MTU 838 ka- v46-6 12cyl
Leyland L60 6cyl 501 v1O liquid 4stroke
v12 diesel multi-fuel cooled diesel watercooled v12 diesel Model v55 v12
520bhp @ 650bhp @ 1400bhp @ diesel 780bhp @ 580bhp @ Cummins diesel diesel 580bhp @
Powerplant 2000rpm 2670rpm 2500rpm Diesel 1000bhp 2000rpm 2000rpm 460bhp 2000rpm
Powerplant (hp) 520 650 1400 1000 580 460 580
hp/ton ratio 14.44 16.84 24.14 25.00 11.61 16.11
Renk, 4fwd 2 twin-wheel
rev bogies with
transmission, torsion bar with vertical volute torsion bar with
Transmission & hydropneumatic shock absorbers spring shock absorbers
Suspension torsion bar torsion bar suspension torsion bar on 1st & 5th RW suspension on 1st & 5th RW
Speed (km/hr)
Speed (km/hr) 48 48 72 70 65 50 45 50
Range (km) 400 480 400 500 270 450
Fording snorkel screen
Trench
crossing (m) 2.43
Vertical obs (m) 0.9
all welded rolled
Hull all welded steel steel cast all welded steel all welded steel
NBC optional yes yes yes
Customer Egypt India India Iran Iran Iraq
Based on Russia Sherman
a development land navigation T54/55 tank, not Based on Russia development of
Remarks from T-44 system IT-72 T55 tank M3 Lee tank
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Appendix A-8: Middle East's Tank Data
Status Production Production Production Production Production Production Production
Year 1967 1970 1977 1999 1985 1991 1993
Country
of origin Israel Israel Israel Israel Jordan Pakistan Pakistan
Upgraded Upgraded T59
Name Centurion MBT Magach MBT Merkava MBT Sabra MBT Tariq MBT Al Khalid MBT tank
Armament
(Main) 105mm gun 105mm gun M68 105mm gun 120mm gun 105mm gun 125mmm gun 125mmm gun
Armament
(Main) mm 105 105 105 120 105 125 125
3 x 7.62mm (1
Armament coaxial & 2AA), 2 x 7.62mm, 1 x 1 x 7.62mm, 1 x 1 x 7.62mm, 1
(Others) 3 x 7.62mm 3 x 7.62mm 60mm mortar 3 x 7.62mm 12.7mm 12.7mm x 12.7mm
Ammunition (105)_85
electrically electrically
operated 12 x operated 12 x
Smoke SGL SGL
Elevation 20-8.5
laser
rangefinder,
Rangefinder & thermal-imaging thermal night
Special vision laser rangefinder sight vision
computerized computerized computerized
FCS & stabilized FCS to engage FCS, twin
FCS computerized digital gun stablized gun moving tgts stablized gun
passive or passive and
Armour (mm) 152, ERA optional ERA 152 ERA frontal ERA
Crew 4 4 4 4 4 3 4
Length (m) 8.65
Length (m) 7.84 6.95 7.6 8.26 7.823 6.9 6.04
Width (m) 3.38 3.63 3.7 3.63 3.39 3.4 3.27
Height (m) 3.01 3.27 2.64 3.05 3.009 2.3 2.59
Weight (kg) 53500 60000 55000 46000 36000
Ground
pressure
(kg/cm2)
GDLS AVDS-
1790-2AC GD v12 Perkins 8cyl
aircooled diesel GDLS AVDS- Teledyne AVDS turbocharged GDLS AVDS- 4stroke v46-5M 12cyl
750bhp @ 1790 series 1790-6A v1 2 diesel 908bhp @ 1790 series watercooled watercooled
Powerplant 2400rpm diesel diesel 900bhp 2400rpm diesel diesel 1200bhp diesel 690bhp
Powerplant (hp) 750 900 908 1200 690
hp/ton ratio 14.02 15.00 16.51 26.09 19.17
Automatic
transmission,
horstmann
suspension
(3units with
2RW) per side torsion bar with torsion bar with hydropnuematic
with shock shock absorbers shock absorbers suspension, 1st
Transmission & absorbers on 1st on 1st, 2nd & 6th on 1st, 2nd & 6th & last RW with
Suspension & 5th RW RW RW shock absorbers torsion bar
Speed (km/hr)
Speed (km/hr) 50 46 48 70
Range (km) 500 400 450 400
Fording
Trench
crossing (m) 3
Vertical obs (m) 0.95
cast & welded
Hull all welded steel cast steel armor cast steel all welded steel all welded steel all welded steel
NBC yes
Customer
upgrade of development of
Remarks __ _M60A3 I Russia T54
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Appendix A-9: Pacific's Tank Data
Status Production Production Production Production Production Production Production Production Production Production
Year 1942 1959 1962 1963 1980 1984 1988 1989 1995 1998
Country
of origin Australia China China China China China China China China China
Sentinel
Australian Type 62 light Type 63 light Type 85-IIM Type 90-11 (MBT-
Name cruiser tank Type 59 MBT tank tank Type 69-1 MBT Type 74 MBT Type 80 MBT MBT 2000) MBT Type 98 MBT
Armament type 59 (D-1OT) 125mm gun @
(Main) 40mm 2pdr 100mm gun 85mm gun 85mm gun 100mm gun 105mm gun 105mm gun 125mm gun 8rds p m 125mm gun
Armament
(Main) mm 40 100 85 85 100 105 105 125 125 125
2 x 7.62mm 1 x 7.62mm 1 x 7.62mm 1 x 7.62mm 1 x 7.62mm
Armament 1coaxial, 1 x 2 x 7.62mm, 1 x coaxial, 1 x 2 x 7.62mm, 1 x 1 x 7.62mm, 1 x coaxial, 1 x coaxial, 1 x coaxial, 1 x 1 x 7.62mm, 1 x
(Others) 2 x 7.62mm 12.7mm AA 12.7mm 12.7mm AA 12.7mm 12.7mm 12.7mm AA 12.7mm AA 12.7mm AA 12.7mm
autoloader,
(40) 130, (7.62) (85) 47, (12.7) (100) 34, (MG) (105) 44, (7.62) (125) 46, (MG) autoloader,
Ammunition 4250 500, (7.62) 1000 3900 2250, (12.7) 500 2750 (125) 22+17 autoloader
inject diesel fuel
Smoke into exhaust 8 SGL 8 SGL 12 SGL 12 SGL 10 SGL
Elevation 18-5 17-4 18-4 16-6
laser laser laser
rangefinder, rangefinder, rangefinder,
Rangefinder & later models - IR driver IR night driver & guner driver & guner
Special vision night sight vision IR night vision IR night vision laser rangefinder laser rangefinder
gun stablizer to
gun & optics engage tgt on
stablizer, move, digital FCS &
later models - Tank simplied computerized computerized battlefield
FCS stablized gun FCS yes FCS FCS comms system
steel &
composite plates steel &
Armour (mm) 65 203 14 100 optional steel laminate composite, ERA
Crew 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3
Length (m) 9 8.2 8.66 9.33 10.28 10.07
Length (m) 6.4 6.04 7.9 6.91 6.24 6.24 6.33
Width (m) 2.8 3.27 2.86 3.2 3.3 3.3 3.37 3.45 3.5
Height (m) 2.59 2.59 2.25 2.19 2.81 2.81 2.29 2.3 2.37
Weight (kg) 28489 36000 21000 18000 36700 37500 38000 41000 48000
Ground
Pressure
(kg/cm2) 1 0.8 0.83 0.81 0.86
Perkins cv12-
Type 12150L 1200 TA 12cyl
3 cadillac v8 liquid cooled v12 model 12150L model 12150L- model VR36 v12 v12 watercooled
petrol 117bhp diesel 520hp @ v12 diesel 7BW v12 diesel diesel 700hp @ supercharged diesel 1200hp
Powerplant each 2000rpm diesel 430bhp 400bhp 580bhp 2000rpm diesel 730bhp @2300rpm
Powerplant (hp) 351 520 430 400 580 .700 730 1200
hp/ton ratio 12.32 14.44 20.48 22.22 15.80 18.42 17.80 25.00
semi-automatic
Transmission & horizontal transmission,
Suspension volute bogies' torsion bar torsion bar
Speed (km/hr) 12 swim
Speed (km/hr) 48 50 60 64 50 56 60 57 62
Range (km)
Range (km) 319 440 500 370 420 430 500 450
1.4, more with
Fording amphibious snorkel
Trench
crossing (m) 2.7 2.8 2.7 2.7 2.8 2.7
Vertical obs (m) 0.79 1 0.79 0.8 0.9 0.85
Hull cast all welded steel all welded steel
NBC yes
laser dazzler to
licensed copy of derived from developed from derived from laser jamming defeat enemy's
Remarks Russia T-54 Type 59 Russia T-54 Type 69-11 device optical sensors
Albania (700),
Bangladesh
(80), Cambodia
(150), China
(6000), Congo
(15), Iran (220),
Iraq (200), N
Korea (175),
Pakistan (1100),
Sudan (10), china (6000),
Tanzania (10), iran, iraq (1000),
Vietnam (300), China (1200), N pakistan,
Zaire (20), Korea (100), bangladesh,
Zambia (20), china, albania, Myanmar (100), thailand (50), china (400), china (500),
Customer -Zimbabwe (35) vietnam Vietnam (1500) zimbabwe Myanmar (20) pakistan (300) china
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Appendix A-9: Pacific's Tank Data
Status Production Production Production Production Production Production Production Production Production Production Production
Year 1934 1934 1935 1937 1937 1938 1941 1942 1942 1942 1944
Country
of origin Japan Japan Japan Japan Japan Japan Japan Japa Japan Japan Japan
Type 2 Ka-mi Type 3 Ka-chi
Type 89B Type 94 Ha-go Type 94 Te-ke Type 97 Chi-ha Type 2 Ke-to Type 1 Chi-he amphibious amphibious Type 2 medium Type 3 medium
Name medium tank Type 94 tankette light tank tankette medium tank light tank medium tank tank tank tank tank
Armament 57mm 6pdr type 37mm type 94 or 37mm type 94 57mm 6pdr type 1 37mm 75mm type 99 75mm type 3
(Main) 90 type 98 cannon gun type 90 gun cannon 47mm gun 37mm cannon 47mm gun gun gun
Armament
(Main) mm 57 37 37 57 37 47 37 47 75 75
2 x 6.5mm hull
Armament front & turret 2 x 7.7mm bow 2 x 7.7mm
(Others) rear 1 x 6.5mm 2 x 7.7mm & turret rear 1 x 7.7mm 2 x 7.7mm coaxial & bow 2 x 7.7mm 1 x 7.7mm 1 x 7.7mm
(57) 100, (6.5) (37) 119, (7.7) (57) 120, (7.7) (37) 132, (7.7)
Ammunition 2745 2970 (37) 96 2350 3500
Smoke
Elevation 11-9
Rangefinder &
Special vision
FCS
Armour (mm) 17 12 12 12 25 16 50 13 50 50 50
Crew 4 2 3 2 4 3 5 5 7 5 5
Length (m)
Length (m) 4.3 3.08 4.38 3.68 5.56 4.11 5.5 7.42 10.3 5.73 5.64
Width (m) 2.13 1.62 2.06 1.8 2.33 2.12 2.2 2.79 3 2.33 2.41
Helght (m) 2.56 1.62 2.18 1.77 2.23 1.82 2.38 2.34 3.82 2.58 2.68
Weight (kg) 11500 3400 7400 4750 15000 7200 17000 11300 28700 16100 18500
Ground
Pressure
(kg/cm2) 0.61
Mitsubishi 6cyl Mitsubishi type Mitsubishi NVD Mitsubishi type
aircraft engine 94 4cyl inline air 6cyl inline diesel Ikega 4cyl diesel 97 v12 diesel Mitsubishi type Mitsubishi type Mitsubishi type Mitsubishi type Mitsubishi type
diesel 120bhp @ cooled 32bhp @ 120bhp @ 65bhp @ 170bhp @ 100 6cyl inline 100 diesel v12 Mitsubishi 6cyl 100 diesel v12 100 diesel v12 100 diesel v12
Powerplant 1800rpm 2500rpm 18O0rpm 2300rpm 2000rpm diesel 130bhp 240bhp diesel 115bhp 240bhp 240bhp 240bhp
Powerplant (hp) 120 32 120 65 170 130 240 115 240 240 240
hp/ton ratio 10.43 9.41 16.22 13.68 11.33 18.06 14.12 10.18 8.36 14.91 12.97
4 rubber-tyred 4 rubber-tyred
Transmission & leaf-spring bogie wheels belicrank with 2 bogie wheels christie
Suspension suspensions each side bogies per side each side suspension
Speed (km/hr) 10 swim 10 swim
Speed (km/hr) 26 40 45 42 39 50 43 37 32 44 39
200 tracks, 150
Range (km) water
Range(km) 170 208 242 250 210 186 200 319 100
Fording amphibious
Trench
crossing (m) 2 1.4 2 1.701 2.514 2.006
Vertical obs (m) 0.914 0.508 0.812 0.812 0.736
riveted and riveted &
Hull riveted welded plates riveted & welded riveted welded riveted welded riveted riveted
NBC
based on type
1 chi-he
medium tank,
detachable type 1 chi-he
scaled up type compartmentali front and rear hull and
Remarks 95 zed steel floats pontoons rotating turret suspension
Customer japan (30)
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Appendix A-9: Pacific's Tank Data
Status Production Production Production Production Production Production Production
Year 1962 1975 1991 1985 1987 1988 1990
Country
of origin Japan Japan Japan North Korea South Korea Singapore Taiwan
M1985 (PT-85)
light
amphibious Type 88 K1 SM1 AMX-13
Name Type 61 MBT Type 74 MBT Type 90 MBT tank MBT light tank M48H MBT
Rheinmetall
120mm
Armament smoothbore 105mm M68A1
(Main) 90mm gun 105mm L7 gun gun 85mm gun gun 75mm gun 105mm gun
Armament
(Main) mm 90 105 120 85 105 75 105
1 x 7.62mm
M1919A4 1 x 7.62mm, 1 2 x 7.62mm
coaxial, 1 x 1 x 7.62mm 1 x 7.62mm x 12.7mm, 1 x coaxial &
Armament 12.7mm M2 coaxial, 1 x coaxial, 1 x AT3 missile loader, 1 x
(Others) AA 12.7mm AA 12.7mm AA launcher 12.7mm AA 2 x 12.7mm 1 x 7.62mm
autoloader
Ammunition (105)55 (120) 16+?
Smoke 6 SGL 6 SGL 12 SGL 4 SGL 12 SGL
Elevation 15-12.5 20-10
laser laser
rangefinder, IR, rangefinder,
Rangefinder & thermal night thermal laser stablized
Special vision IR vision imaging night rangefinder thermal sight
computerized computerized computerized computerized
FCS, stablized FCS, stablized FCS, NOT FCS, stablized ballistic
FCS gun gun stablized gun gun computer
laminate steel / laminate steel /
ceramic chobham
Armour (mm) 64 steel composite 30 ceramic 25 143
Crew 4 4 3 4 3 4
Length (m) 8.19 9.41 9.76
Length (m) 6.3 6.85 7.5 7 9.67 6.36 9.31
Width (m) 2.95 3.18 3.43 3.2 3.59 2.51 3.63
Height (m) 3.16 2.48 2.34 2.6 2.25 2.3 3.09
Weight (kg) 35000 38000 50000 19000 51100 15000 50000
Ground
Pressure
(kg/cm2) 0.85 0.89 0.86 1
Mitsubishi Mitsubishi MTU MB 871 ka
10ZF 22 WT 1OZF 1Ocyl 501 water
Mitsubishi type 1 Ocyl diesel water cooled cooled diesel GD AVSD-
12 HM 21 WT 720bhp @ diesel 1500bhp 1200bhp @ Detroit diesel 6v 1790-2C diesel
Powerplant diesel 600bhp 2200rpm @ 2400rpm diesel 320bhp 2600rpm 53T 290bhp 750bhp
Powerplant (hp) 600 720 1500 320 1200 290 750
hp/ton ratio 17.14 18.95 30.00 16.84 23.48 19.33 15.00
"kneeling"
suspension for 1st, 5th & 6th
firing, hydropneumati hybrid torsion
Transmission & hydropneumati c, 2nd, 3rd, 4th bar &
Suspension torsion bar c torsion bar hydropneumatic hydropneumatic
Speed (km/hr)
Speed (km/hr) 45 53 70 60 65 64 48
Range (km)
Range (km) 200 300 400 500 500 500 500
Fording 3 1, snorkel 2
Trench
crossing (m) 2.489 2.7 2.7 2.74
Vertical obs (m) 0.685 1 1 1
Hull welded all welded
NBC yes yes yes
based on M60
chassis & M48
Remarks turret
Customer
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Appendix A-10: Rest of the World's Tank Data
Technology
Status Production Production Production Production Production Production Test bed Prototype Production Production demonstrator
Year 1976 1978 1983 1985 1942 1943 1967 1989 1996 1980 1992
International International
Country (USA / International (Austria /
of origin Argentina Brazil Brazil Brazil Canada Canada Germany) (USA / China) Spain) S Africa S Africa
Country
of design Germany
Bernardini
TAMSE TAM Bernardini X1A2 upgraded M41 Engesa EE-T1 RAM 1/11 cruiser Grizzly I cruiser ASCOD light Vickers OMC Tank technology
Name medium tank medium tank light tank osorio MBT tank tank MBT 70 Jaguar MBT tank Olilant MBT demonstrator
152mm
smoothbore
Armament gun/missile
(Main) 105mm 90mm gun 90mm Giat 120mm gun 57mm 6pdr 75mm gun system 105mm gun 105mm gun 105mm gun 105mm gun
Armament
(Main) mm 105 90 90 120 57 75 152 105 105 105 105
1 x 7.62mm 1 x 7.62mm 3 x 7.62mm 1 x 7.62mm,
Armament 2 x 7.62mm, coaxial, 1 x 1 x 7.62mm, 1 x coaxial, 1 x coaxial, hull top, 2 x 7.62mm, 1 x 20mm cannon 1 x 7.62mm, 1 x
(Others) coaxial & AA 12.7mm AA 12.7mm 12.7mm AA AA 12.7mm turret roof 12.7mm 2 x 7.62mm 2 x 7.62mm 2 x 7.62mm
(90) 66, (7.62) (57) 92, (7.62)
Ammunition (105) 50 2500, (12.7) 750 4000 autoloader
Smoke 8SGL 6SGL 6SGL 6SGL 16SGL 8SGL
Elevation 20-10
laser
coincidence laser laser laser rangelinder, stablized sight
Rangefinder & rangefinder, rangefinder, IR rangefinder, IR rangefinder, day enhanced day & for cmdr &
Special vision night vision night vision yes sight & night sights night sighting gunner
computerized
FCS, stablized advanced all electric gun
sight for cmdr & computerized computerized control and
FCS gunner FCS FCS stablized system
Armour (mm) 87 75
Crew 4 3 4 4 5 5 3 4 4 4 4
Length overall
(m) 8.23 7.1 10.1
Length hull (m) 6.78 6.5 8.212 7.13 5.971 5.816 6.99 6.8 6.61 8.29 7.78
Width (m) 3.25 2.6 3.198 3.26 2.768 2.626 3.51 3.27 3.15 3.39 3.62
Height (m) 2.42 2.45 2.726 2.89 2.667 2.997 2.59 2.63 2.76 2.94 2.58
Weight (kg) 30500 19000 25000 43700 29484 30391 46000 42000 28500 56000 58300
Ground
pressure
(kg/cm2) 0.79 0.63 0.8 0.94
Deutz MWM
Saab-scania TBD 234 Continental R- Continental
MTU MB 833 model DS-11 turbocharged 975 9cyl Continental R- AVCR 12cyl MTU 8v 183
ka-500 6cyl 6cyl diesel Scania DS-14 12cyl diesel aircooled radial 975 C1 petrol multi-fuel Detroit diesel TE22 diesel v8 diesel
diesel 710hp 300bhp @ series 8cyl 765hp @ petrol 400bhp @ 353bhp @ 1475bhp @ model 8v-92TA 600bhp @ v12 950bhp @ 1230bhp @
Powerplant @ 2200rpm 2200rpm diesel 405bhp 2300rpm 2400rpm 2400rpm 2800rpm 750bhp 2300rpm 2400rpm 2100rpm
Powerplant (hp) 710 300 405 765 400 353 1475 750 600 950 1230
hp/ton ratio 23.28 15.79 16.20 17.51 13.57 11.62 32.07 17.86 21.05 16.96 21.10
manual 2 fwd 1
rev
transmission, 3 automatic
torsion bar, pair of bogies transmission,
Transmission & shock absorber per side, vertical hydropneumatic 3 pair of bogies variable height automatic
Suspension 1,2,5,6 RW volute type suspension per side hydropneumatic transmission torsion bar
Speed (km/hr)
Speed (km/hr) 75 55 70 70 40.23 38.64 70 55 70 45 71
Range (km) 550 750 600 550 232 193 650 500 500 500 400
Fording 1.4, snorkel 4 1.3
Trench
crossing (m) 2.5 2.1 3 2.26
Vertical obs (m) 1 0.7 1.15 0.609
Hull all welded steel all welded steel cast & riveted cast cast steel
NBC yes
Canada (30),
Customer Argentina (3501 Brazil (50) Russia (1390)
upgraded USA modified from
M3A1 Stuart variant of USA USA M4A1 based on british
Remarks light tank, aircon M41 sherman tank centurion
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Appendix B: The state-spaces, probabilities of the root variables in the
Bayesian Belief Network for modern Main Battle Tanks
The 21 root variables in the Bayesian Belief Network for modern Main Battle
Tanks are as follow:
1. "60 deg Slope @ XYZ kph" meaning "Moving on a 60 degrees Slope @
XYZ kph"
2. "All round XYZ AP, top 45 deg" meaning" Tank is protected all round
against XYZ armor piercing round incoming from top at 45 degrees"
3. "Basic Hull Protection all round XYZ AP" meaning "Tank's hull without
armor is protected against XYZ armor piercing rounds"
4. "Defensive Aid Suite" meaning "Tank's active protection component that is
part of the survivability subsystem"
5. "Depression & Elevate XZY deg" meaning "Main armament depression
and elevation of XZY degrees"
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6. "Front 60 deg XYZ APFSDS (KE) & CE" meaning "Tank's frontal
protection at 60 degrees against XYZ APFSDS (Kinetic Energy) &
Chemical Energy rounds"
7. "Communications " meaning "Radio set equipment: High Frequency &
Very High Frequency'
8. "Main Gun size"
9. "Manpower & Others" meaning "Manpower cost and other miscellaneous
cost of designing and developing the Main Battle Tank"
10. "Navigation system" meaning "Tank's navigation system"
11. "Crew & NBC" meaning "Mass of crew and Nuclear Biological Chemical
protection subsystem"
12."Other Power Requirements" meaning "Other power requirements not in
any major subsystem"
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13. "Prototypes & Testing" meaning "Number of prototypes built and tested to
verify the goals of the project"
14."Range XYZ km @ 45kph" meaning
XYZ km @ 45kph"
"Tank's maximum range achieved
15."Secondary Armaments (AA, GPMG)" meaning "Secondary armaments:
anti-aircraft, general purpose machine guns)"
16. "Top speed XYZ kph Level" meaning "Tank's top speed achieved at XYZ
kph on level road"
17. "Total Ammo" meaning "Total Ammunition"
18. "Trench Crossing" meaning "Tank's trench crossing ability"
19."X-cty speed XYZ kph"
achieved at XYZ kph"
meaning " Tank's top cross country
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speed
20. "XYZ kg TNT Mine (Belly Armor)" meaning "Tank is protected against XYZ
kg TNT mine blast at its belly"
12 k9 1 ba chartt0.25 0 45 0.3
21."XYZ m vertical obstacle" meaning "Tank's ability to overcome vertical
obstacle at XYZ m"
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Appendix C: The state-spaces, probabilities of the non-root variables in the
Bayesian Belief Network for modern Main Battle Tanks
The 26 non-root variables in the Bayesian Belief Network for modern Main Battle
Tanks are as follow:
1. "# Road Wheels" meaning "Total number of tank road wheels"
X<250 0.6 0.4
250<X<275 0.4 0.6
275<X 0.3 0.7
2. "Active &
protection"
Passive Protection" meaning "Tank's active and passive
300kg
14.5mm AP
mm
mm
1 umm
U.,
0.3
0.3
U.4
0.45
0.4
U.ZO
0.3
120mm 0.3 0.4 0.3
20mm cannon 125mm 0.25 0.45 0.3
140mm 0.25 0.4 0.35
30mm cannon
120mm 0.25 0.4 0.35
125mm 0.2 0.45 0.35
140mm 0.2 0.4 0.4
120mm 0.3 0.4 0.3
14.5mm AP 125mm 0.25 0.4 0.35
140mm 0.2 0.35 0.45
120mm 0.25 0.4 0.35
350kg 20mm cannon 125mm 0.2 0.4 0.4
140mm 0.15 0.35 0.5
120mm 0.2 0.4 0.4
30mm cannon 125mm 0.15 0.4 0.45
140mm 0.1 0.35 0.55
120mm 0.25 0.4 0.35
14.5mm AP 125mm 0.2 0.4 0.4
140mm 0.15 0.35 0.5
120mm 0.2 0.4 0.4
400kg 20mm cannon 125mm 0.15 0.4 0.45
140mm 0.1 0.35 0.55
120mm 0.2 0.35 0.45
30mm cannon 125mm 0.15 0.35 0.5
140mm 0.1 .3 0.6
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3. "Acceleration (0-32) XYZ sec" meaning "Tank to accelerate from 0 to 32
kph in XYZ seconds"
4.5tons
I Itons 0.4 3
12tons 110.2 0.35 j 0.45
13tons 0.15 0.35 0.5
11tons 0.4 0.4 0.2
5.5tons 12tons 0.25 0.4 0.35
1 3tons 0.2 0.35 0.45
11tons 0.5 0.35 0.15
6.5tons 12tons 0.3 0.5 0.2
1 3tons 0.2 0.45 0.35
4. "Fuel Mass"
distances"
meaning "Tank's fuel mass required to travel specific
5. "FCS & Transverse" meaning "Mass and cost of tank's fire control system
and main armament transverse capability"
6. "Gun & Turret & Ammo Mass" meaning "Total mass of the main
armament, turret and ammunition"
1 20mm2.5+1 6tons
4UriSZJUKg
45rds325kg
50rds360kg
U. t
0.75
0.8
U.15
0.15
0.15
U. 1
0.1
0.05
40rds290kg 0.05 0.8 0.15
125mm2.7+16.5tons 45rds325kg 0.1 0.75 0.15
50rds360kg 0.1 0.7 0.2
40rds290kg 0.1 0.2 0.7
140mm3.5+17.5tons 45rds325kg 0.1 0.15 0.75
50rds36Okg 0.05 0.15 0.8
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U.3
7. "Height" meaning "Tank height from ground to hull top"
U.um U./ U.J
1m 0.6 0.4
1.2m 0.5 0.5
8. "Length" meaning "Tank hull length"
9. "MMP < XYZ kg/cm2" meaning "Tank's mean maximum pressure to be
less than XYZ kg/cm 2"
65tons 0.3 0.45 0.25
70tons 0.2 0.3 0.5
10. "Mobility Mass" meaning "Mass of mobility subsystem"
4.5tons
11tons 0.6 0.39
12tons I 0.4 I 0.4
1 3tons 0.2 0.6
U.2
0.2
11tons 0.35 0.55 0.1
5.5tons 12tons 0.2 0.6 0.2
1 3tons 0.1 0.4 0.5
11tons 0.1 0.5 0.4
6.5tons 1 2tons 0.05 0.45 0.45
1 3tons 0.0 0.4 0.6
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11. "Mobility Power" meaning "Power of mobility subsystem"
65kph
6kph
Bkph
45kph
40kph
45kph
U. .
0.6
0.45
0.4
U.J_
0.35
0.4I II* 1-
10kph 40kph45kph
0.3
0.2
0.45
0.45
U. _
0.2
0.2
0.25
0.35
40kph 0.5 0.4 0.16kph 45kph 0.45 0.4 0.15
40kph 0.35 0.35 0.370kph 8kph 45kph 0.2 0.45 0.35
14kph 0.1 0.45 0.45
1fkph 45kph 0.1 0.4 0.5
4okph 0.25 0.6 0.15Bkph 45kph 0.2 0.55 0.25
75p kh40kph 0.2 0.5 0.375kph Skph 45kph 0.15 0.45 0.4
40kph 0.1 0.4 0.5
1Okph 45kph 0.05 0.35 0.6
12. "Other Cost" meaning "Total cost of smaller components not in any major
subsystem"
4pp$20m+6m $20+6m
$25+8m
0.75
0.45
0.3
0.25
0.35
0.5
0.0
0.2
0.2
$15+4m 0.45 0.35 0.2
5pp$25m+Rm $20+6m 0.3 0.5 0.2
$25+8m 0.1 0.4 0.5
$15+4m 0.3 0.5 0.2
6pp$30m+10m $20+6m 0.1 0.4 0.5
$25+8m 0.0 0.1 0.9
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13."Other mass"
subsystem"
meaning "Other mass not accounted in any major
1100kg
500kg 0.5 0.35 0.15
550kg 0.45 0.4 J.15
600kg 0.35 0.45 0.2
500kg 0.35 0.45 0.2
1300kg 550kg 0.3 0.45 0.25
600kg 0.25 0.5 0.25
500kg 0.25 0.5 0.25
1500kg 550kg 0.2 0.5 0.3
600kg 0.15 0.5 0.35
14. "Overall Cost" meaning
the Main Battle Tank"
"Overall program cost of designing and developing
20t$8m
$nUm U. bt U. J U.UD
$60m IL0.3 0.55 0.15
$70m 0.1 0.35 0.55
$50m 0.6 0.3 0.1
22t$1 Om $60m 0.28 0.55 0.17
$70m 0.1 0.3 0.6
24t$12m
$50m 0.55 0.35 0.05
$60m 0.28 0.53 0.19
$70m 0.05 0.3 0.65
$50m 0.63 0.32 0.05
20t$8m $60m 0.28 0.54 0.18
$70m 0.08 0.35 0.57
$50m 0.58 0.32 0.1
65tons 22t$1Om $60m 0.27 0.55 0.18
$70m 0.1 0.28 0.62
$50m 0.54 0.38 0.05
24t$1 2m $60m 0.27 0.53 0.2
$70m aos 0.28 0.67
20t$8m
$50m 0.6 0.35 0.05
$60m 0.26 0.53 j 0.21
$70m 0.05 0.35 0.6
$50m 0.56 0.34 0.1
22t$1Om $60m 0.24 0.53 0.23
$70m 0.08 0.24 0.68
24t$12m
20t$8m
$50m 0.52 0.4 0.08
$60m 0.24 0.51 J 0.25
$70m
$50m
0.03
0.58
0.27
0.37
0.7
0.05
$60m 0.26 ].51 0.23
$70m 0.03 0.3 0.67
$50m 0.54 0.36 0.1
22t$1 Om $60m 0.24 0.5 0.26
$70m 006 J.22 1.72
24t$12m
$50m 0.51 0.4 0.09
$60m 0.22 0.48 ] 0.3
$70m 0.03 0.25 0.72
60tons
1000hp
1100hp
70tons
60tons
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20t$8m ~b~m I _$60m
$7Om
0.24
0.03
0.48
0.27
0.28
0.7
$50m 0.53 0.37 0.1
22t$1 Om $60m 0.22 0.5 0.28
$70m 0.05 0.21 0.74
24t$12m
20t$8m
$50m 0.5 0.41 0.09
$60m 0.2 0.48 0.32
$70m
$50rn
0.03
0.55
0.23
0.4
0.74
0.05
$60m 0.22 0.48 0.3
$70m 0.02 0.26 0.72
$50m 0.52 0.38 0.1
22$1$Om $60m 0.2 0.5 0.3
$70m 0.04 0.2 0.76
24t$1 2m
20t$8m
$50m 0.5 0.42 0.08
$60m a.1 0.48 0.34
$70m
$S0mn
0.02
0.53
0.22
0.42
0.76
OUb
$60m 0.2 a.48 0.32
$7Om 0.02 0.24 0.74
$50m a.s 0.4 0.1
22t$lOm $60m 018 J05 .32
$70m 0.03 0.2 0.77
24t$12m
$50m 0.48 0.44 0.08
$60m 0.16 0.48 0.36
$70rn 0.02 0.2 0.78
$50m 0.52 0.43 0.05
20t$8m $60m 0.18 0.48 0.34
$70m 0.02 0.23 0.75
$50m 0.49 0.41 0.1
65tons 22t$1 Om $60m 0.16 0.5 0.34
$70m 0.02 0.19 0.79
$50m 0.47 0.45 0.08
24t$12m $60m 0.14 0.48 0.38
$70m 0.02 0.19 0.79
20t$8m
$50rn 0.51 0.44 0.05
$60m 0.14 0.5 0.36
$70mn 0.01 0.22 0.77
$50m 0.48 0.42 0.1
22t$lOm $60m 0.12 0.52 0.36
$70m 0.01 0.18 0.81
24t$12m
$50m
$70m
0.46 0.46 0.08
$60m 0.5 0.4
0.01 0.18 0.81
65tons
70tons
60tons
11 00hp
1200hp
70tons
S d~ I I - USE - I -
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15."Overall Engine power" meaning "Overall engine power of the Main Battle
Tank"
1 000hp
1 btonsbUhp
1 7tons75hp
18tons1 00hp
0.8
0.7
0.2
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
16tons50hp 0.5 0.5 0.0
1100hp 17tons75hp 0.4 0.6 0.0
18tonsl00hp 0.3 0.7 0.0
1 200hp
1 000hp
16tons50ho 0.1 0.9 0.0
17tons75hp 0.0 1.0 0.0
1 8tonsl OOhD
1 6tons50hD
0.0
0.86
0.9
0.14
0.1
0.0
17tons75hp 0.76 0.24 0.0
1 8tonsl OOhD 0.66 0.34 0.0
16tons50hp 0.46 0.54 0.0
1100hp 17tons75hp 0.36 0.64 0.0
18tonsl00hp 0.26 0.74 0.0
1 200hp
1 000hp
1 6tons50ho 0.06 0.94 0.0
17tons75hp 0.0 0.96 0.04
1 8tonsl OOhD 0.0 0.86 0.14
16tons50hp J 0.88 0.12 J 0.0
1 7tons75hp 0.78 0.22 0.0
1 Btonsl OOhp 0.68 0.32 0.0
16tons50hp 0.48 0.52 0.0
11O0hp 17tons75hp 0.38 0.62 0.0
18tonsl00hp 0.28 0.72 0.0
1 200hp
1 000hp
1 tons5flhp
17tons75hp
18tonsl 00hp
0.08
0.0
0.0
0.92 J 0.0
0.98 0.02
0.88 0.12
16tons50hp 0.84 0.16 0.0
17tons75hp I 0.74 I 0.26 0.0
18tons1 00hp 0.64 0.36 0.0
16tons50hp 0.44 0.56 0.0
11OIhp 17tons75hp 0.34 0.66 0.0
1 8tonsl00hp 0.24 0.76 0.0
1 200hp
1 6tons50hp
17tons75hp
1 8tonsl 00hp
0.04
0.0
0.0
0.96
0.94
0.84
0.0
0.06
0.16
40hp
45hp
100hp
30hp
40hp
30hp
40hp
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------,
1 7tons75hp
1 8tons1 00hp
16tons50hp
1 7tons75hp
1 8tons1 00hp
1 6tons50hp
1 7tons75hp
1 8tons1 00hp
1 6tons50hp
1 7tons75hp
1 8tonsl 00hp
U. tb
0.76
0.66
0.46
0.36
0.26
0.06
0.0
0.0
0.82
0.72
0.62
U. 14
0.24
0.34
0.54
0.64
0.74
0.94
0.96
0.86
0.18
0.28
0.38
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.04
0.14
0.0
0.0
0.0
16tons5hp .42 0.58 0.0
11 00hp 17tons75hp 0.32 0.68 0.0
1 1 8tonsl00hp 0.22 0.78 0.0
16tons50hp 0.02 0.98 0.0
17tons75hp 0.0 0.92 0.08
1Otonsl00hp 0.0 0.82 0.18
16tons5Ohp 0.86 0.14 0.0
17tons75hp 0.76 0.24 0.0
1 8tonsl 00hp 0.66 0.34 0.0
1 tons50hp 0.46 0.54 0.0
11 00hp 17tons75hp 0.36 0.64 0.0
18tonsl00hp 0.26 0.74 0.0
16tons50hp 0.06 0.94 0.0
17tons75hp 0.0 0.96 0.04
18tons00hp 0.0 0.86 0.14
1 6tons50hp
17tons75hp
18tonsl 00hp
0.82 .18 .0
0.72 028 0.0
0.62 0.38 0.0
16tons5Ohp 0.42 0.58 0.0
1100hp 17tons75hp 0.32 0.68 0.0
18tonsl00hp 0.22 0.78 0.0
16tons50hp
17tons75hp
1 8tonsl 00hp
0.02
0.0
0.0
0.98 0.0
0.92 0.08
0.82 0.18
1 000hp
11 00hp
1200hp
1000hp
1 00hp
110hp
50hp
40hp
30hp
40hp
30hp
40hp
1200hp
1 000hp
1200hp
1000hp I
1 1l200hp
211
..2 3
I I
45hp
50hp
30hp
40hp
30hp
40hp
I 1200hp
1000hp
11 00hp
1200hp
1000hp I
17tons75hp
1 8tonsl 00hp
16tons50hp
17tons75hp
18tonslOOhp
16tons5hp
17tons75hp
18tons100hp
16tons50hp
1 7tons75hp
1 8tonsl 00hp
0.74
0.64
0.44
0.34
0.24
0.04
0.0
0.0
0.26
0.36
0.56
0.66
0.76
0.96
0.94
0.84
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.06
0.16
a. 0.2 0.0
0.7 0.3 0.0
0.6 0.4 0.01Stons50hp 0.4 0.6 0.0
1100hp 17tons75hp 0.3 0.7 0.0
1 8tonsl00hp 0.2 0.8 0.0
1200hp
1000hp
16tons50hp
17tons75hp
1 8tonsl 00hp
16tons5ohp
1 7tons75hp
1 Btons1 00hp
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.82
0.72
0.62
1.0
0.8
0.8
0.18
0.28
0.38
0.0
0.1
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
16tons5Ohp 0.42 0.58 0.0
11 00hp 17tons75hp 0.32 0.68 0.0
18tonsl00hp o.22 0.78 0.0
1200hp
1000hp
16tons50hp
17tons75hp
1 8tonsl 00hp
16tons5fhp
17tons75hp
1 8tonsl 00hp
0.02
0.0
0.0
0.78
0.68
0.58
0.98
0.92
0.82
0.22
0.32
0.42
0.0
0.08
0.18
0.0
0.0
0.0
16tons5Ohp 0.38 0.62 0.0
1100hp 17tons75hp 0.28 0.72 0.0
1 8tons00hp 0.18 0.82 0.0
16tons5Ohp J 0.98 0.02
17tons75hp 0.0 0.88 0.12
1 8tonsl 00hp 0.0 0.78 0.22
110hp
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40hp
30hp
40hp
__ 
11 2 0 0 h p
45hp
50hp
30hp
40hp
1000hp
30hp
40hp
1000hp
1100hp
1120Bhp
1000hp
1000hp
IbtonsDUnp U. t
1 7tons75hp 0.72
1 8tonsl 00hp
16tons50hp
17tons75hp
1 8tonsl 00hp
1 6tons5Ohp
17tons75hp
1 8tonsl 00hp
1 Gtons50hp
17tons75hp
18tons1 Bhp
0.62
0.42
0.32
0.22
0.02
0.0
0.0
0.78
0.68
0.58
16tons5Ohp 0.78
U. I B
0.28
0.38
0.58
0.68
0.78
0.98
0.92
0.82
0.22
0.32
0.42
0.22
U.u
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.08
0.18
0.0
0.0
0.0
16tons50hp 0.38 062 0.0
110Bhp 17tons75hp 0.28 072 0.0
18tonsl00hp 0.18 082 0.0
16tons50hp 0.0 0.98 0.02
17tons75hp 0.0 0.88 0.12
18tonsl00hp 0.0 0.78 0.22
16tons50hp 0.8 02 0.0
1 7tons75hp 0.7 03 0.0
18tonslBhp 0.6 0.4 0.0
16tons50hp 0.4 0.6 00
1100hp 17tons75hp 0.3 07 00
18tonsl0hp 0.2 08 00
1200hp
1000hp
16tons5Ohp 0.0 1.0 0.0
17tons75hp 0.0 0.9 0.1
l8lons100hp 0.0 0.8 0.2
16tons50hp 0.76 0.24 0.0
17tons75hp 0.66 0.34 0.0
1 tonsl 00hp 0.56 0.44 0.0
16tons50hp 0.36 064 00
1100hp 17tons75hp 0.26 074 00
1 Btons100hp 016 084 0.0
1200hp
16tons5Ohp 0.0 0.96 0.04
17tons75hp 00 0.86 0.14
1 8tonslG0hpo 0.0 0.76 0.24
0.0
1 7tons75hp 0.68 0.32 0.0
18tonslBOhp 0.58 0.42 0.0
1 6tons50hp 0.38 0.62 0.0
11 00hp 17tons75hp 0.28 0.72 0.0
18tonsl0Bhp 0.18 0.82 00
1200hp
1000hp
1 6tons50hp 0.0 0.98 0.02
1 7tons75hp o 0.88 0.12
18tonsOhp
1 6tons50hp
0.0
0.74
0.78
0.26
0.22
0.0
17tons75hp 064 0.36 J.0
18tonsl0Bhp 0.54 0.46 0.0
16tons50hp 0.34 0.66 0.0
1100hp 1 7tons75hp 0.24 0.76 0.0
1 8tonsl00hp 0.14 0.86 0.0
1200hp
1 6tons5Bhp 0.0 0.94 0.06
17tons75hp 0.0 084 0.16
1 Btonsi Oho 0.0 0 . .26.74 0.
120hp
., . .7 024
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16. "Overall Mass" meaning "Overall mass of the Main Battle Tank"
Parentver# Ms
m etn MsCoet 66tons b.% arts
20t$8m 0.61 0.29 0.1
1.5t 22t$10m 0.5 0.35 0.15
24t$12m 0.35 0.45 0.2
20t$8m 0.61 0.29 0.1
1 5tons 2t 22t$1 Om 0.49 0.36 0.15
24t$12m 0.34 0.46 0.2
20t$8m 0.6 0.3 0.1
2.5t 22t$1Om 0.47 0.38 0.15
24t$12m 0.32 0.47 0.21
20t$8m 0.5 0.35 0.15
1.5t 22t$10m 0.35 045 0.2
24t$12m 0.3 05 0.2
20t$8m 0.49 036 0.15
24tons 17tons 2t 22t$10m 0.34 046 0.21
24t$12m 0.28 0.5 0.22
20t$8m 0.47 0.38 0.15
2.5t 22t$10m 0.32 0.48 0.2
24t$12m 0.26 0.48 0.26
20t$8m 0.35 0.45 0.2
1.5t 22t$1Om 0.3 0.5 0.2
24t$12m 0.22 0.44 0.32
20t$8m 0.34 0.46 0.2
19tons 2t 22t$1Om 0.28 0.5 0.22
24t$12m 0.2 0.4 0.4
20t$8m 0.32 0.48 0.2
2.5t 22t$1Om 0.26 0.48 0.26
24t$12m 0.16 0.4 0.44
20t$8m 0.6 0.3 0.1
1.5t 22t$1Om 0.47 0.38 0.15
24t$12m 0.32 0.48 0.2
20t$8m 0.S 0.33 0.12
15tons 2t 22t$1Om 0.4 0.4 0.2
24t$12m 0.36 0.44 0.2
20t$8m 0.5 0.35 0.1526tons
2.5t 22t$1Om 5 0.45 0.2
24t$12m 0.3 0.5 0.2-
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17tons
1 9tons
15tons
17tons
19tons
1.5t 22t$1Om
24t12m
0.3
0.22
0.1
U.b U- d
0.44 0.32
0.3 10.6
20t$8m 0.28 0.5 0.22
2t 22t$1Om 0.2 0.4 0.4
24t$12m 0.08 0.28 0.64
20t$8m 0.26 0.48 0.26
2.5t 22t$1Om 0.16 0.4 0.44
24t$12m 0.06 0.26 0.68
20t$8m 0.3 0.5 0.2
1.5t 22t$10m 0.22 0.55 0.32
24t$12m 0.1 0.3 0.2
20t$8m 0.28 0.5 0.2
2t 22t$1Om 0.2 0.4 0.22
24t$12m 0.08 0.28 0.4
20t$8m 0.26 0.48 0.64
2.5t 22t$1Om 0.16 0.4 0.44
24t$12m 0.06 0.26 0.68
20t$8m 0.35 0.45 0.2
1.5t 22t$1Om 0.3 0.5 0.2
24t$1 2m 0.22 0.44 0.32
20t$8m 0.34 0.46 0.2
2t 22t$1Om 0.28 0.5 0.22
24t$12m 0.2 0.4 0.4
2.5t
1.5t
2t
2.5t
1. 5t
2t
2.5t
20t$8m
22t$1 Om
24t$12m
20t$8m
22t$1 Om
24t$12m
20t$8m
22t$1 Om
24t$1 2m
20t$8m
22t$1 Om
24t$1 2m
20t$8m
22t$1 Om
24t$1 2m
20t$8m
22t$1 Om
24t$12m
20t$8m
22t$1 Om
24t$1 2m
0.32
0.26
0.16
0.3
0.22
0.1
0.28
0.2
0.08
0.26
0.16
0.06
0.22
0.1
0.02
0.2
0.08
0.0
0.16
0.06
0.0
0.48 U.2
0.48 0.26
0.4 0.44
0.5 0.2
0.44 0.32
0.3 0.6
0.5 0.22
0.4 0.4
0.28 0.64
0.48 0.26
0.4 0.44
0.26 0.68
0.44 0.32
0.3 0.6
0.2 0.78
0.4 0.4
0.28 0.64
0.16 84.0
0.4 0.44
0.26 0.68
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17."Powerpack" meaning "Total mass of the engine and transmission
components"
1000hp 0.45 U.4 u. In
1100hp 10.32 0.4 0.28
1200hp 0.2 0.35 0.45
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26tons
28tons
18. "Running Gear Mass" meaning "Tank's running gear mass which is part of
the powertrain subsystem"
19. "Situation Awareness"
Land matrorms U.b U.4
All Platforms 0.4 0.6
20."Sustenance" meaning "Tank's ability to sustenance without logistic re-
supply"
1100kg
40rds290kg 0.45
48hrs
0.35 0.2
45rds32Skg ]| 0.4 0.35 1 0.25
50rds360kg 0.35 0.4 0.25
40rds290kg 0.4 0.4 0.2
1300kg 45rds325kg 0.35 0.4 0.25
50rds360kg 0.3 0.4 0.3
40rds290kg 0.35 0.35 0.3
1500kg 45rds325kg 0.3 0.4 0.3
50rds360kg 0.25 0.4 0.35
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21."Total Survivability Mass" meaning "Tank's survivability subsystem mass"
1 6tons50hp
17tons75hp
1 8tonsi 00hp
f. bL3- U.30
12.7AP 0.45
7.62AP
12.7AP
7.62AP
12.7AP
0.45
0.4
0.45
0.35
U.
0.4
0.35
0.35
0.4
U. 1
0.2
0.15
0.25
0.2
0.25
16tons50hp 7.62AP 0.45 0.35 0.212.7AP 0.4 0.35 0.25
12 kg 17tons75hp 7.62AP 0.4 0.35 0.25
12.7AP 0.3 0.3 0.4
1P tons 00hp0.4 251 tosO~p1 2.7AP 0.2 0.35 0.45
1 6tons50hp 7.62AP 0.3 0.35 0.3512.7AP 0.25 0.35 0.4
14 kg 17tons75hp 7.62AP 0.2 0.35 0.4512.7AP 0.15 0.35 0.5
7.62AP 01 035 0.55
12.7AP 0.1 0. 0.
22. "Track width"
xUbU U. / U. 3
250<X<275 0.5 0.5
275<X 0.35 0.65
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23."Vehicle Volume" meaning "Tank's estimated volume based on external
dimensions"
ParentNodeWvehicle VolL e n de) 
>73 4wr Cha*4HegtLnt WIdth Ouerall- ;as$60tons 0.9 .
3.4m 65tons 0.95 0.05
70tons 1.0 0.0
60tons 0.8 0.2
7m 3.5m 65tons U.85 0.15
70tons 0.9 0.1
60tons 0.7 0.3
3.Sm 65tons 0. 75 0.25
70t ns 0.0 0.2
60tons 0.6 0.4
3.4m 65tons 0.65 0.35
70tons 0.7 0.3
60tons 0.5 &.5
<2.6m 8M 3.5m 65tons U.55 0.45
70tons 0.6 0.
60tons 0.4 0.6
3.6m -6 tons 0.45 0.55
70tons 0.5 0.5
60tons 0.3 0.7
3.4M 65tons 0.35 0.65
70 ons -. 4 0.6
60tons 0.2 0.8
9m 3.5m 65tons 0.25 0.75
70tons 0.3 0.7
O0tons 0.1 0.9
3.6mn 651ons 0.15 0.85
70tons 0.2 0.8
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60ons 0.8 0.2
3.4m 65tons 0.85 0.15
70tons 0.9 0.1
6Otons 0.7 0.3
7m 3.5m 65tons 0.75 0.25
70tons 0.8 0.2
60ons 0. 0.4
3.6m 65tons 0.65 0.35
70tons 0.7 0.3
60tons 0.5 0.5
3.4m 65tons 0.55 0.45
70tons 0.6 0.4
60ons 0.4 0.6
>2.6m sm 3.5m 65tons 0.45 0.55
>M.ns 0.5 0.5
0ons 0.3 0.7
3.6m 65tons 0.35 0.65
7Mtons 0.4 0.6
60ons 0.2 0.8
3.4m 65tons 0.25 0.75
70tons 0.3 0.7
M0tons 0.1 0.9
9m 3.5m 65tons 0.15 0.8570tons 0.2 0.8
M0tons 0.0 1.0
3.6m 65tnns 0.25 0.95
70tons -. .
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24."Weapon Station Mass & Cost" meaning "Tank's firepower subsystem
mass and cost to design and develop"
2X7.62(150kg)
19tons
i.ocons /.om U.,40 U. ID
2tons $9.5m 0.45 0.4 0.15
2.5tons $11.5m 0.4 0.4 0.2
1.5tons_$7.5m 0.25 0.5 0.25
20tons 2tons $9.5m 0.2 0.45 0.35
2.5tons_$11.5m 0.15 0.4 0.45
21 tons
1.5tons_$7.5m 0.1 0.4 0.5
2tons $9.5m 0.05 o.35 0.6
2.5tons $11.5m 0.0 0.35 0.65
1.5tons_$7.5m 0.48 0.37 0.15
19tons 2tons $9.5m 0.43 0.42 0.15
2.5tons_$11.5m 0.38 0.42 0.2
1.5tons $7.5m 0.23 0.52 0.25
12.77.62(200kg) 20tons 2tons $9.5m 0.18 0.47 0.35
2.5tons_$11.5m 0.13 0.42 0.45
1.5tons $7.5m 0.08 0.4 0.52
21 tons 2tons $9.5m 0.03 0.35 0.62
2.5tons_$11.5m 0.0 0.34 0.66
1.5tons_$7.5m 0.45 0.4 0.15
1 9tons 2tons $9.5m 0.4 0.45 0.15
2.5tons_$11.5m 0.35 0.45 0.2
1.5tons_$7.5m 0.2 0.55 0.25
2x7.621 2.7(275kg) 20tons 2tons $9.5m 0.15 0.5 0.35
2.5tons_$11.5m 0.1 0.45 0.45
1.5tons_$7.5m 0.05 0.45 0.5
21 tons 2tons $9.5m 0.0 0.4 0.6
1 2.5tons $11.5m 0.0 0.35 0.65 1
25. "Weapon Station Power" meaning "Tank's firepower subsystem power"
1.5tons $7.5m
8D20E(28)
1 0D25E(35)
120mm2.5+1 Stons 0.65 0.25 0.1
125mm2.7+16.5tonsI 0.6 0.3 0.1
140mm3.5+17.5tons
120mm2.5+16tons
0.5
0.55
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.15
125mm2.7+16.5tonsll 0.5 0.35 0.15
140mm3.5+17.5tons 0.4 0.35 0.25
120mm2.5+1 6tons 0.45 0.3 0.25
8D20E(28) 125mm2.7+16.5tons 0.4 0.35 0.25
2tons_$9.5m 140mm3.5+17.5tons 0.3 0.4 0.3120mm2.5+16tons 0.35 0.35 0.3
1 OD25E(35) 125mm2.7+16.5tons 0.3 0.4 0.3
140mm3.5+17.5tons 0.2 0.4 0.4
120mm2.5+1 Stons 0.25 0.4 0.35
8D20E(28) 125mm2.7+16.5tons 0.2 0.4 0.4
2.5tons$11.5m 140mm3.5+17.5tons 0.1 0.4 0.5
- 120mm2.5+16tons 0.15 0.4 0.45
10D25E(35) 125mm2.7+16.5tons 0.1 0.4 0.5
1_ _1 40mm3.5+17.5tons 0.05 0.4 0.55
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26. "Width" meaning "Tank Width"
Parent Node(s) Width
Run Gear Mass 3.6m bar charts
11tons 0.35 0.4 0.25
12tons 0.3 0.4 0.3
13tons 0.2 0.3 0.5
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Appendix D: The state-spaces, probabilities of the root variables in the
Bayesian Belief Network for 1950s Main Battle Tanks
The 20 root variables in the Bayesian Belief Network for 1950s Main Battle Tanks
are as follow:
1. "60 deg Slope @ XYZ kph" meaning "Moving on a 60 degrees Slope @
XYZ kph"
2. "All round XYZ AP, top 45 deg" meaning" Tank is protected all round
against XYZ armor piercing round incoming from top at 45 degrees"
3. "Basic Hull Protection all round XYZ AP" meaning "Tank's hull without
armor is protected against XYZ armor piercing rounds"
4. "Depression & Elevate XZY deg" meaning "Main armament depression
and elevation of XZY degrees"
5. "Front 60 deg XYZ APFSDS (KE) & CE" meaning "Tank's frontal
protection at 60 degrees against XYZ APFSDS (Kinetic Energy) &
Chemical Energy rounds"
6. "Communications " meaning "Radio set equipment: High Frequency &
Very High Frequency"
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7. "Main Gun size"
8. "Manpower & Others" meaning "Manpower cost and other miscellaneous
cost of designing and developing the Main Battle Tank"
9. "Navigation system" meaning "Tank's navigation system"
10. "Crew" meaning "Mass of crew"
11. "Other Power Requirements" meaning "Other power requirements not in
any major subsystem"
12. "Prototypes & Testing" meaning "Number of prototypes built and tested to
verify the goals of the project"
13."Range XYZ km @ 45kph" meaning "Tank's maximum range achieved
XYZ km @ 45kph"
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14."Secondary Armaments (AA, GPMG)" meaning "Secondary armaments:
anti-aircraft, general purpose machine guns)"
Sec- GnArm
12.7 7.62(200kg) bar charts
0.3 0.35 0.35
15."Top speed XYZ kph Level" meaning "Tank's top speed achieved at XYZ
kph on level road"
16. "Total Ammo" meaning "Total Main Armament Ammunition"
1 0.3 1 0.4 1 0.3 |
17. "Trench Crossing" meaning "Tank's trench crossing ability"
18."X-cty speed XYZ kph" meaning " Tank's top cross country speed
achieved at XYZ kph"
Top_X_cty_Spd
46kph bar charts
06 0 4
19."XYZ kg TNT Mine (Belly Armor)" meaning "Tank is protected against XYZ
kg TNT mine blast at its belly"
20. "XYZ m vertical obstacle" meaning "Tank's ability to overcome vertical
obstacle at XYZ m"
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Appendix E: The state-spaces, probabilities of the non-root variables in the
Bayesian Belief Network for 1950s modern Main Battle Tanks
The 26 non-root variables in the Bayesian Belief Network for 1950s Main Battle
Tanks are as follow:
1. "# Road Wheels" meaning "Total number of tank road wheels"
",/ U./ _U. .3
275<X<300 0.55 0.45
300<X 0.4 0.6
2. "Passive Protection" meaning "Tank's passive protection"
14.5mm AP
20mm cannon
1 Ubmm
120mm
125mm
105mm
120mm
125mm
U.Jb
0.3
U.4
0.45
U.2b
0.25
0.3 0.4 0.3
0.3 0.4 0.3
0.25
0.25
0.45
0.4
0.3
0.35
105mm 0.25 0.4 0.35
30mm cannon 120mm 0.2 0.45 0.35
125mm 0.2 0.4 0.4
3. "Acceleration (0-32) XYZ
kph in XYZ seconds"
sec" meaning "Tank to accelerate from 0 to 32
3.2tons
I Utons U.4 U.4
11tons 1 015 1 04 0.45
1 2tons 0.1 0.4 0.5
1Otons 0.3 0.35 0.35
3.6tons 11tons 0.25 0.35 0.4
1 2tons 0.2 0.35 0.45
1ftons 0.4 0.3 0.3
4tons 11tons 0.35 0.3 0.35
12tons 0.3 0.3 0.4
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4. "Fuel Mass" meaning "Tank's fuel mass required to travel specific
distances"
5. "FCS & Transverse" meaning "Mass and cost of tank's fire control system
and main armament transverse capability"
6. "Gun & Turret & Ammo Mass"
armament, turret and ammunition"
105mm2+14tons
40rds29Okg
45rds325kg
50rds360kg
meaning "Total mass of the main
U. z U. I
Ai 0.75 1 0.15 0.1
0.8 0.15 0.05
40rds290kg 0.05 0.8 0.15
120mm2.5+16tons 45rds325kg 0.1 0.75 0.15
50rds360kg 0.1 0.7 0.2
40rds290kg 0.1 0.2 0.7
125mm2.7+16.5tons 45rds325kg 0.1 0.15 0.75
1 50rds36Okg 0.05 0.15 0.8
7. "Height" meaning "Tank height from ground to hull top"
U.8m U.1 0.3
1. 2m0.5 05
8. "Length" meaning "Tank hull length"
2.3m U.
2.7m 0
3.1m 0.
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9. "MMP < XYZ kg/cm2" meaning "Tank's mean maximum pressure to be
less than XYZ kg/cm 2"
10. "Mobility Mass" meaning "Mass of mobility subsystem"
3.2tons
i Utons U.4 U.Ub
11tons 0.35 0.45 0.2
12tons 0.2 0.4 0.4
1ftons 0.4 0.5 0.1
3.6tons 11tons 0.25 0.5 0.25
12tons 0.1 0.4 0.5
1Otons 0.25 0.6 0.15
4tons 11tons 0.1 0.5 0.4
12tons 0.0 00.6
11. "Mobility Power" meaning "Power of mobility subsystem"
60kph
6kph
8kph
1 Okph
4UKph U. ! U.Ub
45kph 0.6 0.3 0.1
40kph 0.45 0.35 0.2
45kph
40kph
45kph
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.4
0.45
0.45
0.2
0.25
0.35
6kph40kph 0.5 0.4 0.1Skh45kph 0.45 0.4 0.15
65kph 8kph 40kph 0.35 0.35 0.345kph 0.2 0.45 0.35
10kph 40kph 0.1 0.45 0.4545kph 0.1 0.4 0.5
6kph 40kph 0.25 0.6 0.1545kph 0.2 0.55 0.25
70kph 8kph 40kph 0.2 0.5 0.345kph 0.15 0.45 0.4
10kph 40kph 0.1 0.4 0.545kph 0.05 0.35 0.6
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12. "Other Cost" meaning "Total cost of smaller components not in any major
subsystem"
4pp$20m+6m
$l b+4m U. /b U.U
$20+6m J 0.45 0.35 0.2
$25+8m 0.3 0.5 0.2
$15+4m 0.45 0.35 0.2
5pp$25m+8m $20+6m 0.3 0.5 0.2
$25+8m 0.1 0.4 0.5
$15+4m 0.3 0.5 0.2
Spp$30m+10m $20+6m 0.1 0.4 0.5
$25+8m 0.0 0.1 0.9
13. "Other mass"
subsystem"
meaning "Other mass not accounted in any major
900kg
1100kg
4UUKg
450kg
500kg
400kg
450kg
500kg
U.tJ
0.45
0.4
0.4
0.35
0.3
0.4
0.45
0.45
0.4
0.45
0.5
U.-I
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.2
0.2
400kg 0.2 0.55 0.25
1300kg 450kg 0.15 0.55 0.3
500kg 0.1 0.5 0.4
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14. "Overall Cost" meaning "Overall program cost of designing and developing
the Main Battle Tank"
18t$8m $60m
$70m
U.
0.1
U. JU.U
0.550.15
0.35 0.55
$50m .6 0.3 .1
20t$1Om $60m 0.28 0.55 0.17
$70m 1 0.3 0.6
22t$12m
$50m 0.55 0.35 0.05
$60m 0.28 0.53 0.19
$70m 0.0 0.32 0.68
$50m 0.63 0.32 0.05
18t$8m $60m 0.28 0.54 0.18
$70m 0.08 0.35 0.57
$50m 0.58 0.32 0.1
60tons 20t$1 Om $60m 0.27 0.55 0.18
$70m 0.1 0.28 0.62
$50m 0.54 0.38 0.05
22t$12m $60m 0.27 0.53 0.2
$70m 0.0 0.3 0.7
18t$8m
$50m 0.6 0.35 0.05
$60m 0.26 0.53 0.21
$70m 0.05 0.35 0.6
$50m 0.56 0.34 0.1
20t$1 Om $60m 0.24 0.53 0.23
$70m J .RO 0.24 0.68
22t$1 2m
18t$8m
$50m 0.52 0.4 0.08
$60m 0.24 0.51 0.25
$70m
$50m
0.0
0.58
0.27
0.37
0.73
0.05
$60m ]| R26 051 .23
$70m 0.03 0.3 0.67
$50m 0.54 0.36 0.1
20t$1 m $60m 0.24 0.5 0.26
$70m ] .RO 0.22 0.72
22t$12m
$50m 0.51 0.4 0.09
$60m 0.22 0.48 0.3
$70m 0.0 0.25 0.75
55tons
800hp
900hp
65tons
55tons
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18t$8m
$ U
$60rn
$70rn
0.b5
0.24
0.03
U. .iU u.u~0.48
0.27
0.28
0.7
$50m 0.53 0.37 0.1
20t$1 Om $60m 0.22 0.5 0.28
$70m 0.05 0.21 0.74
22t$12m
$50m 0.5 0.41 0.09
$60m 0.2 0.48 0.32
$70m 0.0 0.23
' 7m
1 8$8m
$50m 0.55 0.4
0.77
$60m 0.22 0.48 0.3
$70mn 0.02 0.26 0.72
$50m 0.52 0.38 0.1
20t$10m $60m 0.2 0.5 0.3
$70m 0.04 0.2 0.76
22t$1 2m
$50m 0.5 0.42
$60m 0.18 1.48 0.34
$70m 0.0 0.22
__________ I *I* I II I - .-0.42 U.Ub
18t$8r
$50m 0.53
0.78
$60m 0.2 0.48 0.32
$70m 0.02 0.24 0.74
$50m 0.5 0.4 0.1
20t$10m $60m 0018 1.5 0.32
$70m 0.03 0.2 0.77
22t$12m
$5Gm 0.48 0.44 0.08
$60m 1116 j.48 0.36
$70mn 0.0 0.2 0.8
$50m 0.52 0.43 0.05
18t$8m $60m 0.18 0.48 0.34
$70m 0.0 0.25 0.75
$50m 0.49 0.41 0.1
60tons 20t$1 Om $60m 0.16 0.5 0.34
$70m 0.0 0.2 0.8
$50m 0.47 0.45 0.08
22t$12m $60m 0.14 0.48 0.38
$70m 0.0 0.15 0.85
18t$8m
$50mn 0.51 0.44 0.05
$60m 014 1.5 1.36
$70mn 0.0 0.2 0.8
$50m 0.48 0.42 0.1
20t$1 Om $60m 0.12 0.52 0.36
$70m 0.0 0.15 0.85
22t$1 2m
$50m 0.46 0.46 0.08
$60m 111 j.5 0.4
$70mn 0.0 0.1 0.9
60tons
900hp
65tons
55tons
1 000hp
65tons
m l I I - $70s
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U.3 i U.UO
0.05
0.08
0.050.42
15. "Overall Engine power" meaning "Overall engine power of the Main Battle
Tank"
60hp
800hp
900hp
1000hp
0.65
0.4
0.15
1050hp
0.3
0.45
0.45
0.15
0.4
800hp 0.6 0.35 0.05
70hp 900hp 0.38 0.45 0.15
1000hp 0.1 0.45 0.45
80hp
800hp 0.55 0.4 0.05
90Bhp 0.35 1 0.45 1 0.2
1000hp 0.05 0.45 0.5
800hp 0.6 0.35 0.05
60hp 900hp 0.38 0.45 0.15
1000hp 0.1 0.45 0.45
800hp 0.55 0.4 0.05
60hp 70hp 900hp 0.35 0.45 0.2
1000hp 0.05 0.45 0.5
800hp 0.45 0.45 0.1
80hp 900hp 0.35 0.5 0.15
1000hp 0.05 0.42 0.53
60hp
800hp 0.55 0.4 0.05
90hp 0.35 0.45 10.2
1000hp 0.05 0.45 0.5
800hp 0.45 0.45 0.1
70hp 900hp 0.35 0.5 0.15
1000hp 0.05 0.42 0.53
80hp
800hp 0.43 0.47 0.1
90hp 0.33 0.52 0.15
1000hD
* san
0.03 0.44 0.53 11
50hp
70hp
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16. "Overall Mass" meaning "Overall mass of the Main Battle Tank"
Parent Hode(s) Oeran Mass
-5 ur em bi Mes Other_" Mass - Mmss-it Oto
18t$8m 0.5 0.4 0.1
1.5t 20t$10m 0.4 0.5 0.1
22t$12m 0.15 0.6 0.25
18t$8m 0.48 0.42 0.1
13tons 2t 20t$10m 0.3 0.55 0.15
22t$12m 0.1 0.5 0.4
18t$8m 0.45 0.45 0.1
2.5t 20t$10m 0.25 0.55 0.2
22t$12m 0.05 0.55 0.4
18t$8m 0.43 0.47 0.1
1.St 20t$10m 0.2 0.57 0.23
22t$12m 0.0 0.55 0.45
18t$8m 0.4 0.5 0.1
24tons 14.5tons 2t 20t$1Om 0.15 0.6 0.25
22t$12m 0.0 0.5 05
18t$8m 0.3 0.55 0.15
2.5t 20t$1Om 0.1 0.5 0.4
22t$12m 0.0 0.45 0.55
18t$8m 0.25 0.55 02
1.5t 20t$10m 0.05 .55 0.4
22t$12m 0.0 0.4 0.6
18t$8m 0.2 0.57 0.23
16tons 2t 20t$1 Om 0.0 0.55 0.45
22t$12m 0.0 0.35 0.65
18t$8m 0.15 0.6 0.25
2.5t 20t$1Om 0.0 0.5 05
22t$12m 0.0 0.3 07
18t$8m 0.25 0.55 0.2
1.5t 20t$1m 0.05 0.55 04
22t$12m 0.0 0.4 0.6
18t$8m 0.2 0..7 023
27tons 1 3tons 2t 20t$1 Om 0.0 0.55 0.45
22t$12m 0.0 0.35 0.65
18t$8m 0.15 0.6 0.25
2.5t 20t$1Om 0.0 0.5 0.5
22t$12m I0.0 0.3 0.7
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1.5t
18t$1m I
2011 m I
22112m I
0.1 0.5
0.0 0.45
0.0 0.25
U.4
0.55
0.75
18t$8m 0.05 0.55 0.4
14.5tons 2t 201Om an 04 0.6
22t$1 2m an0 0.25 0.75
18t$8m 00 0.55 045
2.5t 20t$1Om 0 35 ass
22t$12m 00 0.15 0.8527tons 18t$8m 0.0 05 05
1.5t 20t$10m 0.0 0.3 07
22$12m 0.0 0.1 0.9
18t$8m 0.0 0.45 0.55
1 Lons 2t 20t$1 Om 0.0 0.25 0.75
22t$12m 0.0 005 0.95
18t$8m 0.0 04 0.6
2.51 20t$1Om 0.0 02 0.8
22t$12m 00 0.0 0
18t$8m 0.0 0.5 0.5
1.5t 20t$10m 0.0 03 07
22t$12m 00 0.1 0.9
18t$8m a. 0.45 ass
1 3tons 2t 20t$1 Om an 0.25 0.75
22t$12m a0 0.05 0.95
11 an 0.4 0s
2.5t 20t1lOm an0 .a2 a
22t$12m an 0.03Otons 18t$8m an. , 0.35 0.65E
1.5t 20t$10m 00 0.15 08
22t$12m an0 0.0 1.0
4 
1 2
18t$8m 0.0 0.5 0.75
1tons 20$1 Om 0.0 0.0 0.9
22_$12m an 00 1 0
18t$8m 0.0 0.2 0.81.5t 20t11Dm 0.0 0.05 1.0522t$1 2m 0.0 0.0 1 .0
28t$8m 0.0 0.5 0.811.5t2 20t1lOm 0.0 0.0 1.022t$1 2m 0.0 an0 1.0
17. "Powerpack" meaning "Total mass of the engine and transmission
components"
rv Mde>Power /
Mobi~ty M 3.tone h
800hp 045 0.4 0.15
22t$1 03 004 028
1 2 0.35 045
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18. "Running Gear Mass" meaning "Tank's running gear mass which is part of
the powertrain subsystem"
19. "Situation Awareness"
Yes
Limited Land Platform
40hp
45hp
50hp
0.4
0.35
0.3
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.1
0.15
0.2
40hp 0.35 0.45 0.2
Land Platforms 45hp 0.25 0.4 0.35
50hp 0.15 0.35 0.5
All Platforms
40hp 0.3 0.45 0.25
45hp 0.2 1 0.4 0.4
50hp 0.1 0.35 0.55
40hp 0.45 0.5 0.05
Limited Land Platform 45hp 0.4 0.55 0.05
50hp 0.35 0.5 0.15
40hp 0.45 0.5 0.05
No Land Platforms 45hp 0.4 0.5 0.1
50hp 0.35 0.5 0.15
4Ohp 0.45 
_045 _ 1___m
All Platforms 45hp 0.4 0.5 0.1
50hp 0.35 0.45 0.2
20. "Sustenance" meaning "Tank's ability to sustenance without logistic re-
supply"
900kg
4UrdsLeUKg
45rds325kg
50rds360kg
U.4b3
0.4
0.35
0.35
0.4
U.25
0.25
0.25
40rds29Okg 0.4 0.4 0.2
1100kg 45rds325kg 0.35 0.4 0.25
50rds36Okg 0.3 0.4 0.3
40rds290kg 0.35 0.35 0.3
1300kg 45rds325kg 0.3 0.4 0.3
50rds360kg 0.25 0.4 0.35
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21 ."Total Survivability Mass" meaning "Tank's survivability subsystem mass"
10 kg
1itons 1.buj __t__12.7AP 0.45
onns
0.35
0.35
U. 1
0.2
7.62AP 0.45 0.4 0.15l7tons 12.7AP 0.4 0.35 0.25
1 8tons 7.62AP 0.45 0.35 0.212.7AP 0.35 0.4 0.25
7.62AP 0.45 0.35 0.2
12.7AP 0.4 0.35 0.25
7.62AP 0.4 0.35 0.25
12tons 12.7AP 0.3 0.3 0.4
16tons 7.62AP 0.35 0.4 0.2512.7AP 0.2 0.35 0.45
17tons 7.62AP 0.3 0.35 0.3512.7AP 0.25 0.35 0.4
1kg17os7.624P 0.2 0.35 0.4514gllos12.7AP 0.15 0.35 0.5
18tons 7.62AP 0.1 0.35 0.5512.7AP 0.1 0.3 0.6
22. "Track width"
X<275 0.5 0.5
275<X<300 0.4 0.6
300<X 0.3 0.7
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23."Vehicle Volume" meaning "Tank's estimated volume based on external
dimensions"
* Vehidle Volpatent Node 8 
>ehcl Vo ,b,, chat1 ht Len b Width OveraS MaSs >69
55tons 0.9 01
3.4m SOtons 0.95 0.05
65tons 1.0 0.0
55tons 0.8 0.2
Mm 3.6m S0tons 0.85 0.15
65tons 0.9 
-
55tons 0.7 0.3
3.8m 60tons 0.75 0.25
65tons 0.8 0.2
55tons 0.6 0.4
3.4m 60tons 0.65 0.35
65tons 0.7 0.3
55tons 0.5 0.5
<3m 7m 3.Sm 60tons 0.55 0.45
65tons 0.6 0.4
55tons 0.4 0.6
3.Gm 60tons 0.45 0.55
65tons 0.5 0.5
55tons 0.3 .7
3.4m 60tons 0.35 0.65
65tons 0.4 0.6
55tons 0.2 0.8
Sm 3.6m 60tons 0.25 0.75
65tons 0.3 0.7
55tons 0.1 0.9
3.8m 60tons 0.15 0.85
65tons 0.2 0.8
55tons 0.8 0.2
3.4m 60tons 0.85 0.15
65tons 0.9 0.1
55tons 0.7 0.3
Sm 3.Sm S0tons 0.75 0.25
65tons 0.8 0.2
55tons 0.6 0.4
3.8m 60tons 0,65 0.35>3m 65tons 0
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S5tons 0.5 0.
3.4m 60tons 0.55 0.45
65tons 0.6 0.4
55tons 0.4 0.6
7m 3.6m 60tons 0.45 0.55
65tons 0.5 0.5
55tons 0.3 0.7
3.8m 60tons 0.35 0.65
65tons 0.4 0.6
8m
3.4m
3.6m
3.8m
55tons
60tons
65tons
55tons
60tons
65tons
55tons
60tons
65tons
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.0
0.05
0.1
0.8
0.75
0.7
0.9
0.85
0.8
1.0
0.95
0.9
- I - i - IU a
24. "Weapon Station Mass & Cost" meaning "Tank's firepower subsystem
mass and cost to design and develop"
2X7.62(150kg)
1 7tons
1 tons_$4m
1.5tons_$5m
2tons $6m
U. 3
0.45
0.4
U. J
0.4
0.4
U. P
0.15
0.2
1tons $4m 025 s 0.25
1itons 1.5tons $5m 0.2 0.45 0.35
2tons $6m 0.15 .4 0.45
1 9tons
1tons $4m 0.1 0.4 0.5
1.5tons_$5m 0.05 0.35 0.6
2tons $6m 0.0 0.35 0.65
1tons_$4m 0.48 0.37 0.15
1 7tons 1.5tons_$5m 0.43 0.42 0.15
2tons $6m 0.38 0.42 0.2
1 tons $4m 0.23 0.52 0.25
12.77.62(200kg) 1 8tons 1.5tons_$5m 0.18 0.47 0.35
2tons_$6m 0.13 0.42 0.45
1tons $4m 0.08 0.4 0.52
1 9tons 1.5tons_$5m 0.03 0.35 0.62
2tons_$6m 0.0 0.34 0.66
1tons $4m 0.45 0.4 0.15
17tons 1.5tons_$5m 0.4 0.45 0.15
2tons $6m 0.35 0.45 0.2
1tons $4m 0.2 0.55 0.25
2x7.621 2.7(275kg) 18tons 1.5tons_$5m 0.15 0.5 0.35
2tons $6m 0.1 0.45 0.45
itons$4m 0.05 0.45 0.5
1l9tons 1.$tons$5m 0.0 0.4 0.6
___________ _____________ 2tons $6m 0.0 0.32 10.68
237
>3m
II -
25. "Weapon Station Power" meaning "Tank's firepower subsystem power"
1 tons_$4m
BD20E(28)
10D25E(35)
i UDomz+ I 4tonS U. U.4 U. I
120mm2.5+16tons:]j 0.6 ] . _ 0.1
125mm2.7+16.5tons
105mm2+14tons
0.5
0.55
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.15
120mm2.5+1Gtons | 0.5 0.35 0.15
125mm2.7+16.5tons 0.4 0.35 0.25
105mm2+14tons 0.45 0.3 0.25
8D20E(28) 120mm2.5+16tons 0.4 0.35 0.25
1.5tons $5m 125mm2.7+16.5tons 0.3 0.4 0.31 105mm2+14tons 0.35 0.35 0.3
10D25E(35) 120mm2.5+16tons 0.3 0.4 0.3
125mm2.7+16.5tons 0.2 0.4 0.4
105mm2+14tons 0.25 0.4 0.35
8D20E(28) 120m2.5+16tons 0.2 0.4 0.4
2tons $6m 125mm2.7+16.5tons 0.1 0.4 0.5
- 105mm2+14tons 0.15 0.4 0.45
10D25E(35) 120mm2.5+16tons 0.1 0.4 0.5
1125mm2.7+16.5tons 0.05 0.4 0.55
26. "Width" meaning "Tank Width"
1 Otons
11 tons
12tons
S U.zo
4 0.3
3 0.5
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